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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and Application

Driven by rapid advances in technology and dwindling production costs, driver assistance
systems are becoming a standard commodity even in middle-class vehicles. State-of-
the-art sensory equipment and sophisticated algorithms allow the realization of complex
functions that are robust enough to directly access the steering and breaking systems of a
vehicle. This evolution of driver assistance is necessary to reduce the number of accidents
while keeping up with the ever-increasing traffic volume.

Most driver assistance systems are designed to prevent or mitigate dangerous situations,
which require rapid detection and analysis from the driver. These situations usually occur
when the driver is either unaware of a potential hazard, or is unable to react fast enough
to changing circumstances. In recent years, the scope of driver assistance has expanded
from systems that increase the comfort and safety of the car’s passenger to systems that
also seek to protect other traffic participants, such as pedestrians.

Reliable detection of pedestrians from a moving vehicle is the key to preventing or mit-
igating accidents involving these most vulnerable traffic participants. In crowded urban
traffic, a driver can easily overlook a person that suddenly steps out onto the street and
cause a collision that can prove fatal for the pedestrian. For this reason, pedestrian de-
tection has received a lot of attention from the computer vision and machine learning
communities over the past decade. A variety of classification approaches and system
designs developed for specific sensors and application fields have been published.

What all of these systems have in common is that they only observe the region in front of
the vehicle, where the risk of a collision is highest. This is true for normal urban traffic,
but not for parking scenarios where such assumptions can not be made and the whole area
surrounding the car poses a potential threat to pedestrians. Not only pedestrians in front
of or behind a car that is backing out of, or driving into a parking space are vulnerable.
Pedestrians to the sides might get caught in the sweeping motion of the front of the car
during reversing.

The American National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has assessed that in the
United States there are on average 228 fatalities and 17,000 injuries resulting from back-
over crashes involving light vehicles (passenger cars, multipurpose passenger vehicles,
trucks, buses, and low-speed vehicles) every year. They also found that “many of these
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1. Introduction

incidents occur off public roadways, in areas such as driveways and parking lots and in-
volve parents (or caregivers) accidentally backing over children” [1].

Thus, when maneuvering in a busy parking lot where pedestrians are usually abundant,
the driver should be alerted to all pedestrians in close proximity to the car. To this end,
we propose a novel Surround View System (SVS) for pedestrian detection, capable of
detecting pedestrians on all sides of the car simultaneously. The system presents the
vicinity of the car to the driver by rendering a Bird’s Eye View image from four wide-
angle cameras mounted to the body of the car. Detected pedestrians are marked with
bright warning symbols in this image to alert their driver to their presence. This enables
the driver too spot persons, which would be endangered by his vehicle, at a glance, thus
reducing the chance of accidents.

1.2. Challenges

This goal presents several challenges, which are addressed in this thesis.

First and foremost, a very efficient way to detect pedestrians in the input images is re-
quired. This is also true for "regular" forward-facing pedestrian detection systems. How-
ever, as the SVS requires four cameras to be monitored in parallel, particular focus has to
be put on efficient detection algorithms. Pedestrians must be detected in real-time so that
the driver can be given enough time to react accordingly.

The wide angle lenses on the SVS cameras, which are required to observe a sufficiently
large field of view around the car, introduce severe distortions in the images. A classifica-
tion concept for this application scenario has to be able to handle these distortions.

Furthermore, the mounting positions of the cameras on the car body are not optimal for
the task of pedestrian detection. As a result, pedestrians that are close to the car might not
be fully visible. Especially the salient head-shoulder region can be occluded for nearby
pedestrians. However, these close pedestrians can not be ignored, as they are particu-
larly susceptible to a collision with the vehicle. The classification concept must therefore
support partially visible pedestrians.

Finally, our system requires that the location of detected pedestrians in the input images is
very precise. This is due to the projective nature of the Bird’s Eye View perspective used
to display detected pedestrians. Even small offsets between the estimated and the true
pedestrian position in the input images can appear very large in the Bird’s Eye View. This
effect does not only reduce system acceptance by the driver, it can also lead to the driver
underestimating the distance to a pedestrian, with possibly fatal consequences.

In the following chapter, the contributions of the thesis which aim to meet these challenges
are presented.
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2. Overview and Contributions

The aim of this thesis is to develop novel methods that enable and support Surround
View pedestrian detection. As a part of the Surround View System, the detection and
localization approaches introduced in the following chapters can be used to prevent and
mitigate accidents involving pedestrians. This is a challenging goal, as outlined in Section
1.2. In the three main chapters of this thesis, we show how these challenges can be met
and develop the algorithms that ensure robust, fast and precise pedestrian detection in this
application scenario.

2.1. Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifiers with Interstage
Information Transfer

At the core of our application system are the algorithms that enable robust detection
of pedestrians in real-time. Chapter 5 gives a complete description of the processing
chain required to find pedestrians in the input images obtained from the four SVS cam-
eras.

The chapter first covers the image preprocessing steps required to deal with the distortions
introduced by the wide-angle optics in the SVS. This normalizes pedestrian appearance
and makes detection feasible. It is shown how the projection used in the preprocessing
step results in an image that is locally equivalent to a standard angle camera image.

Then, a novel heterogeneous cascaded classifier approach is introduced, which combines
the computational efficiency of early simple stages with the classification performance of
powerful final stages. Contrary to other publications, we use a cascaded neural network
architecture instead of a Support Vector Machine to obtain a final classification decision.
We also propose to employ a synergistic combination of features that operate on the same
fundamental image representation, thus facilitating rapid detection.

To further increase the performance of our heterogeneous cascade, a feature-based inter-
stage information transfer method is introduced. This method allows the re-use of already
calculated intermediate classification results in later stages of the classification chain.
Furthermore, it can be employed to realize an efficient fusion stage that incorporates the
outputs of all stages. This yields improvements both in terms of detection accuracy and
speed, as we demonstrate in the evaluation section of the chapter. We also compare our
novel inter-stage information transfer approach to two other recent approaches.
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2. Overview and Contributions

Due to the mounting positions of the SVS cameras, pedestrians are often occluded in
vertical direction. If a pedestrian is standing close to the car, only their torso and legs
might be visible in the camera image. A full-body classifier can not satisfactory deal with
these cases. To deal with these occlusions we introduce a classification scheme where we
train a dedicated classifier for each of several discrete visibility levels.

The chapter closes with a thorough evaluation of all presented classification components.
For this, evaluations are done on datasets captured using standard angle cameras as well
as dedicated SVS sequences. Parameter choice and different training techniques, such as
bootstrapping, are also briefly discussed.

2.2. Optical Flow Models for ROI-Generation

In Chapter 6, we present a novel approach that enables rapid pedestrian detection in im-
ages. The goal of this chapter is to focus the attention of a complex, time-consuming
classifier to only a few regions of interest (ROI) in the image to keep overall runtime
low. More precisely, we seek to quickly reduce the number of windows that need to be
searched for pedestrians while doing so in an computationally efficient manner.

To this end, in contrast to Chapter 5, where a cascaded classifier is employed to examine
image content, we propose to use a multi-stage rejection chain based on dense optical
flow.

We show that by analyzing dense flow images and egomotion information of the current
scene, the likelihood that an image window contains a pedestrian can be inferred. Win-
dows are obtained by densely scanning the input image, identical to the cascaded classifier
approach. Only windows that exhibit a minimum likelihood to contain a pedestrian need
to be processed further.

Three consecutive classification stages, each of which focuses on a different feature of the
potential pedestrian, are used to filter candidate windows in the image. Only if a window
passes all three stages, it is passed on to a complex image based classifier. The approach
incorporates the uncertainties of all inputs which is important when dealing with the noisy
data received from the flow- and egomotion-estimation.

An experimental evaluation of the proposed ROI-generation approach and a short discus-
sion of the employed model parameters concludes the chapter. For the evaluation, the
flow based ROI-generation approach is also compared to a classifier cascade on a dataset
captured using the SVS experimental vehicle.
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2.3. Precise Localization of Pedestrians in Images

2.3. Precise Localization of Pedestrians in Images

As mentioned in the introduction, due to the way that detected pedestrians are displayed
in the Surround View System, the detection location in the image must be very precise.
Even a small displacement in the camera image can result in a noticeable offset between
the desired and displayed pedestrian location in the Bird’s Eye View image. Finding the
correct positions of pedestrians in an image is also beneficial in many other applications,
such as driver assistance, autonomous vehicles and visual surveillance.

To deal with this challenge, we investigate the task of precise localization of pedestrians
in images in Chapter 7. First, we show that localization can be treated as a subsequent
step to pedestrian detection that aims at finding the exact position of pedestrians in an
input image. Then, two different novel approaches for pedestrian localization using neural
networks with local receptive fields are introduced.

The first approach uses a ranking classifier to determine the relative order of image win-
dows in regard to their localization quality. Localization is then performed via sampling
of the window space in the vicinity of an initial detection. For the second approach, a
binary classifier is trained to stepwise move an initial window towards the optimal posi-
tion.

We propose to split up the localization task into consecutive subtasks, which allows the
training of a dedicated classifier for each subtask to improve localization precision and to
simplify evaluation.

The chapter finishes with a detailed evaluation of the proposed approaches on a publicly
available pedestrian detection dataset and an analysis of critical cases.
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3. Fundamentals and Methods

This chapter introduces common fundamental algorithmic methods and concepts which
are used extensively in all of the following chapters. Methods that are very specific to a
certain chapter and do not pertain to the overall thesis will be described separately at the
beginning of each chapter in detail.

3.1. Coordinate Systems and Extrinsic Calibration

Coordinate Systems

Two different Cartesian coordinate systems are used throughout this work. The camera
coordinate system is aligned with the axes of the camera and is centered at the princi-
pal point of the camera. The x-axis faces right (when looking along the principal axis
of the camera), the y-axis down and the z-axis forward. Points in this 3D coordinate
system can be projected onto the image plane of the camera, resulting in discrete pixel
positions.

To handle points whose position is given relative to the vehicle, a second coordinate sys-
tem has to be employed. The origin of this vehicle coordinate system is chosen to lie
on the ground at the front lateral center of the car. From the view of the driver, the x-,
y- and z-axes point left, down and backwards, respectively. The coordinate systems are
illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Extrinsic Camera Calibration

The relationship of both coordinate systems is given by the extrinsic calibration of the
camera, i.e. the position and rotation of the camera coordinate system in regard to the
vehicle coordinate system. These six extrinsic calibration parameters (three translational
and three rotational parameters) can be obtained by either manual calibration using a pre-
defined calibration pattern or automatically by means of an online calibration algorithm
[2].

Figure 3.2 shows the setup of the manual extrinsic calibration process. A large chessboard
pattern is placed at known locations in front and to the sides of the experimental vehicle.
The chessboard corners are manually labeled in the images of each camera that is to be
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3. Fundamentals and Methods

Figure 3.1.: Origins and axis directions of the Cartesian coordinate systems used in this the-
sis. The camera coordinate system is centered at the principal point of the cam-
era. The origin of this vehicle coordinate lies on the ground at the front lateral
center of the car.

calibrated. By minimizing the error between the projected and labeled corner points in
the image space, the extrinsic parameters can be determined. This can be achieved by
a least squares optimization. Due to the non-linearity of the camera model, a non-linear
method such as the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [3] needs to be employed.

Manual extrinsic calibration has two major drawbacks. First, the process is time consum-
ing and cumbersome, as large calibration patterns are required. Second, vibrations of the
car body cause the cameras to gradually change their pose during the vehicle’s lifetime.
The calibration of the cameras thus needs to be adapted accordingly. These considerations
necessitate an automatic, online-calibration scheme that can compensate minor changes
in the alignment of the cameras. For details on such methods, we refer to [2, 4].

3.2. Classification

This section gives a brief overview of the classification algorithms used in the remainder
of the work. For a more detailed summary of machine learning theory and application,
we refer to [5] and [6].

A classifier, in its most generic form, can be described as a mapping from a set of input
variables x1, . . . , xd to output variables y1, . . . , yk . In case of a binary classification prob-
lem, i.e. k = 1, y is simply a scalar output that is equal to one if the input belongs to
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3.2. Classification

Figure 3.2.: Manual extrinsic calibration of the SVS cameras. A chessboard pattern at known
locations around the car is used to determine the rotation and translation of each
camera in regard to the vehicle coordinate system.

the target class and zero if it does not. This mapping can be modeled by a mathematical
function that contains a certain number of adjustable model parameters:

y = f (x; w). (3.1)

Here, y denotes the vector of outputs, x the input variables and w the vector of parameters.
Due to the inherent complexity of most classification problems, manually choosing these
parameters is not feasible. Therefore the model parameters are usually determined from
labeled input data in an offline step. The process of determining the values for these
parameters on the basis of the input data set is called training or learning, and therefore
the data set of examples is generally referred to as a training set.

After the model parameters w have been learned from the training data, the classifier can
be applied to yet unseen data to obtain an estimate of the class membership of the pre-
sented examples. The desired output of the classifier is of course the correct label of the
presented example. The performance of the classifier hereby depends on several factors,
such as the size of the training set that was employed to learn the parameter vector. Over-
all, the choice of the mathematical classifier model and corresponding training algorithm
is the most critical part in tackling a classification problem and strongly influences the
resulting performance. In the following, we give a short description of the classification
approaches that are used throughout this work.
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3. Fundamentals and Methods

3.2.1. AdaBoost

The classification concept of Boosting[7] refers to a method of combining several inaccu-
rate, weak predictors in such a manner that a the resulting strong predictor is both robust
and accurate. Several Boosting algorithms have emerged over the last two decades, suited
for different applications and classification tasks. A variant which has proven to be par-
ticularly successful in the pedestrian classification domain is AdaBoost[8].

The key aspect behind AdaBoost is the combination of simple, weak features to form a
feature vector suited for the classification task at hand. The features are selected from
a given set using the AdaBoost algorithm [9], greedily optimizing an error distribution
over all training samples. In every iteration j of AdaBoost, a new so called weaklearner
consisting of an image feature f j , a parity p j and threshold value θ j is added to the clas-
sifier:

h j (x) =

{
1 : p j f j (x) < p jθ j
0 : otherwise (3.2)

Several weaklearners are combined into a compound classifier, called a stronglearner,
forming a weighted sum over all weaklearner outputs:

H (x) =

{
1 :

∑
j α j h j (x) ≥ Θ,

−1 : otherwise (3.3)

Here, x is a vector containing the input variables of one sample and α j is the weight of
the weaklearner h j . The final threshold of the stronglearner is denoted by Θ.

Algorithm 1 details the steps required to train an AdaBoost stronglearner. The training
set for the stronglearner consists of N training samples xi with labels yi labeling them as
either belonging to the target (+1) or background (−1) classes. Each sample is assigned
an identical initial weight and the weights of all samples sum to unity:

w1(i) =
1
N
, i = 1 . . . N (3.4)

This distribution is updated in each iteration and determines the importance of each sam-
ple in the current boosting round. The number of boosting rounds, which is identical to
the number of features in the final stronglearner, is chosen in such a way that a specific
training goal is reached. Usually, weaklearners are added to the stronglearner until a given
false positive rate at a fixed true positive rate is met.

Feature selection is the first step in each AdaBoost iteration. The algorithm seeks to find
the image feature that exhibits the lowest error on the current weight distribution, that
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3.2. Classification

Algorithm 1: AdaBoost
Input : Training samples X = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN )} , xi ∈ X, yi ∈ {−1,1}

Number of weaklearners T
Output: Stronglearner H

Initialize:
Uniform distribution of sample weights: w1(i) = 1

N , i = 1 . . . N

for t = 1 to T do

// Choose weaklearner with minimum weighted error on X:
ht = argmin

h j

ε j , ε j =
∑N

i=1 wt (i)
[
h j (xi) , yi

]

// Determine weight of new weaklearner:

α j = 1
2 log

(
1−ε t
ε t

)
// Update weights for next boosting round:

Zt =
∑N

i=1 wt (i) exp(−α j yiht (xi))
wt+1(i) = 1

Zt
wt (i) exp(−α j yiht (xi))

// Resulting stronglearner

H (x) = sgn (
∑T

t=1 αt ht (x) − Θ)

is:

ht = argmin
h j

ε j , ε j =

N∑
i=1

wt (i)
[
h j (xi) , yi

]
(3.5)

We achieve this by first calculating the optimum threshold value for each feature. The
output space of the current feature is partitioned into 1000 equally spaced histogram bins.
The optimal threshold can then be determined by building histograms over all positive
and negative sample weights and evaluating the cumulative weighted error at each bin.
For this purpose, points of maximum error are also valid, as they can be converted to a
minimum by flipping the polarity of the resulting weaklearner.

After threshold optimization, a weaklearner containing the feature with the lowest overall
weighted error and the appropriate threshold is added to the stronglearner. The weight
of the new weaklearner depends on this error and is chosen in such a way that the train-
ing error of the strong classifier approaches zero exponentially in the number of rounds
[9]:

α j =
1
2

log
(

1 − ε t

ε t

)
(3.6)

As long as weaklearners that exhibit a weighted error below 1/2 can be constructed, the
error on the training set decreases. The sample weights are also updated accordingly.
Samples that are correctly classified by the current weaklearner have their relative weight
decreased, while the weights of misclassified samples are increased:
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3. Fundamentals and Methods

Zt =

N∑
i=1

wt (i) exp(−α j yiht (xi)) (3.7)

wt+1(i) =
1
Zt
wt (i) exp(−α j yiht (xi)) (3.8)

After each boosting round, the threshold of the stronglearner Θ can be adapted to reach
the desired true positive rate. This re-weighting scheme causes new weaklearners to focus
on difficult examples and it can be shown that this choice of weights minimizes an upper
bound on the training error. More precisely, the training error defined as

ε train =
1
N

N∑
i=1

[
H (xi) , yi

]
(3.9)

is limited by the product over the normalization factors Zt of all boosting rounds:

ε train ≤

N∑
i=1

exp(−yi A(xi)) =

T∏
t=1

Zt , (3.10)

A(x) =

T∑
t=1

αt ht (x) (3.11)

Under the previously stated assumption that the weighted error ε t of each selected weak-
learner is slightly smaller than 1/2, the training error can even be shown to decrease expo-
nentially:

ε train ≤

T∏
t=1

Zt ≤ exp(−2Tγ2). (3.12)

Here, γ is the minimum improvement each weaklearner exhibits in regard to a simple
random guess:

1/2 − ε t ≥ γ, for any γ > 0 (3.13)

This restriction is easily achieved in practice, since a sufficiently large pool of features
always contains at least one feature that performs better than a random guess. It is also
important to note that only the weighted error is considered here. A feature that does
not yield any relevant classification information on the unweighted data set might be
very discriminative on the weighted set. The detailed proof and derivation of the error
boundaries as stated above can be found in [8].

Figure 3.3 illustrates the AdaBoost training algorithm on exemplary data. Samples of two
different classes (red and green) are classified by weaklearners employing only horizontal
or vertical threshold features. The weaklearner selected in each boosting round is shown
by the blue dotted line and the overall stronglearner decision boundary is drawn in black.
The size of each sample is proportional to its weight in the current boosting round. After
five boosting round, the error on the training set reaches zero.
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3.2. Classification

Figure 3.3.: Illustration of the AdaBoost training algorithm. Samples of two different classes
(red and green) are classified by weaklearners employing only horizontal or ver-
tical threshold features. The weaklearner selected in each boosting round is
shown by the blue dotted line and the overall stronglearner decision boundary
is drawn in black. The size of each sample is proportional to its weight in the
current boosting round. After five boosting round, the error on the training set is
zero.
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3.2.2. Multi-Layer Perceptron

Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLPs) are a well understood and widely used type of neural
network. MLPs have successfully been employed in a large number of task, ranging from
classification and regression to time-series prediction and principal component analysis.
The success of these networks is partially due to their flexible structure.

MLP Network Topology

On a basic level, an MLP is a finite directed acyclic graph [5]. The nodes in the graph are
represented by neurons while the edges constitute inter-neuron connections with associ-
ated synaptic weights.

As the graph is acyclic (edges must not form cycles in the graph), the neurons or nodes
can be thought of as being organized in layers. Neurons in one layer hereby receive input
only from neurons in the previous layer. Neurons that do not receive any input and have
no incoming synaptic connections are called input neurons. The input layer of an MLP
operating on data of dimensionality M must have exactly M input neurons. These neurons
act as a gateway through which data enters the network.

In contrast, nodes that do not have any outgoing connections are referred to as output
neurons. The number of outputs neurons is identical to the desired dimensionality of the
target patterns. For a binary classification task or for a scalar regression problem, only a
single neuron is required in the output layer.

Nodes that are neither output nor input neurons are called hidden neurons. They pro-
vide additional degrees of freedom to the network and allow the MLP to learn even very
difficult classification problems. Generally speaking, the number of neurons in the hid-
den layer directly influences the representative power of the network. Note that an MLP
can have an arbitrary number of hidden layers and neurons, yet a single hidden layer is
sufficient for the MLP to be capable of learning arbitrary decision boundaries [10].

Figure 3.4 illustrates the network topology of an MLP. The neurons in the first layer
provide input to the network by directly accessing the entries xk of a data point. The
input layer is connected to the neurons of the hidden layer via the synaptic weights wi j . In
the hidden neurons, the weighted input is accumulated and a so called activation function
is applied to this sum. This activation function is critical to the network and its purpose is
discussed below. Another set of weights wi connects the hidden and output layers. Note
that for simplicity, we assume there is only a single hidden layer and output neuron in
this example. In general, an MLP can have an arbitrary number of hidden layers and/or
output units. After another activation function is applied to the weighted sum in the output
neuron, the final result y can be obtained from the network.

An MLP with M inputs and N hidden neurons as described above and depicted in Figure
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3.2. Classification

Figure 3.4.: Illustration of MLP network architecture. Neurons are divided into input, hidden
and output layers. Each layer receives input from the previous layer in a feed-
forward manner. Neuronal connections are facilitated by synaptic weights.

3.4 can be expressed as:

net(x) = h *.
,

N∑
i=1

wig
*.
,

M∑
j=1

wi j x j + θi
+/
-

+ ϕ
+/
-
. (3.14)

Here, θi and ϕ are bias weights that induce a constant offset in the activation of the re-
spective neurons and are not assigned to any input. The activation functions h and g are
an integral part of the network and serve several purposes. In the hidden layer, usually a
logistic activation function is employed. Examples of such functions are:

g(a) =
1

1 + e−a or g(a) =
ea − e−a

ea + e−a . (3.15)

These activation functions limit the activation of each neuron to a certain interval, which
is a useful property during network training. Moreover, they introduce non-linearity to
the network which allows the MLP to learn even complex decision boundaries. If a linear
activation function were chosen for the hidden units, for instance g(a) = a, the MLP
would only be able to perform linear regression. The activation function used in the output
layer mainly depends on the task for which the MLP is to be employed. For instance,
a classification problem would call for a logistic activation function so that the network
outputs can be interpreted as posterior probabilities. When the MLP is used for regression
and the desired output is continuous, a linear activation function in the output units would
be more suitable. Ultimately, any function can be used as an activation function, as long
as it is continuous, differentiable and monotonically increasing. These properties are
necessary to facilitate efficient training of the network.
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MLP Training

After a suitable network topology of the MLP has been fixed by choosing the number of
neurons in each layer and the overall number of layers, the parameters of the network,
i.e. the synaptic weights, need to be determined. This process is referred to as training
the network, as it relies on repeatedly presenting pairs of input and output data to the
network.

The goal of the training process is to minimize an error function E over all labeled sam-
ples (x(i), t(i)) of the training set. The vector x(i) contains an input pattern and t(i) the
corresponding target value of the i-th sample of the training set containing Nt samples.
Using a sum-of-squares error function, the training error which needs to be minimized
is:

E =
1
2

Nt∑
i=1

‖ net(x(i)) − t(i) ‖2 (3.16)

This error function is usually minimized using gradient descent. This entails calculating
the gradient of the error function with respect to each weight in the network and then
updating each weight by stepping in the direction of the gradient:

w′i j = wi j + ∆wi j , ∆wi j = −η
∂E
∂wi j

(3.17)

The learning rate η determines the magnitude of the weight update after each sample.
Large learning rates lead to fast convergence of the training algorithm, i.e. a rapid de-
crease of the error on the training dataset. However, small learning rates are known to
yield better generalization results [11].

The update step can either be done after each presentation of a single sample, or once after
all samples have been presented. The former approach is known as online training while
the latter is referred to as batch training. In this thesis, only online training is employed as
it is know to yield better classification performance and needs less time to converge than
the equivalent batch training[5].

Calculating the derivatives for all weights of the network according to to (3.17) results in
the well-known backpropagation algorithm for MLP training. This algorithm is a direct
result from applying the chain rule in the calculation of the weight gradients. First, a
sample is propagated in a feed-forward manner though the network and the error between
network output and target value (according to the chosen error function) is calculated.
The error that is observed at the network output is back-propagated through the network,
multiplied with the respective partial derivatives and then used to update each layer of
weights.
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3.2.3. Neural Networks with Local Receptive Fields

An extension of the MLP, Neural Networks with Local Receptive Fields (NN/LRFs) are
also made up of several layers of neuronal units. However, the synaptic connectivity of
the NN/LRF is tuned towards the detection of spatial patterns in its input data.

In the first layer of this neural network architecture, several small feature maps referred
to as local receptive fields are shifted in a fine grid over the input image window. An
activation function is applied to the output of each LRF and the vector of all transformed
LRF outputs at each grid position constitutes the input to the second layer of the neural
network. That means that each hidden unit only receives input from a limited region of
the input pattern - its corresponding local receptive field.

The second layer consists of one or more fully connected output neurons, which also apply
a transfer function to their input. Whereas in a standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) the
neurons of all layers are fully connected, the NN/LRF employs weight sharing, making
the network less susceptible to overfitting. While one hidden unit of an MLP is connected
to each input by a separate weight, one LRF is applied to all image positions using the
same weights, reducing the number of adaptable parameters during training [12].

The NN/LRF architecture is a special case of the generic convolutional neural network
(CNN) framework [13], which in turn is based on the self-organizing Neocognitron net-
work model [14]. Both these network architectures employ alternating feature extraction
layers, where the convolution of several feature maps with the input image is computed,
and pooling layers, where feature responses are integrated over a local neighbourhood. In
the NN/LRF network, the full convolution is usually replaced by discrete sampling posi-
tions in the input image at which feature responses are extracted, requiring less memory
accesses and multiply-accumulate operations. Also, the output layer is directly connected
to the feature layer, thus no feature pooling is employed [15, 16].

Let Np be the number of image positions obtained by shifting LRFs of size M = Sx × Sy
pixels at a step size of Dx and Dy pixels over input windows of size W ×H . Furthermore,
let xik ∈ R contain the value of the k-th pixel of the image patch at the i-th of Np positions
and let l j k ∈ R contain the k-th weight of the j-th local receptive field. Then a NN/LRF
with one output neuron applied to the pixel patches x of an input window can be written
as:

net(x) = h *.
,

Np∑
i=1

Nlrf∑
j=1

wi jg *
,

M∑
k=1

xik l j k + θ j+
-

+ ϕ
+/
-
, (3.18)

with bias weights θ j , ϕ ∈ R, output weights wi j ∈ R and transfer functions g : R → R
and h : R → R applied to layer one and two respectively. The network architecture is
illustrated in Figure 3.5. Training of the NN/LRF does not differ from MLP training.
As differentiable activation functions are used in the hidden and output layers, the com-
plete network function is also differentiable. This allows the standard backpropagation
algorithm to be used.
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Figure 3.5.: NN/LRF architecture. The input image is scanned with receptive fields making
up the feature layer. The feature layer is fully connected to one or more output
neurons. A non-linearity is applied after each layer

3.2.4. Support Vector Machines

Another classification scheme that has received a lot of attention from the machine learn-
ing community is the Support Vector Machines (SVM) [17]. The idea behind this clas-
sifier is to maximize the distance between the decision boundary and the nearest training
patterns, often referred to as the margin between the two classes. The decision boundary
for SVMs is a hyperplane that can be expressed by a vector of weights w. Accordingly,
the decision function for a sample x reads:

f (x) = sgn(w · x + b) (3.19)

with an offset, or bias b. The sample x is then assigned to one of the two output classes ac-
cording to the sign of f (x). It can be shown that the optimal (largest) margin corresponds
to a minimum of ‖w‖, which leads to the following formulation of the optimization goal
during training:

Minimize
1
2
‖w‖2 subject to ti (w · xi + b) ≥ 1 (3.20)

for all samples (xi, ti) in the training set. SVM theory [17] states that the optimal decision
hyperplane w0 can be expressed as a linear combination of certain training vectors:

w0 =

l∑
i=1

tiα
0
i xi . (3.21)

The coefficients αi are non-zero only for the so-called support vectors. Support vectors
are the examples that lie closest to the decision boundary and therefore define the margin
of the classifier. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The optimal hyperplane drawn in blue
is defined by exhibiting the largest distance to the data points of both classes. Data points
that lie on the margin are the support vectors, draw in red and green. Only these support
vectors are needed for a classification decision of an input sample, as they define the
optimal hyperplane.
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3.2. Classification

Figure 3.6.: Exemplary classification problem in 2-dimensional space. The support vectors
marked in red and green define the margin of largest separation between the two
classes. Other data points are not relevant for the classification decision. The
optimal hyperplane induced by the support vectors is shown in blue.

Soft Margin SVM

The SVM can be extended to be able to handle cases where the data points of the training
set can not be separated by a hyperplane. This leads to a soft margin hyperplane [17] in
which the constraints imposed in (3.20) are relaxed in order to separate the training set
with a minimal error. To this end, slack variables ξi ≥ 0 are introduced for each training
sample. These variables can be interpreted as the distance of a sample to the decision
hyperplane if that sample is on the wrong side of the hyperplane or inside of the margin.
The relaxed optimization goal then reads:

Minimize
1
2
‖w‖2 + C

l∑
i=1

ξi subject to ti (w · xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi . (3.22)

This allows for some samples to be misclassified while still seeking the optimal separating
hyperplane. The constant C controls the trade-off between margin size and misclassified
training samples. If C is large, samples on the wrong side of the hyperplane or inside
the margin are heavily penalized during optimization, basically resulting in a hard-margin
classifier. For a small value of C, the SVM will allow a certain amount of classification
errors in order to find a larger margin which usually yields better generalization perfor-
mance.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the soft margin concept. The data points in this example can not
be separated using a 2D hyperplane. By relaxing the separation criterion as described in
(3.22) and using a sufficiently small value for C, a large margin solution can be found.
Only one data point, marked in yellow is misclassified and it is likely to be an outlier.
The slack variable ξi for this data point might be large, however, the slack variables for
all other points are zero, as they are correctly classified and lie outside the margin.
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Figure 3.7.: Illustration of the soft margin concept. The data points in this example can not
be separated using a 2D hyperplane. By using a soft margin classifier and a
sufficiently small value for C, a robust solution is found. Only one data point,
marked in yellow, is misclassified and has a corresponding slack variable ξi
which is larger than zero.

Nonlinear SVM

The SVM algorithm described in the previous section separates data by constructing a
hyperplane in the input space. However, it is easy to imagine a classification problem
for which there is no linear solution in the input space, such as the XOR-problem. To
deal with these cases, the input vectors can be transformed to a feature space of higher
dimension, where a separating hyperplane can be found [17] :

φ(xi) = (φ1(xi), φ2(xi), . . . , φN (xi)), φ : Rn → RN , (3.23)

where N is larger than n (the input dimension). The output of the SVM then reads:

f (x) = sgn(φ(x) · w + b) = sgn(
l∑

i=1

tiαiφ(x) · φ(xi) + b) (3.24)

Note that the function φ only appears as a part of a dot product in the above equation.
The dot product φ(x j ) · φ(xi) in the higher dimension feature space can be replaced by a
so-called kernel function K in the original input space:

K (xi,x j ) = φ(x j ) · φ(xi). (3.25)

This approach has the advantage that φ(x) does not have to be calculated, all computations
can be done efficiently in the (lower-dimensional) input space. There is no need to even
know how φ is defined, as long as an admissible kernel function K is used. For details
on which functions can be used as kernels, we refer to [17]. A popular choice of kernel
function which can be used to construct a polynomial classifier of degree d is:

K (u,v) = (u · v + 1)d . (3.26)
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Figure 3.8.: Example of sparse optical flow from [21]. Flow is calculated using algorithm
proposed in [20]. Warmer colors encode longer flow vectors.

By using such a kernel function, the inputs are first transformed to d-dimensional space
before the separating hyperplane is applied. Yet the kernel only requires the calculation
of the dot product in the original input space.

3.3. Optical Flow

Optical flow is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of brightness patterns
in an image. Optical flow can arise from the relative motion of objects and the viewer.
[18] A multitude of approaches have been developed to solve the problem of optical flow
estimation in images. These can be roughly classified into sparse and dense flow algo-
rithms employing either differential methods or feature tracking to determine the optical
flow of pixels in two successive images.

An example of sparse flow estimation is the Lucas-Kanade method [19] that employs a
differential approach to determine the displacement of image regions. In contrast, [20]
introduces a sparse flow algorithm that is based on feature matching. Salient features are
calculated in the first image and the algorithm then tries to match those features in the
second image. Sparse flow algorithms only provide information about the flow field at
certain pixel positions. If an image region is very homogeneous, i.e. there is little image
structure, sparse methods will fail and simply not return any flow vector at that location.
Also, sparse methods usually do not employ any regularization and treat all flow vectors
independently of one another. An example of sparse optical flow estimation is show in
Figure 3.8. The image was taken from [21]. and the flow vectors were calculated using
the algorithm proposed in [20].

While these properties are beneficial at detecting large displacements and complex non-
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rigid movement, they impose several drawbacks which are relevant for modern computer
vision applications. First of all, unlike its sparse counterpart, dense flow estimation yields
a flow vector at every image position. This, for instance, enables flow based classification,
since the optical flow can be treated as an additional image channel. Furthermore, dense
flow algorithms usually employ regularization to find an optimal flow field based on cer-
tain image characteristics, such as the distribution of gradients or epipolar geometry [22].
This helps to resolve ambiguities, to reduce outliers and to fill in regions with low image
structure.

3.3.1. Structure- and Motion-adaptive Regularized Flow

In this work, we employ the dense flow estimation introduced in [22], which is an exten-
sion of the variational approach of Horn and Schunck [18]. In [18], the authors propose
to compute a dense flow field u : Ω→ R2 on the image plane Ω ⊂ R2 of two consecutive
grayscale images I0, I1 : Ω→ R by minimizing the following functional:

E(u) =

∫
Ω

{
|∇u1 |

2 + |∇u2 |
2 + λ [I1(x + u(x)) − I0(x)]2

}
dx. (3.27)

Here λ is a free parameter that weights between the regularization term (left of the λ
parameter) and the data term (to the right of λ). The regularization term penalizes high
variations in u, reflected by large gradient values, to obtain smooth flow fields. The
data term, also known as the optical flow constraint or brightness constancy constraint
enforces that the intensity value of I0 at the position x does not change during its motion
to I1(x + u(x)). The flow function u maps the pixels of I0 onto I1 and the free parameter
λ controls the relative effects of violations of the data term and the regularization term on
the entire functional.

To increase robustness of the flow estimation, [22] consider additional terms that model
object motion and spatial boundaries in the image. The energy functional to be minimized
over the image domain then reads:

E(u) = Edata(u) + Erigid(F,u) + Estruct(u). (3.28)

The data fidelity term Edata is identical to the corresponding term in the formulation of
Horn and Schunck, but the square function is replaced by the L1 norm:

Edata =

∫
Ω

|I1(x + u(x)) − I0(x) | dx. (3.29)

The simple regularization term of (3.27) is replaced by two adaptive regularizers which
consider rigid body motion (Erigid) and image structure (Estruct).
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Figure 3.9.: Example images with corresponding dense optical flow from [22]. Flow direc-
tion and magnitude is encoded according to color wheel in the top right corner.

For the image structure term, the square function of (3.27) is again replaced by a L1
norm:

Estruct(u) = λ

∫
Ω

exp
(
−α |∇I | β

)
(|∇u1 | + |∇u2 |) dx. (3.30)

The L1 norm still favors spatially smooth flow fields, but is known to better preserve
discontinuities. By the same token, inhomogeneous isotropic regularization is introduced
to favor discontinuities of the motion field to arise at locations of strong image gradient.
The exponential function decreases the relative weight of the smoothness term in regions
that are likely to contain object boundaries.

Optical flow often arises from rigid body 3D motion, in which case the flow estimation
problem is reduced to a simple and efficient one-dimensional search along epipolar lines.
However, if the scene contains non-stationary objects, the estimation of the required fun-
damental matrix F (see Section 6.7) is bound to be erroneous.
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The adaptive rigid body regularization term circumvents this problem by favoring rigid
body motion only if this is supported by the image data:

Erigid(F,u) = γ(u)
∫
Ω

ρF(u,x)dx. (3.31)

where ρF(u,x) is the symmetric distance of the flow vector to the epipolar lines. The
binary weighting function γ(u) enables or disables the epipolar constraint depending on
the current scene content. If the scene supports rigid body motion, it returns a weighting
factor λF, otherwise 0 is returned and the term is disabled globally.

As the functional 3.28 is non-convex, the energy minimization problem is very difficult.
To this end [22] propose a decomposition of the original non-convex optimization prob-
lem into a sequence of convex optimization problems. These can then be solved by convex
quadratic programming and a primal-dual algorithm. Details regarding this optimization
and the formulation of the flow functional can be found in [22, 23, 24]. Figure 3.9 shows
example images with corresponding dense optical flow from [22]. Flow direction and
magnitude is encoded according to color wheel in the top right corner.
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4. The Surround View System

This chapter gives an overview of the Surround View System (SVS) that provides the base
application scenario for all approaches introduced in this thesis. Some of the content in
this chapter is taken directly, or in modified form, from [25].

4.1. System Architecture

As mentioned in the introduction, the goal of the SVS is to detect pedestrians on all sides
of the vehicle and to display their position to the driver in an intuitive way. To this end,
we utilize a Bird’s Eye View approach as described in [26, 27]. For this, images from
cameras surrounding the vehicle are projected onto the ground plane and combined by
introducing a virtual pinhole-camera that is positioned above the vehicle. The resulting
image gives the impression of the observers viewpoint hovering over the vehicle, making
it easy to relate between objects in the image and their actual position relative to the
observer. The alternative of simply presenting several raw images to the driver is not
feasible. Monitoring more than one image during a driving maneuver requires too much
attention from the driver and might even increase the likelihood of an accident.

A Mercedes Benz GL-Class, a full-size crossover SUV1, serves as the experimental vehi-
cle for the system. This is done in accordance with the findings in [1], where the authors
report a severely increased risk of fatalities in backover crashes involving large scale ve-
hicles.

In order to seamlessly monitor the whole area surrounding the car, four wide-angle lens
cameras are required. We attach one camera to the front grille, one camera to the deck lid
and one camera to each side view mirror. Figure 4.1 shows the experimental vehicle and
the camera positions. All four cameras are tilted slightly downwards the ground so that
the area directly next to the car can be properly observed. The cameras have a horizontal
field of view of >180 degrees and are equipped with color imagers delivering 30 frames
per second at a spatial resolution of 1280x800 pixels and a depth of 10 bit. Note that
even though the cameras supply color images (using a Bayer pattern) and the Bird’s Eye
View is rendered in color, all algorithms presented in this thesis operate on grayscale
input.

1Sport Utility Vehicle
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4. The Surround View System

Figure 4.1.: Experimental vehicle, arrows mark camera positions on both side mirrors, front
grille and the deck lid.

To be able to calculate the aforementioned Bird’s Eye View, intrinsic as well as extrinsic
parameters of the cameras have to be known. Intrinsic camera parameters include focal
length and pixel size, while extrinsic parameters describe camera position and rotation
relative to the vehicle body. As mentioned in Chapter 3, both can be obtained by either
manual calibration using a predefined calibration pattern or automatically by means of
online calibration algorithms [2].

The system is also connected to the CAN bus of the car and receives several input signals
pertaining to the state of the car. These include odometry data and the value of the steering
angle, which allows the prediction of the driving corridor. This allows, for instance, to
focus the system on objects in the driving corridor and to mark the corridor in the Bird’s
Eye View.

4.2. Image Formation and System Output

To calculate the Bird’s Eye View, the images from all four cameras are back-projected
onto the ground plane, followed by a projection onto the image plane of a virtual pinhole-
camera located above the vehicle. We choose the position and focal length of this virtual
camera so that about 3 meters of the vehicle’s surroundings in all directions are visible
to the driver. Figure 4.2 illustrates this process. Each pixel in the image of the virtual
camera cv is back-projected onto the ground plane. This 3D-point is then projected onto
the image plane of one of the physical cameras (cr and cf in the example) mounted on the
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Figure 4.2.: Calculation of Bird’s Eye View image. Each pixel in the image of the virtual
camera cv is back-projected onto the ground plane. The obtained 3D-points (x1
and x2) are then projected onto the image plane of one of the physical cameras
(cr and cf) mounted on the car. Thus, a direct mapping between each pixel of
the virtual camera, for instance pv1

and the corresponding pixel pr of a physical
camera is established, which can be used to create the Bird’s Eye View image.

car. Thus, a direct mapping between each pixel of the virtual camera and the pixels of the
physical cameras is created, which can be used to create the Bird’s Eye View image. The
mapping needs to be calculated only once and can be stored in a lookup table for rapid
computation of the image.

Since each camera observes only a part of the vehicle’s surroundings, the images from all
four cameras have to be combined to yield the final Bird’s Eye View. We chose a simple
alpha blending technique to diagonally stitch the images together, starting at the vehicle
corners. Figure 4.3 shows an example Bird’s Eye image calculated by our system, as
well as the corresponding raw input images, during a parking maneuver. It is easy to see
that the driver is afforded a clear view of this surroundings and can effortlessly relate the
position of objects in the image to the position of his vehicle. Note that elevated objects
appear elongated and slightly distorted in the image. This is a visual artifact introduced
by the projection of all objects onto the ground plane, regardless of their actual height
above ground.

Another effect of the ground plane projection that is not evident at first glance, is that
elevated objects of small horizontal extent can simply disappear in the Bird’s Eye View
image if they are close to the stitching seams of the cameras. There is no way to prevent
these so called ‘blind spots’ entirely, but their effect can be minimized by carefully se-
lecting position and orientation of the stitching seams. For a detailed explanation of this
phenomenon we refer to [27].
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Figure 4.3.: Example Bird’s Eye image calculated by our system and the corresponding raw
input images. To calculate the Bird’s Eye View, the images from all four cameras
are back-projected onto the ground plane, followed by a projection onto the
image plane of a virtual pinhole-camera located above the vehicle.

In the example image in Fig4.4a, a pedestrian is standing right next to the rear right corner
of the vehicle, yet he is barely visible due to the ground plane mapping. Thus, when
a pedestrian is detected by our system, we place a warning symbol at the pedestrian’s
position in the Bird’s Eye View image. Figure 4.4b shows the pedestrian detected by our
system marked with a warning symbols. Should a detection occur outside of the area
visible in the Bird’s Eye View image, the detection marker is displayed on the image
border closest to the pedestrian’s position.

The 2D positions of the detections in the Bird’s Eye View image are quite noisy, as even
small changes in the position of the detected pedestrian appear large when viewed from
above. Additionally, a previously detected pedestrian might not be recognized by the
system in the current frame, which leads to a ’flashing’ detection symbol. For this reason,
all raw detections are fed to a simple 2D tracker that smooths the detection locations over
time and can bridge gaps when detections fails.
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4.2. Image Formation and System Output

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4.: (a) A pedestrian is standing right next to the rear right corner of the vehicle, yet
he is barely visible due to the ground plane mapping. (b) When a pedestrian is
detected by our system, we place a warning symbol at the pedestrian’s position
in the Bird’s Eye View image.
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5. Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifiers
with Interstage Information Transfer

In the previous chapter, we gave an overview of how pedestrian detection can be employed
in the context of the Surround View System. At the core of this application system are
the algorithms that enable robust detection of pedestrians in real-time. This chapter gives
a complete description of the processing chain required to find pedestrians in the input
images obtained from the four SVS cameras.

5.1. Overview and Related Work

Automotive pedestrian detection systems usually consist of one or more forward facing
cameras mounted to the front of the car or behind the windshield [28, 29]. Using two
cameras enables stereo processing, which improves detection performance and allows for
exact distance estimation of detected pedestrians [30, 31]. Some systems employ cameras
that operate outside of the visible spectrum of light,such as NIR- and FIR-cameras1 [32,
33], or include additional sensors to augment image information, such as laser scanners
[34, 35] or radar modules [36].

However, for the purpose of this work, we will restrict ourselves to monocular CCD-
camera based approaches that do not require additional sensory equipment. Our motive
for doing so is to keep system complexity and costs at a reasonable level, since every
additional sensor would have to be duplicated for each of the four cameras employed in
our system. Moreover, mounting space for new sensors is scarce in modern cars and fuel
consumption considerations preclude the integration of demanding sensory processing
units.

A comprehensive overview of monocular pedestrian detection is given in [12, 37] and a
more recent evaluation in [38]. The most prevalent features found in current pedestrian
detection literature are the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptors from [39]
and its extensions to relative optical flow [40, 38]. These features are usually combined
with a monolithic classifier such as a linear [39] or intersection kernel [41] support vector
machine (SVM), yielding impressive results on many different datasets. One drawback of
HOG features, in fact of any feature that operates on the entirety of a search window, is

1Near/Far Infrared
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5. Heterogeneous Cascades with Interstage Information Transfer

the high computational cost of evaluation, both in terms of memory accesses, as well as
CPU cycles.

To alleviate this problem, a cascaded classifier composed of Edge Orientation Histogram
(EOH) features [42] and Haar-like features [43] has been proposed in [44]. The AdaBoost
algorithm [9] is used to select suitable features for the classification task from an over-
complete set, which are then linearly combined to form a classifier. This weighted combi-
nation of several feature outputs is called a stronglearner, and from these stronglearners
a rejection cascade of increasing complexity as proposed in [43] is constructed.

Additionally, after each stronglearner stage, a so called meta-stage receiving inputs from
the previous two stages is inserted. These meta-stages are comprised of a linear SVM
classifier and enable the utilization of inter-stage information that is lost in the standard
cascade approach, where each stage is completely independent of its predecessors. The
authors report a speedup of up to 10X compared to the original HOG and SVM combina-
tion while obtaining equal classification performance [44]. A similar approach to reduce
classifier complexity is presented in [45]. Instead of dedicated SVM-trained stages to
convey classifier output from one stage to the next, the stronglearner output of one stage
is directly used as a pre-selected weaklearner in the next.

Building on their work, we propose a novel heterogeneous classifier cascade approach
combining the benefits of a fast, local feature based rejection cascade with the discrim-
ination power of a monolithic full-window classifier. Our approach supports inter-stage
information transfer as well as boosting based fusion of classifier stage outputs.

To deal with partial occlusions of pedestrians caused by the suboptimal position and orien-
tation of the Surround View cameras, we propose a detection approach using a dedicated
classifier for each occlusion level. This is in contrast to standard techniques of dealing
with occlusions, such as part-based models [46, 47] and segmentation along motion or
disparity boundaries [48].

5.2. Image Preprocessing

Since pedestrian appearance is highly dynamic in shape and texture, successful detection
algorithms must be able to cope with this variability. Additionally, severe position depen-
dent shape distortions are introduced by the wide-angle lenses employed in the Surround
View System. While a pedestrian in the center of the image appears nearly upright, a
pedestrian close to the image border is subject to a distinct curvature. Figure 5.1a illus-
trates how an off-center pedestrian appears distorted in the input image.

While it is possible to train a classifier that can implicitly handle these kinds of location
dependent distortions, such an approach would not be feasible for several reasons. First,
classifier complexity would considerably increase compared to a non-warped pedestrian
detector, since the classification task is essentially transformed to a multi-class problem.
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5.2. Image Preprocessing

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1.: Input image before (a) and after (b) cylinder projection. Faces of displayed
persons were manually obscured.

In this setting, each type of distortion would constitute a separate class, requiring an in-
dividual classifier to be trained. Second, the datasets for classifier training (which require
costly manual labeling) would have to grow drastically to reflect the increased variance
in the input class. Finally, upright pedestrians can be found in the image using a sliding-
window approach with a fixed windows aspect ratio, whereas the aspect ratio of slanted
pedestrians depends on their angle in relation to the ground plane.

To circumvent these problems, we apply a cylindrical rectification to the wide angle im-
ages before they are evaluated by the classifier or used for training [49]. By doing so,
pedestrians and objects of small horizontal extent appear as they would when recorded
by a standard pinhole-camera, irrespective of their location in the image (cf. Fig. 5.1b).
As an additional benefit, this approach allows us to train our detection cascade on pedes-
trian datasets containing images captured with a standard angle camera, saving time and
effort for manual labeling. A large database of such images has been accumulated by the
Daimler AG, providing a multitude of annotated pedestrian images for classifier training.
Additionally, several freely available pedestrian datasets, usually consisting of both learn-
and testset, have been published in the past decade.

5.2.1. Fisheye and Cylinder Camera

Fisheye Camera Model

The viewing angle that is covered by the Fisheye cameras used in the SVS is very large.
Therefore, standard pinhole camera models can not be used to project all points from
vehicle to image coordinates. This is illustrated in the top part of Figure 5.2, which shows
a standard pinhole camera model. The vertical coordinates of an object in the world are
projected into the image according to:

ru = f tan(θ). (5.1)
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5. Heterogeneous Cascades with Interstage Information Transfer

Figure 5.2.: Illustration of projection models from [50].Top: Pinhole projection model.
Bottom: f θ projection model.

That means, there is a non-linear mapping between the angle θ of an incident ray (relative
to the optical axis) and the resulting displacement ru on the image plane. For angles close
to 180 degrees, ru becomes unfeasibly large and for angles larger than 180 degrees, the
mapping is not clearly defined.

To deal with this limitation, dedicated camera models for Fisheye cameras with wide
opening angles have been developed. In this work, we employ an equidistant f θ fisheye
camera model to realize the mapping from camera to image space. Details about this
camera model and the calibration process can for instance be found in [50, 51, 52]. The
model is illustrated in the bottom part of Figure 5.2 taken from [50]. In this model, an
incoming ray is mapped in such a way that the projected distance to the optical center is
proportional to the incident angle of the ray:

rd = f θ. (5.2)

By dropping the tangent function, the model can handle opening angles even beyond 180
degrees. Furthermore it is very simple, requiring only a single parameter, the focal length
f , to be estimated during intrinsic calibration. The drawback of this approach is the intro-
duction of severe image distortion compared to the pinhole projection model, especially
near the edges of the image (see Figure 5.1a). By employing cylindrical rectification,
i.e. projecting the image onto a virtual half-cylinder, the effect of this distortion can be
alleviated for the pedestrian detection task.
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5.2. Image Preprocessing

Cylindrical Rectification

The cylindrical rectification is realized by means of a virtual cylinder camera using the
following projection model [53]:

Pcyl(x) = Πcyl(R(x − t)), x =
*.
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The vector x denotes the point in vehicle coordinates that is to be projected onto the image
plane of the cylinder camera located at t. The matrix R specifies the rotation of the virtual
camera in relation to the vehicle coordinate system. The center of the camera image is
given by xc and yc, while ξ determines the scale of the output image. Pedestrians and
other objects of small horizontal extent appear as though observed by a standard pinhole
camera when the virtual cylinder camera is employed. This is due to the fact that for each
3D world point, the cylinder camera functions as a local pinhole camera horizontally cen-
tered at that point. More precisely, for an object with small horizontal extent, the cylinder
camera exhibits the same projective characteristics as a pinhole camera at the same posi-
tion with its principal axis aligned with the horizontal center of that object.

Given the pinhole camera model

Ppin(x) = Πpin(R(x − t)), (5.5)

Πpin(x) =
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)
, (5.6)

where f denotes the focal length, the local equivalence of cylinder cameras and pinhole
cameras can be shown. Assuming both rotation and position to be equal and the principal
axis of the pinhole camera pointing at the object, as mentioned above, we need only
inspect the projective functions Π of the two camera models at the object position x0 =(
0 y0 z0

)>
. Here the x-position, i.e., the lateral distance, is set to zero, as the cameras

are assumed to be pointing at x. Linearization of the cylinder projection function at this
position yields:

Πcyl(x) ≈ Πcyl(x0) + Jcyl(x0)(x − x0) (5.7)
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5. Heterogeneous Cascades with Interstage Information Transfer

And accordingly for the pinhole projection:

Πpin(x) ≈ Πpin(x0) + Jpin(x0)(x − x0) (5.10)
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The linearized projection functions of both camera models are identical up to a scale fac-
tor, resulting in equivalent projective characteristics around the object position x0.

To apply the cylindrical rectification to the whole wide-angle input image, each pixel
coordinate xp =

(
xp yp

)
of the virtual cylinder camera is first back-projected into vehicle

coordinates using the inverse cylinder camera model function:
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The vehicle coordinates are then projected to pixel coordinates of the input image using
the f θ camera model [50, 51, 52]. Employing bilinear interpolation, the pixel values at
these coordinates are used to build the final cylinder image. As the mapping between
input image pixels and cylinder pixels is fixed, it only needs to be calculated once and can
then be stored in a lookup table for fast rectification of the whole image.

5.3. Rejection Cascade

To detect pedestrians in four camera images simultaneously, an efficient, yet robust classi-
fier architecture is required to achieve real-time performance. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the beginning of this chapter, we do not have the benefit of additional sensory equip-
ment and therefore have to rely on monocular camera based approaches. For this appli-
cation scenario, boosted classifiers cascades employing an early rejection strategy have
proven to be a successful way to rapidly detect objects in images [43].

5.3.1. Classification scheme

In the rejection cascade approach, the detection task of determining the position of a
certain class of objects in an input image, is reduced to a binary classification problem.
This is achieved by densely scanning the image with candidate windows of varying scale
and assigning each window to either the target class or a background class based on the
window content. The target class and samples belonging to it are usually referred to as
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5.3. Rejection Cascade

Figure 5.3.: Exemplary AdaBoost rejection cascade constructed from classifiers of increas-
ing complexity. Only candidate windows that are not discarded by the current
stage are passed to the succeeding stages for classification. A high true posi-
tive rate ensures that mostly background windows (drawn in red) are discarded,
while windows belonging to the target class (draw in green) are kept.

positive, while those pertaining to the background class are referred to as negative. Each
positively classified window constitutes one detection in the image.

The basic idea of the rejection cascade is a structure of tiered classifiers of increasing com-
plexity. The early classifier tiers, or stages, are able to discard many candidate windows
with little computational effort, as most windows will contain background that does not
resemble the target class. This allows the later stages to focus on difficult samples, result-
ing in more complex classifiers. However, the steady decline of windows that need to be
processed in each stage compensates this increase in complexity, resulting in a real-time
capable classifier chain.

As each stage operates on the candidate windows that were not rejected by the previous
stage, it is imperative that as few windows as possible containing the target class are
erroneously discarded. In other words, the classifiers used in each stage must exhibit a
high true positive rate, even at the cost of an increased number of false positive windows.
The rejection cascade principle is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

5.3.2. AdaBoost Cascade Training

Another key aspect of the original cascade approach [43] is the combination of sparse
image features to form a feature vector suited for the current classifier stage. The features
are selected from a given set using the AdaBoost algorithm [9], greedily optimizing an
error distribution over all training samples. An overview of the algorithm can be found in
Section 3.2.1.

In every iteration of the AdaBoost algorithm, a new weaklearner consisting of an image
feature, a parity and threshold value is added to the classifier making up the current stage.
Several weaklearners are combined into a compound classifier, called a stronglearner,
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5. Heterogeneous Cascades with Interstage Information Transfer

forming a weighted sum over all weaklearner outputs and constituting one stage of the
cascade. After each boosting round, the threshold of the stronglearner can be adapted to
reach the desired true positive rate for the current stage.

The advantages of using AdaBoost to train the stages of the rejection cascade are twofold.
First, AdaBoost allows the usage of very simple image features that can be evaluated
rapidly. This makes boosted classifier well suited for real-time classification tasks. Sec-
ond, AdaBoost automatically selects the most discriminative features for each stage from
an overcomplete set of of potential features. This eliminates the time-consuming and
error-prone process of manual feature design.

5.4. Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifier

As mentioned above, the AdaBoost cascade simplifies feature design, as the most appro-
priate local features can be selected from a large pool. Additionally, the boosted classifier
architecture adapts itself to the problem at hand. However, recent publications suggest
that full-window features employing dedicated normalization schemes combined with
non-linear classifiers yield superior results in object detection scenarios [37, 54]. These
approaches usually rely on gradient orientation histograms for feature extraction [39, 12]
and employ Support Vector Machines (SVM) using a non-linear kernel function for clas-
sification [38, 55, 12].

One disadvantage of this combination of feature extraction and classification is that both
are computationally very demanding. Therefore, several authors have proposed a hy-
brid framework that treats detection and classification (terms that are often used synony-
mously) as separate consecutive tasks [49, 56, 57].

The goal of the detection step is to find regions in the image that are likely to contain
objects of the target class. A classifier used in this step must be able to rapidly discard
most input windows to facilitate real-time processing. Even though false positives are
permissible in this step, it is imperative that no true positives get discarded. In the classi-
fication step, windows that have passed the detection stage are processed by a classifier of
much higher discriminatory power. This classifier is applied to only few remaining win-
dows and can therefore exhibit a greater complexity in feature extraction, classification
and especially computing time.

We expand upon this hybrid concept in the Heterogeneous Cascade Approach. The het-
erogeneity hereby applies to both feature extraction and the choice of classifiers. While
we keep with the general principle of fast detection and powerful classification, our ap-
proach, illustrated in Figure 5.4, differs in three ways.

First, we do not only use a single classifier in the classification step, but rather a series
of complex classifiers arranged in several cascade stages. We refer to these final stages
as complex stages. In contrast, we call the stages that are mostly responsible for efficient
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5.4. Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifier

Figure 5.4.: Heterogeneous classifier cascade. The initial simple stages are constructed from
sparse boosted EOH features, while the final complex stages consist of global
HOG descriptors combined with monolithic MLP classifiers.

detection simple stages. The motivation behind multiple complex stages is a more fluent
transition between the detection and classification parts of the cascade and an increase in
computational efficiency as explained in Section 5.4.2. Second, we use neural networks
instead of SVMs as complex classifiers. This gives us a straightforward way to control
the trade off between classification power and processing speed. Finally, even though
the image features used in the simple stages differ from those in the complex stages, we
employ features that share a common basic representation.

5.4.1. Simple stages

The simple stages of the heterogeneous cascade use boosted stronglearners as described in
Section 5.3 to rapidly discard windows belonging to the background class. The AdaBoost
weaklearners are constructed from Orientation Histograms (EOH) features [42], instead
of the Haar-like features usually employed in a rejection cascade [43, 12]. The EOH
features were first introduced for the task of face detection, but also have been successfully
applied to pedestrian detection [44, 58]. While both EOH and Haar-like features can
be computed efficiently using integral images and integral histograms respectively, the
gradient based representation of EOH features is better suited to the high variability in
shape exhibited by pedestrians. Furthermore, EOH features share a common underlying
representation, namely the integral gradient orientation histogram, with the HOG features
employed in the complex stages. This representation only needs to be calculated once
for each image and can then be accessed by both simple and complex stages, further
increasing the processing speed of the heterogeneous cascade.

For the calculation of the orientation histograms, we closely follow the recommendations
in [39]. The first step in creating these histograms is image gradient calculation. To cal-
culate the horizontal and vertical derivatives, we employ a simple centered 1-D operator
(

[
−1 0 1

]
). Each pixel then casts a weighted vote for an edge orientation histogram

channel where the weight is simply the magnitude of the gradient element centered on
it. The result of this operation is an image of histograms with the dimension W × H × b,
where W,H and b are the width and height of the input image and b is the number of
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5. Heterogeneous Cascades with Interstage Information Transfer

Figure 5.5.: EOH feature calculation. Each EOH is defined by a rectangular region and an
orientation histogram bin index. The feature output value is the normalized
weight of the indexed bin in the feature region. By using integral histograms,
the feature value can be calculated with a constant number of memory accesses,
irrespective of feature size.

gradient orientation bins. The bins are evenly spaced over an angle of 0 to 180◦. The sign
of the angle is ignored as it proved uninformative for pedestrian detection.

This orientation histogram image can be represented as a stack of b integral images, called
an integral histogram [59], where each image corresponds to one histogram bin [42].
By using integral images, an orientation histogram bin of any rectangular region in the
input image can be calculated in constant time with only four table lookup operations.
In our implementation, the individual bin entries at each pixel are stored consecutively
in memory. This greatly increases access speed if all histogram bin entries for one pixel
are requested, as CPU caching favors locality and the starting memory address has to be
calculated only once .

In [42] three different kinds of EOH features were introduced: Relative Orientation Fea-
tures, Dominant Orientation Features and Symmetry Features. We only use Dominant
Orientation Features, as we found that adding the other types to the pool did not improve
performance significantly. For the remainder of this work, we therefore use the term EOH
feature as a shortcut for the Dominant Orientation feature type.

Given an orientation histogram, these EOH features measure the relative magnitude of a
target gradient histogram bin k in one sub-window R :

Bk (R) =
Ek (R) + ε∑b
i=0 Ei (R) + ε

(5.14)

where Ek (R) is the value of the j-th histogram bin in sub-window R and ε is a small
constant to avoid division by zero. Our implementation differs from [42] in that we do not
apply a threshold to the gradients before histogramming, again keeping with the recom-
mendations from [39]. EOH feature rectangles are created on a fixed grid for a canonical
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5.4. Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifier

Figure 5.6.: HOG feature calculation. After computing image gradients, the weighted ori-
entations are stored in an integral histogram to accelerate feature extraction.
The HOG feature vector is made up of normalized overlapping cell region his-
tograms.

window at different scales and positions. A single feature is created for each combination
of rectangle and target orientation bin k. Before a feature can be applied to a search win-
dow, it has to be scaled from canonical window coordinates to the actual image window
pixel size. The EOH features are illustrated in Figure 5.5 and the complete simple stage
architecture is shown in Figure 5.4.

5.4.2. Complex stages

Features

In the complex stages the EOH features are replaced by HOG descriptors [39], which are
also calculated using the integral histogram image representation. For this, orientation
histograms are first collected over a spatial grid of image regions, called cells. This oper-
ation requires a fixed amount of integral histogram accesses, but the cell contents can be
cached for the following steps. Several overlapping cell histograms are concatenated into
a common data vector referred to as a block. Each block is normalized using the L2-norm
and the contents of all blocks are then combined to yield a final feature vector.

Replacing the EOH features of the simple stages with HOG descriptors in the complex
stages is based on two rationales in addition to the fact that both can be calculated using
integral histograms. First, HOG features deliver state of the art performance on many
pedestrian detection datasets, as mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. This is
certainly due to their sophisticated normalization scheme as well as the dense represen-
tation of the input window. Second, as the orientation cells used to calculate the feature
are extracted on a fixed grid, only few integral histogram accesses are needed to com-
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pose the HOG vector, which in turn keeps memory access times at a reasonable level.
All required histograms for one window can be extracted using (n + 1)(m + 1) integral
histogram accesses, where n and m are the number of cells in horizontal and vertical di-
rection respectively. This results in 128 accesses for n = 7 and m = 15 as proposed by
[39].

In contrast, the calculation of a single EOH feature entails four integral histogram ac-
cesses (one for each corner of the feature rectangle). Therefore, switching from EOH to
HOG features is reasonable in terms of memory access, if more than 32 EOH features
are required in a single cascade stage. Note that these integral histogram accesses involve
copying all orientation bin contents for the current image position.

Classifiers

As mentioned in the introduction, the HOG features we use in the complex stages are
usually combined with an SVM employing a linear kernel. Alternatively, non-linear ker-
nels based on radial basis functions or histogram intersection [41] have been suggested.
We use a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), a well understood type of feed-forward artificial
neural net, as classifier for the complex stages. MLPs are well suited for complex clas-
sification tasks due to their ability to learn arbitrary nonlinear decision boundaries and to
deal with high-dimensional input spaces. In contrast to SVM training algorithms which
involve quadratic optimization and, if a non-linear kernel is employed, high memory re-
quirements, MLPs can be trained in an online fashion via back-propagation [6]. This
makes them ideal for large scale datasets, where MLP-training often exhibits a sublinear
runtime in the number of training samples while memory usage is independent of net-
work complexity. An overview of MLP network architecture and training can be found in
Section 3.2.2.

An MLP requires at least three layers (including a layer of input neurons) to be capable
of learning arbitrary decision boundaries [10], but in theory can be constructed with any
number of layers. We found that three layers are sufficient when used in combination
with nonlinear feature descriptors such as HOG. Furthermore, this type of neural network
integrates well with the cascaded classifier approach. By varying the number of hidden
units in the network, classifier complexity can be controlled in a straightforward way.
MLPs in lower stages of the cascade might have none or few hidden units for the purpose
of rapid classification, while the last stages consist of complex networks with several
dozen hidden units.

The model function of a three layer MLP with a single output unit and N hidden neurons
can be expressed as:

net(x) = h *.
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Here x denotes the M-dimensional input feature vector and wi j the synaptic weight con-
necting the j-th input component to the i-th hidden unit. Another set of weights wi con-
nects the hidden and output layers.The variables θi and ϕ are bias weights of the output
and hidden units, respectively, while the corresponding non-linearities are denoted by h
and g. The network is trained via standard back-propagation using the FANN library
implementation [60] for a cross entropy cost function [5] .

Finally, all complex stages operate on the same HOG descriptor, which is only calculated
once for each windows that passes the simple stages. While the window’s feature rep-
resentation does not change, the classification power of each complex stage, determined
by the number of hidden units, grows incrementally. The complex stage architecture is
illustrated in Figure 5.4.

5.5. Interstage Information Transfer

To further improve the speed of the heterogeneous detection cascade, we introduced a new
concept to re-use the outputs of previous stages as inputs to the current stage, facilitating
inter-stage information transfer [25, 61]. Our approach is inspired by [45], where the
authors propose a simple way to reduce classifier complexity while keeping classification
performance identical. By using the stronglearner output of one stage as a preselected
weaklearner in the next, they report a reduction of weaklearner count for each cascade
stage by up to 50%.

We extend their idea to a more general approach by introducing Activation History Fea-
tures. One Activation History Feature (abbreviated as AHF in the following) represents
the normalized stronglearner output (also referred to as the activation ) of a previous stage
k for the current sample x:

ahfk (x) =

∑
i α

k
i hk

i (x)∑
i α

k
i

(5.16)

where hk
i and αk

i are weaklearners and their respective weights for stage k. Therefore,
when training stage n, n > 1, the feature pool size of AHFs is n − 1. The normalization
of the stronglearner output is important when a non-boosted classifier, such as an MLP,
is trained on the AHF values. Note that division by zero is can not occur by using this
normalization, as the weaklearner weights αk

i are always positive. This is due to the fact
that the weighted error of each weaklearner is required to be below 0.5.

The advantages of treating inter-stage information this way are twofold. First, one AHF
can be selected by AdaBoost multiple times, each time building a weaklearner with a
different threshold and weight. This helps to cope with multi-modal feature distributions,
where a single threshold is not sufficient to separate target and non-target classes. Second,
the current stage can access information from any previous stage by incorporating the
corresponding AHF.
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Figure 5.7.: Heterogeneous classifier cascade using Activation History Features (AHF). In-
terstage information transfer is achieved by incorporating the output of previous
stages into the current stage as separate feature values. This concept can also
be used to train a final fusion stage that combines the classification scores of all
previous stages.

Even though the most recent stage exhibits the highest complexity, previous stages might
have higher relevance for the samples the current stage is focused on.

Furthermore, AHFs can be employed to combine classifier outputs for efficient multi-
feature based detectors. To this end, an additional fusion stage is introduced and appended
to the regular cascade stages. This final fusion stage accesses all previous stage activations
via AHFs and uses an arbitrary classifier to output a final classification score for the
current window.

For example, using a linear SVM or a single-layer MLP to classify the vector of AHFs
is identical to a simple weighting of all classifier outputs in the cascade. This approach
should prove particularly effective when the features in the individual stages operate on
different image characteristics, i.e. one stage containing texture-based features and an-
other employing shape-based descriptors. Still, even when the features of all stages are
very similar, an improvement in total classification performance can be obtained by fusing
stage outputs in this manner.

As far as computational cost is concerned, the addition of a single feature pool entry
per stage is negligible during training, as the boosting pool usually consists of tens of
thousands of features. Simultaneously, when the classifier is applied to an input image, the
overhead of AHF computation is insignificant. The stronglearner output of all previous
stages for one window can be cached during regular stage transversal. This approach
requires very little additional memory (one floating point value per stage) and renders the
calculation of AHFs essentially free. A complete overview of the heterogeneous cascade
including AHF and an additional fusion stage is given in Figure 5.7.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.8.: Pedestrians close to the cameras are not fully visible in the input images. This
is either due to the mounting position and orientation of the SVS cameras (a), or
caused by occlusions of the car body (b). The non-visible regions are bordered
by a dashed white line. Object windows corresponding to each pedestrian are
shown in red. Note that in (a), the image has been extended with black pixels
at the top to show the full pedestrian hypothesis. The black regions in (b) are
simply the body of the car captured by the camera.

5.6. Detection of Partially Visible Pedestrians

In contrast to a pedestrian detection system aimed at only monitoring the road in front of
the vehicle, the cameras of the SVS are not facing straight ahead, as mentioned in Sec-
tion 4.1. Each camera faces a different direction in order to provide a complete image of
the vicinity of the car. Additionally, the cameras are slanted downwards to also capture
regions close to the vehicle and on the ground. This is important, as the driver needs to
be especially aware of obstacles right next to his car during parking maneuvers. Unfor-
tunately, the downwards orientation of the cameras introduces an additional challenge to
the pedestrian detection task. Pedestrians close to a SVS camera are not fully visible in
the input image. Additionally, the car body can partially occlude pedestrians in certain
image regions. Both these cases are illustrated in Figure 5.8.

As these non-visible regions are always situated at the top of the image, we restrict our-
selves to dealing with pedestrians that exhibit vertical occlusion only. More precisely, we
assume all occlusion to stem from either the car body or the camera orientation. This
means that close pedestrians are fully visible up to a certain height and non-visible above
this height.
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5.6.1. Deterministic Occlusion

We refer to this type of occlusion as deterministic occlusion, as the non-visible parts of
the pedestrian are known for each search window in the image. As the orientation and
position of the cameras is given by calibration and the car body can be assumed as static
during regular driving, the non-visible regions in each input image stream can easily be
determined.

While for evaluation purposes we simply mark these regions manually in the image (bor-
dered by white dashed lines in Figure 5.8), an automated approach is possible for series
deployment. Sampled points on he surface of the car body close to the cameras can be
projected into the camera images to find occluded regions. These 3-D coordinates are
readily available from CAD-drawings or laser scanner measurements. The advantage of
such an approach is that even if the cameras change slightly in position or rotation, only
the calibration of the cameras is required to determine non-visible regions. To this end,
auto-calibration algorithms have been developed to provide an exact estimate of relative
camera orientation over the whole lifetime of a vehicle [2, 4].

As the non-visible pixels in the image are known, no prior segmentation as in [48] is
needed to find the occluded regions of the pedestrian. For the same reason we do not
employ part based models [46, 47]. These models could be used in combination with the
deterministic occlusion approach to detect pedestrians that are only partially visible in the
image as well as subject to occlusion by other objects. However, these cases would we
exceedingly difficult to detect, as only a small visible region of the pedestrian would be
available for classification. We therefore restrict ourselves to deterministically occluded
pedestrians and introduce a suitable classifier concept for the heterogeneous cascade in
the following.

5.6.2. Partial Pedestrian Classifiers

To detect pedestrians that are only partially visible in the input images, we propose to train
a dedicated heterogeneous classifier cascade for each of several degrees of visibility. For
this, the overall training scheme and the employed classifier types for each stage remain
unchanged. Only the feature extraction step is adapted to restrict feature evaluations to
valid regions of the search windows.

The search window is hereby divided into five discrete visibility levels and one cascade
using features specific to each visibility level is trained. Although an arbitrary number of
levels can be defined, we found five levels to be a good compromise between training time
and classification performance. The individual levels are illustrated in Figure 5.9a for a
canonical 8x16 unit search window. Starting with the full window classifier, the thick hor-
izontal lines show the minimum y-position in the search window that must be available
for feature extraction for each of the four partial classifiers A-D. For this, we check if the
pixel at the horizontal center of the search window at the respective y-position is inside
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.9.: (a) The five discrete visibility levels for a canonical window. By checking if the
horizontal center pixel for each visibility level (red circle) is unoccluded (i.e.
is below the white dashed line), the appropriate classifier for a search window
can be determined. The classifiers used for the two sample pedestrians from
Figure 5.8 are shown in (b), and (c). Image features are only extracted from the
highlighted regions of the search window.

or outside of the region marked as non-visible. If it is outside the non-visible region and
therefore unoccluded, the classifier corresponding to this y-position can be applied to the
search window. This mapping between search window and partial classifier is created dur-
ing initialization of the detection system and therefore does not affect processing speed.
The y-positions are aligned with the canonical grid and a maximum occlusion of 50% can
be handled, which is sufficient to detect even very close pedestrians. Higher occlusion
factors are not supported, as classification of pedestrians where not even feet and legs are
fully visible is infeasible. The selection of the correct partial classifier is illustrated in
Figure 5.9 for the two example pedestrians from Figure 5.8.

Adapting the EOH features for the partial classifiers is trivial. We simply restrict the
regions in which the feature rectangles are scattered to the desired visibility level. For
instance, if the simple stages of the partial cascade B are trained, no EOH rectangle may
include points above the corresponding horizontal line in Figure5.9a. This region is high-
lighted in the example shown in Figure 5.9c.

The complex stages employ HOG features which can not be arbitrarily cropped to a cer-
tain region due to their cell based sampling and block normalization scheme. However,
the chosen visibility levels align perfectly with the cell borders for our parametrization
of the HOG descriptor. Therefore, the application of HOG features for a particular vis-
ibility level amounts to simply switching off rows of cells that lie above the y-threshold
of that level. The remaining calculation of descriptor, including block concatenation and
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normalization, remains unchanged, merely the size of the resulting vector is decreased. In
the example show in Figure 5.9c, the calculation of the cell rows above the line marked B
would be disabled, therefore restricting the HOG descriptor to the highlighted region of
the search window.

5.7. Experiments

5.7.1. Evaluation Methodology and Datasets

In this section we discuss evaluation methodology and present results of our approach in
regard to classification speed and accuracy. The evaluation focuses on the benefits pro-
vided by the AHF and Heterogeneous Cascade approaches. Partial pedestrian detection
using dedicated classifiers is also examined in detail. All experiments were done using
C/C++ implementations on a 3.07 GHz Intel quad-core processor.

Methodology

Performance evaluation of the pedestrian detection system is based on comparing detec-
tion windows output by the system with manually labeled ground-truth windows marking
pedestrians in the image. We employ the same evaluation metrics as proposed for the
Generic Pedestrian Detection scenario in [12], which are summarized in the following
for completeness. The evaluation allows for many-to-many data correspondences, that is,
a label is matched if there is at least one detection within localization tolerances, e.g. the
system is not required to detect each individual pedestrian in case of a pedestrian group.
Multiple detections at similar positions and scales are addressed by applying confidence-
based non-maximum suppression to the detected bounding boxes using pairwise box cov-
erage. Two detections A and B are subject to non-maximum suppression (NMS) if their
coverage or area of overlap ao(A,B) is above 0.5. Coverage is defined as the ratio of
intersection area and union area [62]:

ao(A,B) =
area(A ∩ B)
area(A ∪ B)

. (5.17)

The detection with the lowest confidence is discarded, where the output of the final stage
of each cascaded classifier is taken as the confidence value. A pedestrian is counted as
detected if the coverage between its ground truth bounding box and a detection after NMS
exceeds 0.25.

Performance is evaluated at frame-level only, as tracking is not within the scope of this
work. Frame-level performance is given in terms of true positive rate (TPR) and false
positives per image (FPPI). True positive rate relates to the percentage of ground truth
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pedestrians that were detected, whereas FPPI corresponds to the average number of in-
correct or erroneous detections per frame. The trade-off between TPR and FPPI can be
visualized in ROC (Receiver operating characteristic) curves based on the corresponding
match criteria. For a cascaded classifier, ROC curves are generated by varying the clas-
sifier threshold of the final stage between the confidence values where all samples are
accepted (maximum TPR) and discarded (minimum FPPI). All other stages are simply
evaluated at their native threshold determined during training and plotted as single data
points in the curve.

Datasets

Due to the high time and cost requirements of labeling four camera images in parallel, we
were unable to procure a sufficiently large training dataset for the SVS system cameras.
However, as detailed in Section 5.2, the cylindrical rectification allows us to use classifiers
trained on datasets captured by a standard pinhole-model camera.

For this reason, all classifiers are trained on the Daimler Large Scale Pedestrian Detection
Dataset (see Section A.1), a non-public dataset containing a vast amount of pedestrian
and non-pedestrian images, collected at the Daimler AG over the last decade. We employ
this dataset for classifier training, as the amount of total images is more than an order
of magnitude larger than the publicly available Daimler Pedestrian Detection Benchmark
Dataset [12]. The large scale dataset is therefore more suited to reflect the performance
of a real-world detection system, for which copious amounts of training data is usually
available. The evaluation sequence of the large scale dataset is identical to the public
dataset [12] and contains a substantial variety of pedestrians and backgrounds. Training
and evaluation sequences were captured in different locations on different days and are
completely independent. Unless noted otherwise, we also set aside 10 percent of both the
pedestrian and background training images as validation data for all experiments.

To asses the overall performance of the SVS, we have also captured and labeled an eval-
uation dataset using the four wide-angle cameras mounted to the experimental vehicle
(see Section A.3). However, the SVS evaluation set is far less diverse in terms of back-
grounds and driving scenarios and also features fewer unique pedestrians than the large
scale Daimler dataset. Consequently, we use the large scale (pinhole) dataset for all fol-
lowing evaluations to ensure that the results are significant and can be generalized to
real-world application. Furthermore, as this evaluation set is publicly available [12], the
difficulty of the classification problem is easy to asses for a reader of this work.

Additionally, in order to demonstrate the viability of the SVS pedestrian detection ap-
proach, in Section 5.7.4 we also give several results of the trained classifiers on the SVS
evaluation dataset. Proper evaluation of the benefits of using dedicated classifiers for par-
tially occluded pedestrians is also only possible on the SVS dataset. An overview of all
employed datasets can be found in the appendix.
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Meta [44] Prop [45] AHF None

Number of Features 991 1,023 540 + 139 1,240
Number of Stages 9 10 10 10
FPPI at 99% TPR 240.7 241.3 239.9 249.3
Processing Time (ms) 32.2 33.7 25.6 38.2

Table 5.1.: Inter-stage information transfer evaluation results. Timings exclude the calcula-
tion of integral histograms.

Search Window Generation

Again note that the following parameters apply only to the evaluation using the large scale
Daimler pedestrian dataset captured using a standard angle camera. SVS dataset evalu-
ation parameters are given separately in Section 5.7.4. As mention above, we employ
the same evaluation metrics as proposed for the Generic Pedestrian Detection scenario
in [12], but instead of exhaustively scanning the whole image, we use ground plane con-
straints to restrict search window locations. Only fully visible ground truth pedestrians of
a minimum height of 72 pixels are marked as required, which corresponds to real-world
pedestrians of 1.5 m height at a distance of 25 m. The smallest search window height
computes to 88 pixels and detector grid resolution is set to 5%, 7% and 10% of search
window height for x-stride, y-stride, and scale step respectively. All search windows have
a fixed aspect ration of 2:1. This means that, for instance, the spatial stride of a search
window that has a width of 50 pixels and a height of 100 pixels computes to 5 and 7 pixel
in horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. Windows in the next larger scale would
then exhibit a height of 110 pixels accordingly. These parameters result in 18,377 search
windows to be scanned in one input image. The search windows include a horizontal and
vertical border around the pedestrian of 1/8 of the window width and height respectively
.

5.7.2. Activation History Features

To evaluate the simple stages of the heterogeneous cascade and the effects of the AHF
features, we use AdaBoost to train a 10-stage EOH-feature based classifier. Each stron-
glearner is trained with 50,000 positive and negative samples that have passed the pre-
vious stages, randomly selected from the training set. Weaklearners are added to the
stronglearners until a false positive rate (FPR) of at least 60% at a target true positive
rate (TPR) of 99.5% is met. The EOH features operate on an Integral Histogram with 9
bins and are created on a canonical grid of size 8×16 units, resulting in 64,328 possible
features for boosting.

We compare the performance of three inter-stage information transfer approaches, namely
Meta-Stage SVM from [44], Inter-Stage Feature Propagation from [45] and the AHF from
Section 5.5. An overview of the two other approaches is given in Section 5.1.
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To this end, we train four cascaded classifiers using identical training parameters as men-
tioned above, one for each method and one cascade without information transfer. Perfor-
mance in this case is measured by the number of features required to meet the training
criteria of each stage, as well as the average time needed to scan one image. Since all
approaches achieve nearly identical classification accuracy on the test-set, we do not plot
separate ROC-curves, but only give the achieved FPPI at a fixed TPR of 99%. This ref-
erence TPR is close to the actual TPR obtained by all compared approaches. We also
compare total feature count and average running time per image for each approach. All
timings are given in milliseconds and exclude the calculation of Integral Histograms. The
results of this evaluation are shown in Table 5.1.

For all classifiers 10 stages were trained, with the exception of the Meta-Stage SVM
approach. Due to the additional meta stages which exhibit an average false positive rate
of 95% at a fixed 100% true positive rate, only 9 non-meta stages are required to achieve
the same classification performance as the other approaches. The linear SVMs making
up the meta stages are trained using the standard soft margin method [17] implemented
in the Shark Machine Learning Library [63]. The parameter C controlling the margin is
varied between 10−6 and 106 and the classifier yielding the best result on the training set
is used for the current meta stage. These SVM trainings only take a few seconds, since
the meta-stage receives input solely from the previous two stages, resulting in one feature
value pair per sample.

Not surprisingly, the classifier cascade employing no information transfer requires the
highest number of features and consequently exhibits the slowest run-time performance.
Inter-Stage Feature Propagation and Meta-Stage SVM improve on this result with a re-
duction of feature count by approx. 17% and 20% resulting in a reduction of processing
time by 13% and 12%, respectively. Our method achieves the best result, reducing pro-
cessing time by 33% and requiring only 55% of features. Note that in Table 5.1 we split
the total feature count for our approach into EOH features and AHF. The reduction of
feature count is even more pronounced when only EOH features are considered. Un-
like EOH features, which require multiple integral histogram accesses to compute, AHF
evaluation is efficient since the activations of previous layers can be stored during layer
traversal. The reduction of feature count is not directly proportional to the speed improve-
ment when using AHF. This is due to the added overhead of storing and passing on layer
activation and the distribution of AHF over the stages of the cascade.

In Figure 5.10 we compare total weaklearner count and feature composition of two clas-
sifiers from Table 5.1, one utilizing AHFs and the other employing no stage information
transfer. Note that both classifiers are trained to achieve the same detection performance,
as mentioned above. It is evident that for the classification task of one particular stage, its
direct predecessors activation is the most informative feature. The classifier makes heavy
use of this feature, in some stages constructing up to 30% of weaklearners from it. Nev-
ertheless, other stage activations are also selected (through their corresponding AHF) by
AdaBoost, especially as stages grow in number and size. The observed reduction in clas-
sifier complexity when employing AHF seems to be rooted in both access to all previous
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Figure 5.10.: Stage-wise comparison of feature count for a classifier cascade with (left bar)
and without AHFs (right bar). AHF count is broken down into features access-
ing the previous stage (yellow) and features accessing earlier stages (green).
The standard cascade consists of EOH features only.

stages, as well as the potential to select one activation feature multiple times.

The cascaded classifier based on AHF and EOH features is able to rapidly reject a majority
of candidate windows in an input image. On average, less than 2% of search windows
pass all ten AdaBoost stages, allowing us to replace the simple EOH features with more
complex HOG features for the following stages. Doing so is not only consequential as
far as detection accuracy is concerned, but also when considering memory accesses and
bandwidth, as described in Section 5.4.2.

5.7.3. Heterogeneous Cascade

In this section, the complex stages of the heterogeneous cascade are evaluated. The main
difference between our approach and [39] is that we use several consecutive MLPs of
increasing complexity to classify a HOG descriptor vector instead of a single linear SVM.
The evaluation is therefore focused on the effect of these additional MLP stages. For this,
we slightly modify the HOG-SVM approach from [39] in two ways to allow for a fair
evaluation.

First, we replace the linear SVM by a two layer MLP, containing no hidden layers. This is
necessary as we were unable to find a SVM training implementation capable of feasibly
handling the amount of samples used in the training of the final stages. From a mathemat-
ical point of view, this is completely valid. Both linear SVM and two layer MLP calculate
a simple scalar product between the input and weight vector. The output non-linearity
of the MLP is irrelevant for the classification decision, so that both approaches exhibit
the same degree of (linear) class separability. The SVM training algorithm is specifically
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designed to yield a maximum-margin result that implies generalization capability [17].
However, such a result can also be achieved using MLPs if early stopping is applied and
the learning rate is small enough [64]. We verify that this holds true for our classifica-
tion task by training a linear SVM using the Shark Machine Learning Library [63] and
comparing it to a two layer MLP. In the following we will refer to this two layer MLP
replacing the linear SVM as Linear MLP (LMLP).

The second modification of the HOG-SVM approach is that we prepend the simple stages
of the heterogeneous cascade to the linear SVM, i.e. the LMLP. This is done so that the
samples used to train and evaluate both the multi-stage MLP and the LMLP are identical.
The simple stages discard samples that are easily distinguishable from pedestrians and
allow the later stages to focus on difficult examples, which would provide a severe training
advantage to the cascaded classifier. Furthermore, applying a HOG-MLP to all search
windows is computationally infeasible.

For all experiments, the parameters of the HOG descriptors are based on the suggestions
by [39]. Gradients are computed without smoothing and divided into 9 orientation bins.
We use cell sizes of 8x8 units and blocks consisting of 2x2 cells with a block stride of
one cell. Sizes are given in units of a standardized 64x128 grid rather than pixels, since
we have to scale the descriptors instead of the search window contents to make use of the
Integral Histogram representation. Using these parameters, a 3780-dimensional feature
vector is extracted from every search window.

LMLP and Linear SVM

We first examine if a LMLP (two layer ’linear’ MLP) yields the same results as a lin-
ear SVM for our classification problem. Both LMLP and SVM are trained on the same
100,000 positive and 100,000 negative samples, selected at random from the training
dataset. The C parameter of the SVM is selected from a range between 10−6 and 106 by
evaluating the resulting classifiers on the validation set equal in size to the training set.
The learning rate of the MLP is set to 10−5, see Figure 5.12 for details. MLP training
is stopped when no further improvement on a validation set can be observed, or if the
validation error increases over several epochs.

Figure 5.11 shows the ROC curve for the linear SVM for C = 0.01 in blue. The red
curve denotes the mean result of 10 LMLP training runs and error bars are plotted one
standard deviation from the mean. Network weights of are initialized with a zero mean
normal distribution using different random seeds for each run. The standard deviation of
this distribution is chosen in such a way that the sum of inputs of each sigmoid is in the
sigmoid’s linear range [11]. All threshold weights are initialized to zero.

The performance of the LMLP on the evaluation set is almost identical to the linear SVM.
As suggested in [64], the maximum margin property of the SVM is not crucial for this
problem. By using standard backpropagation with sufficiently small learning rates and
early stopping, an equally effective classifier can be trained. As the number of training
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Figure 5.11.: Comparison of linear SVM and mean LMLP performance on the evaluation
set. Red error bars show LMLP standard deviation over 10 training runs.

samples increases, the generalization ability obtained by the maximum margin property
of the SVM becomes less relevant. The difference between the MLP and the SVM should
therefore become even more marginal in the following evaluations, as the size of the
dataset is increased by a factor of 10. This result confirms our approach of replacing
the linear SVM from the standard HOG-SVM detector with an LMLP. In contrast to the
linear SVM, our multi-stage MLP and the LMLP can be trained using the same extensive
dataset, so that a fair comparison of both classification schemes is made possible.

Learning Rate

The learning rate η used in the backpropagation algorithm is chosen by training the first
complex stage classifier using values between 10−6 and 10−3 and observing the RMSE on
the validation set. Figure 5.12 shows the validation error over the course of 500 training
epochs for all considered values of η. While learning is fast for η = 10−3 and 10−4, no true
convergence is achieved and the optimization seems to jump in and out of local minima.
In contrast, a learning rate of 10−6 causes convergence to be prohibitively slow. Setting η
to 10−5 offers a good trade-off between speed of convergence and classification accuracy.
Accordingly, we use η = 10−5 for all classifier trainings in this chapter.
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Figure 5.12.: RMSE of the first complex stage on the validation set over 500 training epochs
for different learning rates. A learning rate of 10−5 offers a good trade-off

between speed of convergence and classification accuracy.

Bootstrapping

Additionally, we employ bootstrapping [47] for the LMLP to eliminate the effect of re-
sampling when comparing performance with the multi-stage MLP. This is necessary as
the cascade principle incorporates resampling implicitly which results in a severe ad-
vantage of the multi-stage MLP over a single stage version, even if the total amount of
training samples is identical. Only samples that have passed all previous stages are used
in the training of the current stage’s classifier. Extraction of samples from the training
set images continues until the desired number is reached, or none are left to extract. The
training data for each stage is therefore less likely to contain redundant or easy to classify
samples as if they were selected randomly.

If no bootstrapping is applied, all 2 million training samples are selected randomly from
those that have passed the simple stages of the cascade. The bootstrapped classifiers are
trained with a fixed amount of 1 million positive pedestrian samples, identical to their non-
bootstrapped counterparts. The negative samples are collected by applying the classifier
trained in the previous bootstrapping iteration to the background images and gathering
search windows that are erroneously classified as pedestrians. For the first iteration, the
last of the simple stages is used and 250,000 negative samples are extracted. Each of
the following iterations adds another 250,000 background samples, for a total of four
iterations and 1 million samples, equal to the non-bootstrapped classifier.

Figure 5.13 shows the effect of bootstrapping on the LMLP evaluation performance.
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Figure 5.13.: Effects of bootstrapped training on LMLP performance. Background samples
are successively added in each bootstrapping iteration. Performance saturates
after four iterations.

Bootstrapping improves upon the results of the standard classifier after the second itera-
tion. We found that performance saturates after the fourth iteration, with an improvement
of up to 15 percentage points for a fixed FPPI. Note that classifier complexity is kept con-
stant during bootstrapping, no additional layers or hidden units are added to the neural
network.

Multi-Stage MLP

After considering the effects of resampling and replacing the linear SVM of the described
HOG/SVM approach with an MLP of equal classification power, we can finally evaluate
the complex stages of the heterogeneous cascade. The number of hidden units in the
MLPs that make up these stages increases successively. The amount of units is chosen in
such a way that the complexity of each stage is inversely proportional to the number of
samples expected to reach that stage. For example, if an MLP with 5 hidden units is able
to discard 50 % of all training samples, the MLP making up the following stage should
contain approximately 10 units.

In the following experiments, a single layer MLP with 3,780 input neurons and a single
output neuron is used for classification in the first stage. This classifier therefore con-
stitutes an LMLP as describe above. The following two stages employ MLPs with an
additional network layer consisting of 4 and 32 hidden units, respectively. Note that all
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three layers operate on the same HOG feature vector, which only needs to be calculated
once for each search window that has passed the simple stages.

We compare the performance of the heterogeneous cascade to two different classifier and
feature combinations: The standard HOG/SVM approach, for which we replace the linear
SVM with a bootstrapped LMP, and a pure EOH/AHF AdaBoost cascade. The EOH
cascade is trained to exhaustion, that is, new stages are added until no more negative
samples can be extracted from the training images resulting in a total of 25 stages. The
MLPs are trained with one million positive and negative samples each until no further
improvement on a validation set can be observed. Analogous to the simple stages, all
samples must have passed the previous layers and after a classifier is trained, its threshold
is adjusted to achieve a true positive rate of 99.5%.

The results of all three approaches are shown in Figure 5.14. The curves for the MLPs
show the mean performance over 10 network trainings initialized with different random
weights. Error bars are plotted one standard deviation from the mean. For the EOH/AHF
cascade, only a single training result and no standard deviations are given, as the exhaus-
tive training is very time and memory consuming. The best result is achieved by the
proposed 3-stage MLP classifier with a mean improvement upon the LMLP of 20 TPR
percentage points at 10−2 FPPI and a reduction of false alarms by a factor of 11.3 at a
Detection Rate of 60%. The pure boosted cascade yields similar results as the LMLP for
medium FPPI rates, but performance starts to decline for rates below 10−1 FPPI. Table 5.2
gives a summary of the results on the evaluation dataset including the processing time for
a single input image. Although the multi-stage MLP significantly improves upon the de-
tection performance of the LMLP, the processing time is only marginally increased. This
is due to the cascaded architecture of the multi-stage MLP and the fact that the HOG-
descriptor only needs to be calculated once for each search window. The pure EOH/AHF
cascaded classifier is considerably slower than the MLP approaches, as the number of
stages and EOH features in the cascade is very high. Note that the timing values displayed
in Table 5.2 do not include the calculation of image derivatives and integral histograms
used by the HOG and EOH features, which requires 26.0 ± 0.7 ms for the VGA input
images.

AHF Fusion Stage

To further boost the performance of the heterogeneous cascade, we employ an additional
fusion stage using AHFs, as described in Section 5.5. In this stage, the activations of all
previous stages are accessed via AHFs and the resulting 13-entry vector is classified by an
MLP with 4 hidden units. We found a higher amount of hidden units to yield no further
performance improvement.

The resulting mean ROC curve of the heterogeneous cascade with a dedicated fusion
stage is also displayed in Figure 5.14. As in the other MLP evaluations, 10 training runs
are used to calculate mean and standard deviation over the whole FPPI range. The fusion
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Figure 5.14.: Mean performance of different classification approaches on the evaluation set.
Error bars are calculated over 10 training runs and are plotted one standard
deviation from the mean. For the EOH/AHF cascade, only a single classifier is
trained due to time and memory constraints.

approach further improves the result of the heterogeneous cascade, especially for lower
FPPI but the benefits of combining stage outputs are not very distinct for high FPPI. This
is certainly due to the similar image information represented by EOH and HOG features.
Since both descriptors operate on image gradients, their combination does not yield much
additional information about the current sample. Still, the improvement in performance
demonstrates the validity of the approach, particularly when considering that this fusion
stage does not have a significant impact on the running time of the classifier, as displayed
in Table 5.2.

Partial Heterogeneous Cascades

Heterogeneous cascade classifiers can be used to detect pedestrians that are only partially
visible in the input images, as described in Section 5.6.2. To this end, we train one cascade
for each of the four visibility levels depicted in Figure 5.9. The parameters of these partial
cascaded classifiers are mostly identical to their full window counterparts. They differ in
that the partial classifiers restrict image feature evaluations to the visible part of each
search window. Distinguishing between the pedestrian and background classes increases
in difficulty as the visible part of a search window decreases. As a consequence, more
EOH and AHF weaklearners are required in the simple stages of the cascade to meet
the 99.5 TPR at 60% FPR target for stronglearner. In the complex stages, restricting the
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Classifier Detection Rate Processing Time (ms)

3-Stage-MLP + AHF Fusion 0.692 ± 0.005 31.2 ± 17.9
3-Stage-MLP, 0-4-32 Hidden Units 0.678 ± 0.019 30.7 ± 17.7
LMLP, Bootstrapping Iteration 4 0.477 ± 0.004 28.8 ± 15.7
EOH/AHF Boosted Cascade 0.419 40.1 ± 29.8

Table 5.2.: Classifier performance and processing time on the Daimler Large Scale Pedes-
trian Detection Dataset. Detection rate is given at 10−2 FPPI. The processing time
does not include the calculation of image derivatives and the integral histogram
which requires 26.0 ± 0.7 ms per image.

HOG descriptor to visible parts of the window results in less salient feature vectors of
lower dimensionality. Compared to the full windows descriptor, which exhibits a feature
dimensionality of 3780, the partial classifiers A-D operate on feature vectors of size 3276,
2772, 2268 and 1764, respectively. To compensate for the resulting reduction of input
dimensionality of the MLP in the last stage of each heterogeneous cascade, we increase
the amount of hidden units accordingly. The total number of synaptic weights is hereby
kept approximately constant. For instance, the number of weights for the final stage of
the full window classifier is 120992, while the corresponding classifier for visibility level
C with an input dimensionality of 2268 and 53 hidden units has 120257 weights.

Figure 5.15 shows the results of the four partial heterogeneous cascades on the evaluation
sequence. The ROC curve of the corresponding full window cascade is given for reference
and all cascades are trained using identical input samples and random seeds. Classifier
training proceeds as described for the full window cascade with one million positive and
negative samples each. Note that, as in the previous sections, this sequence is not captured
using the SVS cameras, but rather a standard angle camera mounted behind the windshield
of a car. All relevant pedestrians in the evaluation sequence are fully visible but the partial
cascades only access the regions of each search window corresponding to each cascade’s
visibility level.

Not surprisingly, classification performance degrades as visibility decreases. The full
window classifier exhibits the best result, especially for low FPPI. While performance
of the A partial cascade is still somewhat comparable to the unoccluded version, results
degrade for further occlusion. This is certainly due to the fact that the search windows for
visibility level A are only missing context pixels above the pedestrian’s head. The salient
head and shoulder regions are still fully visible, which is not the case for levels B-C. Still,
the classification concept is viable as higher FPPI rates are less consequential for the par-
tial cascades. In our application scenario, there are significantly fewer search windows
in one image that require the usage of a partial classifier than there are unoccluded win-
dows. Consequentially, the absolute number of false alarms is lower, as demonstrated in
the following section, where performance on an SVS evaluation dataset is investigated.
The same argument can be made regarding the computational complexity of the partial
cascades. More weaklearners, and therefore feature evaluations, are required in the simple
stages to achieve the same Detection rate and FPPI as in corresponding stages of the full
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Partial (C) 3−Stage MLP, 0−4−53 HU
Partial (D) 3−Stage MLP, 0−4−69 HU

Figure 5.15.: Evaluation of partial heterogeneous cascade classifiers and comparison to full
window classifier. Visibility Levels A-D are depicted in Figure 5.9. All cas-
cades are trained using identical input samples and random seeds.

window cascade. However, as significantly fewer search windows require the application
of a partial classifier, this increase in complexity and therefore computation time is only
slight.

5.7.4. SVS Pedestrian Detection Performance

In this section we evaluate the proposed heterogeneous cascade architecture on the SVS
dataset (c.f. Section A.3). All classifiers used are identical to the previous section.

SVS Evaluation Methodology

Evaluation proceeds as described in Section 5.7.1, only the search window generation and
evaluation parameters differ slightly from the datasets captured using a standard angle
camera.

Ground truth pedestrians of a minimum height of 108 pixels are marked as required,
which corresponds to real-world pedestrians of 1.6 m height at a distance of 6 m to the
respective camera. The minimum distance of required pedestrians is set to 0.1 m. The
search window height computes to values between 144 and 1426 pixels, resulting in a
total of 30,830 search windows to be scanned in one input image. The search windows
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include a horizontal and vertical border around the pedestrian of 1/8 of the window width
and height respectively .

In contrast to the previous evaluations, we explicitly allow labels and search windows
that lie outside of the camera images. This is necessary to detect and evaluate partially
occluded pedestrians as described in Section 5.6. For a pedestrian label to be marked as
required, that is, for the label to factor into the ROC curve of the classifier, is must fulfill
the following prerequisites. The (horizontal) x-coordinates of the label window must
lie fully within the confines of the image, as occlusion in x-direction is not supported.
Additionally only the top edge of the label window may lie outside of the image. This
occurs when pedestrians are standing very close to the SVS cameras and necessitates the
usage of partial classifiers. An example of this case is depicted in Figure 5.8a. The same
restrictions also apply to search window generation. When a search window is evaluated,
the correct classifier is chosen based on the visibility level of the window. We employ
five separate visibility levels, including full visibility. The different levels are illustrated
in Figure 5.9a.

To minimize the time required to calculate image derivatives and integral histograms,
we process small and large search windows consecutively and on separate images. The
small search windows (between 144 and 282 pixels) are processed on a cropped 1280
× 353 pixel version of the input images. For the large remaining search windows, a
540 × 432 pixel scaled version of each input image is calculated and the windows are
scaled accordingly. These dimensions are chosen in such a way that the minimum size
of pedestrians in the scaled and cropped images is 108 pixels, which is just the minimum
required pedestrian height, so that no upscaling is involved. By using this approach, the
mean time required for derivatives and integral histograms is reduced from 64.71 to 22.79
ms, while classification performance is unaffected.

SVS Dataset Results

In contrast to the partial classifier results shown in Figure 5.15, we evaluate the partial
classifier performance on the SVS dataset as it pertains to our application scenario and
give a single ROC curve for each approach. The ROC curve is hereby calculated by con-
sidering the images of all four cameras for every sequence and applying the appropriate
partial classifier to each search window. Figure 5.16 show the results of this evaluation
for the proposed heterogeneous cascade with a multi-stage MLP and the LMLP classi-
fier. The 3-stage MLP improves upon the LMLP result, albeit not as decisively as on
the standard-angle evaluation dataset. This could be due to the fact that the dataset used
to train the classifiers does not contain any images captured by the SVS cameras. And
even though the cylindrical rectification causes pedestrians to appear as they would in
a standard-angle camera, objects of large horizontal extent still appear distorted. These
distortion are not present in the training set which gives a slight advantage to a classi-
fier with less degrees of freedom, such as the LMLP. The simple architecture makes the
LMLP less prone to overfitting and increases the generalization ability of the classifier.
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Figure 5.16.: Mean performance of two different classification approaches on the SVS eval-
uation set. Error bars are calculated over 10 training runs and are plotted one
standard deviation from the mean. Results are obtained by using full window
classifiers for completely visible pedestrians and the respective partial classifier
for visibility levels A-D.

Still, the multi-stage MLP offers a definitive improvement upon the LMLP and we be-
lieve that this advantage can be increased even further by adding samples captured with
the SVS cameras to the training dataset. Table 5.3 summarizes the SVS evaluation and
gives an overview of the average processing time of both classifiers. Our multi-stage
heterogeneous cascade improves upon the detection rate of the LMLP by almost 10 per-
centage points at a fixed FPPI of 1/30, which corresponds to one false alarm per second.
The processing time is hereby increased by less than 4 ms per image due to the cascaded
architecture of our approach. Not that the processing time does not include the calculation
of the integral histogram and image derivatives which requires an additional 22.79 ± 1.87
ms per image.

SVS Dataset Partial Classifier Results

The results presented in Figure 5.16 are obtained by using full window classifiers for
completely visible pedestrians and the respective partial classifier for visibility levels A-
D (c.f. Fig. 5.9a). In the following, we investigate how the partial classifiers compare
to the full window classifiers in a setting where partial occlusion is common. As the
SVS dataset consists of typical parking and low speed scenarios, it contains relatively
few instances of pedestrians that walk or stand close to the car. This is due to the fact
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Classifier Detection Rate Processing Time (ms)

3-Stage-MLP, 0-4-32 Hidden Units 0.648 ± 0.015 59.14 ± 23.63
LMLP, Bootstrapping Iteration 4 0.558 ± 0.005 55.81 ± 20.49

Table 5.3.: Classifier performance and processing time on the Surround View Pedestrian De-
tection Dataset. Detection rate is given at 1/30 FPPI, which corresponds to one
false alarm per second. The processing time does not include the calculation of
the integral histogram and image derivatives which requires 22.79 ± 1.87 ms per
image.

that pedestrians tend to keep their distance from a moving vehicle. As a consequence,
the number of fully visible pedestrians labels far exceeds the number of partially visible
pedestrians. This is especially true for the front and rear cameras, which exhibit a larger
vertical field of view due to their mounting position and orientation. For this reason,
the full SVS dataset is unsuitable for a detailed evaluation of partial classifiers. Even
if none of the partially visible pedestrians are detected by a classifier, the absolute drop
in performance as depicted in the corresponding ROC-curve is only marginal, as their
number is comparatively low.

To remedy this problem, we use only a subset of the SVS evaluation dataset for the partial
classifier performance evaluation. The subset consists of a sequence recorded specifically
for this task with pedestrians walking or standing very close to the moving car. Further-
more, only the images of the left and right SVS cameras, with a strong inclination towards
the ground, are used as they exhibit the highest level of vertical occlusion. As a result,
more than 50% of the pedestrians in the sequence are not fully visible.

Using this sequence, we investigate how using dedicated partial classifiers compares to
the naive approach of simply applying the full window classifier to partially visible pedes-
trians. To this end we have to pad the input images with zeros in such a way that the full
classifiers never access non-existent regions of the image. The results of this evaluation
are shown in Figure 5.17. The ROC curves clearly show that dedicated partial classifiers
are required to achieve a reasonable detection rate. Note that these results are significantly
worse than the results on the full SVS dataset. This is due to the fact that the problem of
detecting partial pedestrians is strictly more difficult than the full visibility case, as less
shape and texture information is available in the image. Also, the salient head-shoulder
region is often not visible.
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Figure 5.17.: Comparison of dedicated partial classifiers to the naive approach of applying
the full window classifier to partially visible pedestrians. The classifiers are
evaluated on a subset of the SVS dataset containing a high percentage of par-
tially visible pedestrians.

5.7.5. Error Analysis

Although the heterogeneous cascade approach proves very successful in detecting pedes-
trians on both the SVS and the Daimler Large Scale Dataset, some challenges still remain.
In this section we give an overview of the most common sources of classification errors
of the proposed approach, starting with the Large Scale Dataset. All of the following
exemplary images are extracted using the heterogeneous cascade with AHF fusion (cf.
Fig. 5.14) at an operating point defined by a detection rate of 60% on the respective
datasets.

Daimler Large Scale Pedestrian Detection Dataset

In the top row of Figure 5.18 several false negatives (pedestrians that are erroneously
discarded by the classifier) are shown. We found that many misclassified pedestrians
exhibit low image contrast, especially in salient regions such as the shoulders or legs.
Even though the HOG and EOH features employ local gradient normalization schemes,
if not enough gradient information is available in the image, classification performance is
affected adversely. Apart from this dependency on sufficient local contrast, we could not
make out other factors in regard to image content that increase the likelihood of a false
negative.
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The bottom row of Figure 5.18 shows false positive samples, i.e., background samples that
are classified as pedestrians. It is evident that especially strong vertical structures such as
poles or signs trigger a positive classification response. Additionally, the presence of
patterns resembling outstretched legs or arms increase the chance of misclassification. To
cope with these kinds of false alarms, an additional texture or optical flow based descriptor
could be used in conjunction with the gradient based HOG features, as proposed, for
instance, in [65].

SVS Dataset

The types of false alarms we observed on the SVS dataset do not differ from those on
the large scale dataset. Several exemplary false alarms are shown in the bottom row
of Figure 5.19. Vertical image patterns and structures resembling human appendages are
found in most false alarms. These structures are also more abundant in the SVS sequences
consisting of low speed parking and maneuvering scenarios. Poles, bollards and shopping
carts are common sights on most parking lots, but are very rare in the training data of the
classifier. Augmenting the training dataset with these kinds of structures might go a long
way in improving detection performance for the SVS scenario.

False negatives on the SVS dataset, depicted in the top row of Figure 5.19 in an exemplary
manner, show similar characteristics as those on the large scale pedestrian dataset. Low
image contrast as well as a noisy background causes detection performance to deteriorate.
Additionally, pedestrians that stand very close the car and the SVS cameras are distorted,
even when the cylindrical rectification is employed.

Two examples of this are show at the right side of the top row in Figure 5.19. The reason
for this is twofold. First, the assumption of small horizontal extent, which is necessary
for the pedestrian to appear as captured by a pinhole camera (c.f. Section 5.2.1), does no
longer hold. Second, some parts of a pedestrian close to the camera (e.g. head, feet) are
recorded at a different angle than they would be if the pedestrian were to stand further
away. Again, a way to reduce the number of these false negatives would be the include
very close, and therefore slightly distorted, pedestrians in the training dataset.

5.8. Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a novel combination of a fast boosted cascade using inter-
stage information transfer with a complex multi-stage neural network classifier. For our
application, efficient features and classification schemes are necessary to reliably detect
pedestrians in four camera streams simultaneously. To this end, we chose EOH and HOG
features that can rapidly be computed using the same underlying data structure, the Inte-
gral Histogram, as image descriptors. We use an AdaBoost cascade with EOH-features to
quickly reject a majority of candidate windows in an input image.
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Figure 5.18.: Exemplary false negatives (top row) and false positives (bottom row) obtained
from the heterogeneous cascaded classifier on the Daimler Large Scale Pedes-
trian Detection Dataset. Faces of displayed persons were manually obscured.

Figure 5.19.: Exemplary false negatives (top row) and false positives (bottom row) obtained
from the heterogeneous cascaded classifier on the SVS Dataset. Faces of dis-
played persons were manually obscured.
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By introducing Activation History Features for inter-stage information transfer, we could
significantly reduce computation time of the classifier cascade. We compared our method
to two other recent information transfer concepts and found that our approach yields the
highest reduction in feature count and running time. We also demonstrated how Activa-
tion History Features can be used for sequential classifier fusion.

Following the EOH cascade, we employ MLPs of increasing complexity to successively
classify a HOG feature vector. The outputs of all stages are combined via Activation
History Features and classified by a three-layer MLP. By doing so we improved upon the
standard HOG/linear SVM approach, approximated by an MLP, while still maintaining
real-time capability. Evaluations were done on both a dataset captured using standard
angle cameras as well as dedicated SVS sequences.

Due to the mounting positions of the SVS cameras, pedestrians are often occluded in
vertical direction. To deal with these deterministic occlusions, we proposed to train a
dedicated classifier for each of five visibility levels. Our experiments have shown that
using a single full-window classifier does not suffice in the SVS scenario. The presented
multi-classifier approach is a viable solution to the problem of partially visible pedestrians
in the SVS.
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6. Optical Flow Models for
ROI-Generation

The simple stages of the heterogeneous cascaded classifier introduced in the last chapter
enable real time detection of pedestrians by discarding background samples with little
computational effort. However, due to the large number of image feature evaluations and
resulting memory accesses of the AdaBoost cascade, a more efficient means of discard-
ing background samples is desirable. In this chapter, we therefore propose an approach
based on dense optical flow that serves the same purpose as the simple stages of the
heterogeneous cascade. By modeling the scene geometry and optical flow field in each
search window, the image classifier can focus only on windows that are likely to contain
pedestrians, which enables rapid detection.

6.1. Overview and Related Work

Optical flow is the pattern of motion of visual objects in a scene induced by the relative
motion between an observer (in our case, the camera mounted to the vehicle) and the
scene. Using two successive images of the same scene, a flow image of that scene can
be calculated [66]. The flow image can then be used to infer certain properties from the
scene, such as the position or movement of scene objects or the motion of the observer.
In contrast to the source images, the optical flow contains temporal and additional spa-
tial information about the scene, making it an important tool for many computer vision
applications, including object classification.

6.1.1. Optical Flow based Pedestrian Classification

In the context of pedestrian classification, optical flow is mostly used as an additional fea-
ture to augment single-image descriptors. The combination of Haar-like and flow based
features in an AdaBoost cascade is described in [67]. An algorithm based on a time-delay
neural network with spatio-temporal receptive fields and adaptable time delays applied to
pedestrian detection is introduced in [16]. These networks are a temporal extension of the
NN/LRF classifier described in Section 7.4. In [40], the HOG features are enriched with
temporal information obtained from optical flow and the authors report drastic improve-
ments to detection performance for the combined descriptor.
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Other techniques involve modeling human gait [68, 69] and the resulting characteristic
motion patterns. However, these approaches often fail when faced with static pedestrians
that do not exhibit motion clues.

6.1.2. Flow based ROI-Generation

In this chapter we follow a different approach inspired by [21], where a focus-of-attention
strategy for monocular pedestrian recognition is proposed. It uses Bayes’ rule to estimate
the posterior for the presence of a pedestrian in a search window, based on motion parallax
features. This posterior is used as a parameter to control the amount of search windows
that are passed to subsequent verification stages. Even though we share the goal of ROI-
generation, our approach differs from [21] in several ways.

First, we use regularized dense optical flow images [22] in contrast to the sparse optical
flow vectors [70, 20] employed in [21]. We require flow measurements at arbitrary posi-
tions in the image, which sparse flow does not provide. Sparse flow vectors are obtained
only for salient image regions, which does result in a more accurate flow estimation. How-
ever, there is no guarantee that a flow correspondence can be found for a certain pixel or
even the pixels of an entire object in the scene. Furthermore, only dense flow allows the
usage of motion features derived from optical flow images [40, 38, 48] which augment
non-temporal image features. An overview of the employed dense optical flow algorithm
can be found in Section 3.3.1.

Second, to find pedestrians in the image, [21] consider the parallax flow of the scene.
Parallax flow is the difference between the observed optical flow field and the estimated
ground-plane flow. For this reason, both static non-planar as well as moving objects
induce parallax flow, allowing the detection of walking and standing pedestrians. We
follow a different approach by directly incorporating the ego-motion of the vehicle (and
in turn, the camera) into the pedestrian flow model. Parallax flow is also used in [71] to
find independently moving objects in the scene.

Finally, in [21] a learned classifier based on Bayesian reasoning is employed to determine
if a search window might contain a pedestrian. Two features, weighted mean horizontal
flow and weighted mean flow density, are combined and passed to the classifier. Only
windows whose classification scores exceed a certain probability threshold are passed to
the subsequent image-based verification stage. In contrast to this, we model the distribu-
tion of optical flow induced by a pedestrian and use simple statistical measures to discard
search windows that deviate from this distribution. The advantages of such an approach
is that, no classifiers need to be trained. The uncertainties of the ego-motion and the noise
exhibited by the flow are integrated explicitly into the flow model.
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6.2. Dense Optical Flow

To calculate the dense optical flow images, we use the approach by [22] as it ranks
amongst top contenders on the popular Middlebury optic flow benchmark datasets [72].
Additionally, this approach was developed at the Daimler AG specifically for automo-
tive application. The flow algorithm has been implemented on a graphics processing unit
(GPU), which allows real-time computation of the flow fields using low cost consumer
hardware. The cylinder-rectified 1280 × 1024 pixel SVS camera images can be processed
at the native capture rate of 30 frames per second on an modern graphics card. A pro-
prietary FPGA implementation is also available at the Daimler AG. For details on the
employed dense optical flow algorithm, see Section 3.3.1.

In this chapter, we assume that the calculation of the optical flow images comes at no
computational cost. That is, we do not factor the time required for flow estimation into
the total processing time of the proposed ROI-generation approach. There are several
reasons for this course of action. First, dense optical flow can be calculated on either the
GPU or an FPGA, parallel to and separate from other computations running on the CPU,
as mentioned above. The processing speed of an image based classifier, as described in
the previous chapter, is therefore not affected by the flow estimation.

Second, the integration of temporal features which require dense flow images can further
augment the classification performance of the system [40, 38]. Additionally, techniques
such as occlusion handling depend on either stereo processing or optical flow [48]. For
this reason, a state-of-the-art classification system is bound to include a means of optical
flow estimation, enabling our ROI-generation approach at no additional cost.

Finally, other functions that enable driver assistance systems such as structure from mo-
tion [73] can only be realized via optical flow if no stereo camera setup is available.
Prediction of pedestrian movement is also only possible using dense flow images, as fine-
scale movement information is key to successfully determine the pedestrian’s intention
[74].

Figure 6.1 shows to consecutive images captured using the front SVS camera and rectified
using the virtual cylinder camera. The estimated flow field is depicted in Figure 6.2. From
top to bottom, the x- and the y-component of the flow vectors, followed by a combination
of flow orientation and magnitude, is shown.

6.3. Vehicle Odometry

To obtain a valid model of the pedestrian flow field, the egomotion of the observer, that is,
its movement through 3D-space, has to be known. As all four SVS cameras are mounted
firmly to the car body and their relative orientation and position are known through cali-
bration, it is sufficient to determine the movement of the car.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.1.: Two consecutive images from the SVS dataset with cylindrical rectification ap-
plied. The images are captured using the front camera and are cropped for dis-
play purposes. The source image of flow estimation is show in (a), while (b)
shows the target image. Faces of displayed persons were manually obscured.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2.: Result of the dense flow estimation using the images from Figure 6.1. The x-
and y-components of the flow field are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Warm
colors encode large displacements. In (a), the flow vector direction at each image
position is encoded by a specific hue, as displayed in the legend at the bottom
right of the image. The flow vector magnitude is given by the saturation of the
color.
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This processes of estimating the change of position of a moving object over time is known
as odometry. In the automotive domain, odometry measurements are usually obtained
either from physical sensors, or from a sequence of camera images in an approach called
visual odometry.

Most modern cars are equipped with sensors that constantly measure acceleration, rota-
tion and individual car wheel speeds. These measurements are necessary to realize safety
functions such as the Electronic Stability Control (ESC), that prevent the driver from
losing control over his vehicle in adverse road or weather conditions. By modeling the
dynamics of vehicular motion [75], this sensory data can also be employed to estimate
the motion of the car. To deal with noise in the raw data provided by the sensors and
to combine multiple measurements into a coherent model state, filtering techniques are
used [76]. For a complete derivation of an odometry approach based on vehicular sensory
data and an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) model, we refer to [77]. Unfortunately, our
experimental vehicle is not equipped with sensors that measure pitching motion. In park-
ing and maneuvering scenarios, strong pitching motions, which arise when the vehicles
accelerates or breaks, are very common. For this reason, solely relying on the integrated
sensory equipment is not an option in our application scenario.

For modern driver assistance systems requiring high-precision odometry, the accuracy
afforded by the low-cost sensors in cars is often not sufficient. In these cases, a dedicated
inertial measurement unit (IMU) can be employed. An IMU usually contains several
accelerometers and gyroscopes which allow it to measure acceleration in three spatial
directions and arbitrary rotational motion. By integrating acceleration measurements,
absolute translational motion can also be determined. To further improve the accuracy
of the system, advanced IMUs combine the (local) inertial measurements with (global)
position data obtained from GPS [78]. This is done in order to compensate for localization
drift introduced by noisy measurements. Due to their high precision, IMUs are often used
to generate ground truth data for the evaluation of egomotion approaches [79].

Another means of estimating egomotion is to interpret the optical flow of the camera im-
ages. In this approach, called visual odometry, the movement of the camera is directly
estimated from the captured images, so the extrinsic calibration, i.e. the position and ori-
entation of the camera relative to the vehicle, does not have to be known. Additionally, if
the coupling between car body and camera is not completely rigid, the motion of the car
will not always perfectly match the motion of the camera. This problem does not occur
with visual odometry, as the absolute movement of the camera independent of the vehicle
is estimated. The first and computationally most expensive step of visual odometry is the
calculation of image correspondences. By evaluating several correspondences between
two images, the movement of the camera can be recovered. A plethora of literature ex-
its on the topic of odometry and visual odometry in particular. We refer to [79] for an
excellent overview of visual odometry literature.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3.: (a) Image captured by the front SVS fisheye camera. The red contour marks
the region from which the pinhole image for egomotion estimation is sampled.
(b) Resulting pinhole image including point correspondences found by the LIB-
VISO2 feature matching algorithm. Valid correspondences are drawn in red with
the end point of each correspondence marked by a dot. Outlier correspondences
are drawn in blue.

6.3.1. SVS Odometry

For the pedestrian flow model approach presented in this chapter, odometry based on
combined IMU and GPS measurements offers the best expected performance. The main
drawback of this odometry technique, namely the estimation errors resulting from a po-
tential non-rigid coupling of car body and camera is not crucial for our application sce-
nario. The SVS is designed for low speed parking and maneuvering scenarios, so strong
vibrations of the cameras experienced at high speeds are not an issue. It is therefore pos-
sible to correctly infer the egomotion of each of the four SVS cameras from the IMU
measurements.

The experimental employed in this thesis can be equipped with a high-performance IMU
available at the Daimler AG. However at the time the SVS dataset was captured, the
IMU was not operational in the experimental vehicle, so no odometry information was
captured for those sequences. For this reason, we employ a visual odometry approach
to retroactively estimate camera egomotion from the captured images. This is done for
all sequences in an offline processing step using the publicly available LIBVISO2 library
[80] which offers state-of-the-art visual odometry estimation. In the following, we will
therefore not include the computational cost of egomotion estimation in the timing of
our ROI-generation algorithm. An IMU can provide odometry data in real-time and all
required processing such as data integration and filtering is done on the unit itself. As
we do only require frame-by-frame egomotion estimation, it would also be feasible and
very cost-effective to add a simple pitch rate sensor to a vehicle employing our system.
Together with the sensory equipment to determine velocity and yaw rate already available
in most modern cars, these inputs are sufficient to obtain an accurate egomotion estimation
for our purposes.

As the LIBVISO2 library only supports standard pinhole camera models and the cor-
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Figure 6.4.: Exemplary trajectory obtained by the visual odometry on a short drive around
two 90-degree corners. The trajectory is superimposed on an aerial image (Map
data: Google, GeoBasis-DE/BKG).

responding images, we transform the SVS fisheye images to pinhole images as a first
processing step. Only the central region of each fisheye image is mapped to a virtual
pinhole camera. Mapping the whole wide-angle image would result in severe distortions
at the edges of the image which negatively affect the egomotion estimation. The virtual
pinhole camera has a resolution of 1400× 600 pixels and a focal length of 250 pixels. In
Figure 6.3a the red contour marks the region from which the pinhole image is sampled.
The resulting pinhole image is shown in Figure 6.3b including exemplary point correspon-
dences found by the LIBVISO2 feature matching algorithm. Valid correspondences are
drawn in red with the end point of each correspondence marked by a dot. Outlier corre-
spondences, i.e. correspondences that are not supported by the egomotion estimate of the
current frame are drawn in blue. It is notable that most feature correspondences are found
on the road. Due to the low mounting positions of the SVS cameras, the road surface is
captured at a reasonably high resolution and provides salient features for correspondence
matching. Figure 6.4 shows an exemplary trajectory obtained by the visual odometry on a
short drive around two 90-degree corners. Though we are mainly interested in frame-to-
frame egomotion, the employed library yields accurate results even when measurements
are integrated over time.

6.4. Multistage Model Verification

To determine regions in the image that are likely to contain a pedestrian, we proceed
similar to the cascaded classifier approach from Chapter 5. The input images from the
SVS cameras are rectified using the cylinder projection and search windows are scattered
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over the whole image in a dense grid. We then model the expected flow (and simple
functions of the expected flow) in each window, under the assumption that the window
contains a pedestrian. This allows us to make a statement regarding the probability of the
window containing a pedestrian, similar to Bayesian reasoning:

P(Pedestrian|uobserved) =
fu(uobserved |Pedestrian) · P(Pedestrian)

fu(uobserved)
. (6.1)

Here, the posterior pedestrian probability P(Pedestrian|uobserved) is inferred using the
conditional probability density function fu(u|Pedestrian), which can be determined by
modeling pedestrian flow. By plugging the flow observed in a search window into the
conditional flow density function, the term fu(uobserved |Pedestrian) describing pedestrian
likelihood is obtained. While the above Bayesian formulation serves only to illustrate
the hypothesis verification process, the likelihood term is central our ROI-generation ap-
proach. The actual verification process differs slightly from the Bayesian formulation as
we can not calculate - and do not require - exact posterior probabilities.

Our ROI-generation approach is divided into three stages, that are successively applied to
each search window. Similar to the stages of the classifier cascade used in the previous
chapter, a search window may be discarded prematurely and is not further processed
by the succeeding stages. Windows that are not discarded are passed on to a powerful
classifier for a final classification decision. In this, the ROI-generation stages replace the
simple stages of the heterogeneous cascade and we continue to use the complex stages of
the heterogeneous cascade as a final classifier.

In the following, we give a short overview of each ROI-generation stage, including the
flow model and decision metric used in the stage. A detailed description of the individual
stages can be found in the following sections.

Motion Detection Stage The goal of this stage is to detect if the object contained in the
search window is moving. This is important, as no depth or position information
can be gained from the observed flow vectors of a moving object. Since there is no
way to determine the object’s motion through 3D-space, it is generally impossible
to separate the optical flow induced by the camera egomotion from the flow caused
by the object’s motion. If motion is detected in a search window, it can not be
discarded by means of optical flow analysis and it is passed directly to the final
classifier. If no motion is detected, we assume that the search window contains a
static object and the window is passed on to the next verification stage.

Positional Constraint Stage In this stage, we model the optical flow exhibited by a static
pedestrian in the search window. This model incorporates the egomotion of the
camera, the search window configuration and uncertainties introduced by noise in
the input variables. If the observed optical flow matches the modeled flow, the
window is passed on to the next stage. Otherwise, it is discarded, as the measured
flow vectors do not support the hypothesis of a pedestrian in the search window.
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Figure 6.5.: Overview of the multi-stage ROI-generation approach. Windows in which mo-
tions is detected, as well as windows containing planar static objects are passed
to the final classifier. All other windows are discarded. .

Planarity Constraint Stage This stage is applied only to windows that have passed both
previous stages. The flow field measured in these windows therefore coincides with
the flow field exhibited by static pedestrians. In this stage, we employ planarity
as an additional constraint to discard non-pedestrian regions in the image. This
constraint is based on the observation that upright pedestrians constitute a mostly
planar surface. That is, the torso of a pedestrian displays only small variations in
depth in contrast to, for instance, a ramp or the hood of a car. This stage also serves
to discard search windows that contain multiple objects of differing depth.

The interaction of the three stages of the ROI-generation approach is illustrated in Figure
6.5. If motion is detected in a search window, it is passed directly to the final classifier
without any further evaluations of the other stages. Windows containing static objects are
first checked for flow vectors indicating a pedestrian in terms of distance to the camera.
If this test fails, the window is discarded. Otherwise, it is processed by the next stage
where the planarity of the object in the search window is verified. Only windows which
pass this stage are then fed to the final classifier. Splitting the ROI-generation task into
three separate stages has the added advantage of reducing the average time required to
process one window. The planarity constraint check in stage three is computationally
more demanding than the positional constraint. At the same time, far fewer windows
have to be processed by the planarity stage, as a large percentage of windows do not pass
the previous stage. This stage-wise increase of complexity is also found in the classifier
cascade approach of the previous chapter.

6.5. Uncertain Model Inputs

If the configuration of the observed scene and all model parameters were exactly known,
ROI-generation would be trivial. However, most variables used in the modeling process
are subject to uncertainties, or errors. In the following, we give an overview of the model
parameters that are affected by uncertainty and the respective source of that uncertainty.
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The Notation x ∼ N (x,Σx) is used to express that the random vector x follows a normal
distribution with mean x and covariance Σx.

Pedestrian Height The precise spatial position of a pedestrian in a search window is
unknown. However, the 3D-position corresponding to each pedestrian pixel is con-
strained to a 3D-line passing through the optical center of the camera and that pixel.
If the real-world height of the pedestrian is known, the 3D-position, including the
distance to the camera, of the pedestrian can be calculated. We therefore model
pedestrian height hv (in the vehicle coordinate system) as a random variable:

hv ∈ R, hv ∼ N (hv,σhv ) (6.2)

This in turn induces an uncertain 3D-position of the pedestrian in the search win-
dow, as we will show in Section 6.8.1.

Camera Egomotion The estimation of the camera egomotion, whether obtained by an
IMU or by visual odometry, is subject to noise. This causes the estimated flow vec-
tor distributions to exhibit greater variance in case of large egomotion uncertainty.
To capture this uncertainty, we model each measurement t0 and r0 of the transla-
tional distances t and rotational angles r of the camera motion as Gaussian random
vectors:

t =
*.
,

tx
ty
tz

+/
-
, t0 ∼ N (t0,Σt0 ), (6.3)

r =

(
φ
ψ

)
, r0 ∼ N (r0,Σr0 ), (6.4)

where the pitch angle is given by φ and the yaw angle by ψ. We assume a constant
roll angle of zero, which is valid since we are operating in a low-speed scenario. In
general, the required covariance matrices of the camera egomotion can be obtained
directly from the employed odometry algorithm.

Optical Flow Field The estimation of the optical flow field u is also affected by noise,
especially in regions that do not feature sufficient image structure. Each instance
of the observed flow u0 is modeled to be contaminated by a zero-mean two dimen-
sional random vector uε to capture noise in both horizontal and vertical direction:

u =

(
ux
uy

)
, u0 = u0 + uε , uε ∼ N (0,Σu), u0 ∼ N (u0,Σu). (6.5)

Note that the covariance matrix does not share the zero index with the mean mea-
surement, as the covariance is assumed to be identical for all measurements. Due to
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the real-time restriction of our application scenario, we employ a global flow error
model, that is, the model does not take local image content into account. However,
local image-based confidence measures (e.g. [81, 82]) that are supported by the
flow estimation algorithm could be integrated into our model.

To deal with these uncertain variables and flawed measurements, we employ non-linear
uncertainty propagation via first-order approximation. The following theorem from [83]
is repeated here for completeness: Let x ∈ Rn be a random vector with mean x and
covariance matrix Σx and let f : Rn → Rm be a nonlinear function. Up to first order
approximation,

y = f (x) ≈ f (x) + J f (x − x), (6.6)

where J f ∈ R
m×n is the Jacobian matrix ∂ f /∂x evaluated at x. If f is approximately affine

in the region about the mean of the distribution, then this approximation is reasonable and
the random vector y ∈ Rm has the following mean y and covariance Σy:

y = f (x), Σy ≈ J fΣxJ>f . (6.7)

This approximation is used extensively throughout this chapter to model the expected
flow vectors on a pedestrian in the presence of a non-linear projective model.

6.6. Sparse Pedestrian Flow Model

In each of the ROI-generation stages, we employ a sparse model of the expected optical
flow on a pedestrian. More precisely, only a small number of flow vectors is modeled
and evaluated for each search window. As we employ a dense flow algorithm, a flow
estimate is available at every image position. However, modeling the flow vectors at each
pixel position in a search window is time consuming and therefore not feasible for our
application scenario. Moreover, to evaluate the model, the predicted optical flow has to
be compared to the observed flow which requires additional memory accesses. Using a
dense flow model is therefore not tractable in terms of computational complexity, even
when a cascaded approach as illustrated in Figure 6.5 is employed.

For the sparse flow model we consider only a small set of fixed points in each search
window. These sampling points are chosen in such a way that they are guaranteed to lie
on the pedestrian’s body, if a pedestrian is present in the search window. To determine the
likelihood that a certain point in the search window will actually belong to a pedestrian,
we proceed similar to [21]. By stacking a set of n aligned binary pedestrian foreground
masks, obtained from manually labeled pedestrian contours, they generate a 2D probabil-
ity map for the search window. Each position of the 2D map contains the percentage of
the n pedestrian contours that include this position. The entries of the map therefore give
an estimate of a certain pixel of a search window belonging to a pedestrian, if that search
window is centered on a pedestrian. Figure 6.6a illustrates the probability map generation
approach.
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Figure 6.6.: (a) By superposing a set of aligned binary pedestrian foreground masks obtained
from manually labeled contours, a pedestrian probability map for a search win-
dow can be generated (cf.[21]). (b) A pedestrian image with the probability map
overlaid.

Using the pedestrian probability map, it is easy to find sampling points in the search
window that are very likely (> 99%) to lie on a pedestrian. For our approach, we fix the
x-coordinate of potential sampling points where flow is modeled to the horizontal center
of the window. Points at the x-center of the window exhibit the highest likelihood of
belonging to a pedestrian, even when the search window is not perfectly aligned with the
pedestrian. Furthermore, restricting the x-coordinates in this way yields an advantageous
formulation of the planarity constraint, as detailed in Section 6.8.2.

A sampling point
pα =

(
xw +

ww
2 yw + αhw

)
,α ∈ [0 1] (6.8)

in the image is therefore simply parametrized by its relative offset to the search window
defined by w =

(
xw yw ww hw

)
. The x-coordinate is constant and fixed at the center

of the window.

6.7. Detection of Moving Objects

The first step of our ROI-generation approach is the detection of moving objects. To be
more precise, we seek to find sampling points in each search window that exhibit motion.
If any of the sampling points in a window are found to be moving, that window is passed
on to the final classifier stage without any further processing of the other ROI-generation
stages. This is necessary, as we can not infer any additional information from the observed
flow of moving objects, since their movement through 3D-space is usually unknown. The
only remaining option in this case is to analyze the search window using the final image-
based classifier. This corresponds to the bottom path in Figure 6.5.

To detect motion in the image, we employ the well known concept of epipolar geometry
[84]. Note that epipolar geometry only applies to a projective pinhole camera model and
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is not valid for images directly obtained from the virtual cylindrical camera or the SVS
fisheye cameras. The SVS images therefore have to be warped to a pinhole representation
prior to any calculations, so that epipolar constraints are applicable. This would however
result in an significant increase in computational effort. The input images of all four
cameras would have to be transformed to pinhole images, which is expensive in terms of
memory access. It would also require us to calculate the dense flow fields for the pinhole
images in addition to the flow for the fisheye images.

Fortunately, this overhead can be avoided, as we employ a sparse pedestrian flow model,
as explained in Section 6.6. It is therefore sufficient to only convert the flow vectors
at the sampling point positions from the fisheye to the pinhole camera model. For this
remapping, no access to the input images is required and no flow calculation has to be
performed. If the pinhole flow vector upin corresponding to a pixel location pcyl in the
cylinder image is required, it can be obtained by the following operation:

upin = P(
−1

Pcyl(pcyl + ucyl)) − P(
−1

Pcyl(pcyl)). (6.9)

Both the original pixel position in the cylinder image pcyl as well as the corresponding
position affected by the optical flow (pcyl + ucyl) are back-projected into the vehicle coor-
dinate system using the inverse of the cylindrical projection function Pcyl. By projecting
both of these points from vehicle coordinates to pinhole image coordinates via the pin-
hole projection matrix P, the pinhole optical flow is obtained. The above operation can
be simplified as the pinhole and cylinder cameras share the same origin and orientation in
regard to the vehicle coordinate system. It is therefore sufficient to restrain the scope of
projections and back-projections to the common camera coordinate system:

upin = K(
−1
Πcyl(pcyl + ucyl)) −K(

−1
Πcyl(pcyl)). (6.10)

Here, Πcyl projects from camera coordinates to cylinder pixel coordinates, while K is the
calibration matrix used to transform camera coordinates to pinhole pixel positions.

Epipolar Geometry

Epipolar geometry applies if a scene is captured by either two different cameras or by the
same camera at two points in time. The former arises in the case of stereo vision while the
latter is found in our application scenario of a moving camera. If the relative translation
and rotation between the two camera configurations is known, for a given point in the
first image, a so-called epipolar line in the second (and vice versa) can be derived. The
corresponding point in the second image must then be located on the epipolar line. This
location constraint induced by the epipolar geometry is, amongst other things, used to
efficiently calculate stereo disparity images, as the region where point correspondences
have to be searched is greatly reduced.
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Central to the concept of epipolar geometry is the fundamental matrix, which encapsulates
the intrinsic projective geometry between two views. If a point X in 3D-space projects to
x using the first camera and to x′ using the second, then these image points satisfy:

x′Fx = 0. (6.11)

The 3 × 3 matrix F is called the fundamental matrix [84]. Note that we make extensive
use of homogeneous coordinates in this chapter. Unless specified otherwise, all 2D image
coordinates and 3D world coordinates are given in homogeneous representation as 3 × 1
and 4 × 1 vectors, respectively. The fundamental matrix can be calculated directly from
the parameters of two pinhole cameras P = K [I|0] and P′ = K [R|t] corresponding to the
imaged points x and x′:

F = K−>[t]×RK−1. (6.12)

In this formulation, the rotation R and translation t of the second camera is given in the
coordinate frame of the first camera and the calibration matrices K are assumed to be
equal for both cameras [84]. The []× operator creates a skew-symmetric matrix from a
3D-vector:

[x]× =



*.
,

x0
x1
x2

+/
-

×
=

*.
,

0 −x2 x1
x2 0 −x0
−x1 x0 0

+/
-

(6.13)

If the relative camera geometry between the two frames is perfectly known, for a point x
in the first image, the corresponding point x′ in the second image must lie on the epipolar
line Fx. This is only true for static objects, i.e., objects that do not move on their own.
Therefore, a violation of the epipolar constraint (6.11) indicates a moving object. We use
this principle to determine if the sampling points of a search window belong to a moving
object, so that those windows can be passed on to the final image-based classifier.

Uncertain Epipolar Constraint

However, if the camera parameters that the fundamental matrix is based on are subject
to uncertainty (as explained in Section 6.5), the correspondence relation becomes more
complex. An adaptation of the epipolar constraint for uncertain realizations of the funda-
mental matrix can be found in [83].

An epipolar line corresponding to a pixel in the first is image hereby subject to the dy-
namics of the fundamental matrix. The image region in which the correspondence in the
second image is to be found is no longer constraint to a single line, but rather a pencil
of lines. These lines form a hyperbolic region in the second image, centered around the
mean epipolar line calculated from the mean fundamental matrix, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.7. Two input images including an exemplary correspondence are show in Figure
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6.7a. The left frame is hereby used as the source image for optical flow calculation and
the right frame is used as the target image. An image correspondence is marked as a red
dot in both frames. Figure 6.7b shows the target image. The cyan line in Figure 6.7b is
the mean epipolar line calculated using the mean egomotion parameters obtained from
the visual odometry. By considering uncertainty in these parameters, the epipolar line is
expanded to a hyperbolic epipolar corridor, displayed in red, to which correspondences
can be constrained. Note that the correspondence pixel in the target frame lies perfectly
on the mean epipolar line. This is due to a precise estimate of the vehicle’s egomotion
and the fact that the world point matching the pixel is completely static. In the presence
of noise, all correspondences inside the red hyperbola also support the hypothesis that the
world point is static.

The calculation of this epipolar region is detailed in [83]. It is defined by a random
distribution of a homogeneous line l with mean l and covariance matrix Σl. For a given
α that determines the probability of a correspondence lying in the epipolar hyperbola, the
border of the hyperbola in the image is given by:

(l − l)
>
Σ+

l (l − l) = k2, (6.14)

where Σ+
l is the pseudo-inverse of the line covariance. The value of k2 is calculated by

the inverse of the chi-square cumulative distribution with two degrees of freedom at the
probability α:

k2 = χ−1
2 (α), (6.15)

where χr is the cumulative chi-square distribution with r degrees of freedom.

To determine if an arbitrary image point x0 lies within the epipolar hyperbola, it is suffi-
cient to check if the following relation [83] holds:

sgn(x>0 Cx0) = sgn(x>l Cxl), C = l l
>
− k2Σl. (6.16)

For xl any point on the mean epipolar line, which always lies within the hyperbola, l can
be used.

The required mean l and covariance Σl of the epipolar lines can be calculated from the
means and variances of the odometry and the optical flow. As detailed in Section 6.5, we
model the input variables of the fundamental matrix as normal distributions. We employ
the following definition of the epipolar line l2 in the second frame, corresponding to an
image point x1 in the first frame:

l2 = Fx1 = K−>[t]×R(φ,ψ)K−1(x1 + uε ). (6.17)

Note that we take into account the uncertainty of the observed optical flow by adding the
random flow error variable uε to the pixel position of the starting point x1 of the corre-
spondence. Using (6.7) and inserting the means of the uncertain measurements (t0,r0),
the mean of this epipolar line calculates to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7.: Detection of moving image points. (a) Example consecutive pinhole images,
a corresponding point is marked in red in both images. (b) The epipolar line
induced in the second image is marked in cyan. If the variables constituting the
fundamental matrix are uncertain, the epipolar line is expanded to a hyperbolic
epipolar corridor, shown in red. (c) Image points for which motion is detected
are marked in red. Faces of displayed persons were manually obscured.
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l2 = Fx1 = K−>
[
t0

]
×

R(r0)K−1x1. (6.18)

We assume that the error of the observed optical flow has zero mean and therefore does
not factor into the estimation of the epipolar line mean. The covariance matrix Σl2 can
also be obtained from (6.7):

Σl2 ≈ Jl2ΣqJ>l2 , (6.19)

where Jl2 is the Jacobian of the epipolar line in regard to the vector q containing all
relevant input variables:

q =
(
tx ty tz φ ψ uεx uεy

)>
. (6.20)

By the same token, the covariance matrix Σq collects the covariances of all variables:

Σq =
*.
,

Σt0 0 0
0 Σr0 0
0 0 Σu

+/
-

(6.21)

The Jacobian is evaluated at the mean of the current measurements, that is, at

q0 =
(
t>0 r>0 0 0

)>
. (6.22)

The calculation of this Jacobian can be done efficiently for multiple points in the image by
separating the flow component from the egomotion components of the derivative:

Jl2ΣqJ>l2 ,=
∂l2
∂q
Σq

∂l2
∂q

>

=
∂l2
∂(t,r)

(
Σt0 0
0 Σr0

)
∂l2
∂(t,r)

>

+
∂l2
∂uε
Σu

∂l2
∂uε

>

. (6.23)

The second term of this expression, pertaining to the covariance induced by the uncer-
tainty of the optical flow, is identical for all points x1 in the image. It needs to be calcu-
lated only once for each frame, independent of the number of sampling points. The first
term of the expression, which accounts for the uncertainty of the egomotion estimate, can
also be computed efficiently. The derivative is hereby calculated component-wise, yield-
ing one column vector for each variable, for instance in regard to the x-component of the
translation:

∂l2
∂tx

=
∂

∂tx

[
K−>[t]×R(φ,ψ)K−1(x1 + uε )

]
(6.24)

= K−>
∂

∂tx

[
[t]×R(φ,ψ)

]
K−1x1 (6.25)

= Mtxx1. (6.26)
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One of these kernel matrices Mν is obtained for each derivative in regard to a single
variable ν. These matrices are identical for all image points and need to be calculated
only once for each new frame. If the full Jacobian for an image point x1 is required, it
is sufficient to calculate the matrix-vector product between the five kernel matrices and
x1. Overall, the computation of the epipolar line Jacobian and covariance matrix can be
implemented very efficiently.

Once the mean and covariance matrix of the epipolar line have been determined according
to (6.18) and (6.19), we employ (6.16) to determine if the endpoint of a correspondence
lies within the confidence hyperbola induced by the epipolar geometry. If it does, the
currently considered point is classified as stationary. If the correspondence lies outside of
the hyperbola, we assume the point is moving and proceed accordingly.

An exemplary result of this motion detection algorithm is show in Figure 6.7c. Points that
violate the uncertain epipolar constraint at a confidence level of α = 0.9 are shown in red.
The left foot and leg of the pedestrian are correctly detected as moving. Only parts of
the torso and head are marked, as they stay mostly stationary during the stepping motion.
Note that even though in the examples in Figure 6.7 full pinhole images are processed
and show, in our application we use a sparse pedestrian flow model. Pinhole flow and
motion probability is therefore only calculated at image position where it is required (see
the beginning of Section 6.7 for details).

6.8. Static Pedestrian Flow Model

Image windows which have passed the motion detection stage described in the previous
section are assumed to contain static objects. These remaining windows are further an-
alyzed to determine if they contain an object that exhibits the spatial characteristics of
an upright pedestrian. This corresponds to following the top branch of the flow diagram
displayed in Figure 6.5. First, each candidate window is checked for optical flow vectors
that indicate a pedestrian (or similar object) at a valid distance and height. Windows ful-
filling this positional constraint are then passed to the final stage of the ROI-generation
algorithm. In this stage, the static object in the window is checked for spatial planarity by
analyzing the distribution of flow vectors at several image points. This stems from the ob-
servation that upright pedestrians exhibit only little variation in depth. Note that contrary
to the previous section, the static pedestrian flow model operates on the cylinder-rectified
images.

6.8.1. Positional Constraint

A straightforward means of reducing the number potential image windows that have to be
scanned for pedestrians is to consider depth clues. If the depth of an object in a window
does not match the expected depth of a pedestrian, it can be discarded. However, as the
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Figure 6.8.: A pedestrian with a height of hv in the vehicle coordinate system projects to a
pixel height of hi. From this, the distance dv can be obtained, while the image
distance di can be calculated from the focal length and the y-coordinates of the
pedestrian. Using these values, any point xα on the pedestrian between xtop and
xbottom can be calculated.

camera setup of the SVS is not suited for stereo processing, the distance of objects to the
vehicle can not be directly inferred from the input images. In the following, a hypothesis-
driven approach is introduced to determine the probability of a image window containing
an object which matches pedestrian geometry based on optical flow.

Derivation of Positional Constraint

Assuming a window (defined by its top, bottom, left and right borders on the image plane
I) contains a pedestrian, the spatial relations as illustrated in Figure 6.8 hold. The pedes-
trian with a height of hv in the vehicle coordinate system projects to a pixel height of hi in
the image frame. Using these heights, the distance dv (in vehicle coordinates) of the top
point of the pedestrian to the camera center can be obtained:

dv = di
hv

hi
. (6.27)

Note that we consider only points lying on the horizontal center (i.e. constant relative
x-coordinate) of the image windows, as these points are most likely to actually lie on
the pedestrian. This assumption always holds for upright pedestrians. See Section 6.6
for details on sampling flow vectors from the image windows. The distance di can be
calculated from the focal length f of the camera and the top y-coordinate, ytop of the
pedestrian in the image:

di =

√
f 2 + (ytop − yc)2. (6.28)
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The 3D position xtop of the top point of the pedestrian in vehicle coordinates can then be
expressed as:

xtop = xc + dvvtop = xc + vtop
di

hi
hv, (6.29)

where vtop is the normalized direction of the viewing ray corresponding to ytop. The same
can be done to obtain any point xα on the pedestrian between xtop and xbottom:

xα = xc + vtop
di

hi
hv +

*.
,

0
α
0

+/
-

hv. (6.30)

The subscript α ∈ [0 1] indicates the relative position of the point in regard to the line
connecting xtop and xbottom, i.e., x0.0 ≡ xtop and x1.0 ≡ xbottom. Note that the above
formulation assumes that a pedestrian is standing upright and that the image plane is
parallel to the pedestrian, which is valid in most parking scenarios. If the pitch angle of
the vehicle in regard to the road surface is known, it can be compensated by rotating the
virtual cylinder camera by the same amount in the opposite direction, thus yielding the
required spatial geometry. As the pedestrian height is unknown and can only be modeled
by a normal distribution (see Section 6.5), xα also follows a normal distribution:

xα ∼ N
(
xα,Σx

)
(6.31)

Using the 3D position of a point xα lying on the pedestrian, the expected flow vector ucyl
at the corresponding coordinates in the cylinder images can be calculated:

ucyl = U(xα) = P(1)
cyl (xα) − P(2)

cyl (xα). (6.32)

This is done according to the definition of optical flow: each optical flow vector is the
difference of pixel coordinates obtained by projecting the same 3D point onto the image
plane of the same camera at two successive points in time. The projection function of the
cylinder camera at the first point in time is denoted as P(1)

cyl and as P(2)
cyl at the subsequent

point. Both functions project from vehicle coordinates to image coordinates and differ
only in the extrinsic parameters (t,r) of the cameras they represent:

P(1)
cyl (x) = Πcyl(R1(x − t1)) = Pcyl(x,k1), k1 =

(
t1
r1

)
(6.33)

P(2)
cyl (x) = Πcyl(R2(x − t2)) = Pcyl(x,k2), k2 =

(
t2
r2

)
(6.34)

Plugging this into (6.32) yields:

ucyl = U(xα) = Pcyl(xα,k1) − Pcyl(xα,k2). (6.35)
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Here, the vector k is introduced for clarity. It contains the extrinsic parameters of the
camera, i.e. the rotation angles r and the camera position t in the vehicle frame. All
rotations and translations are relative to the vehicle coordinate system corresponding to
the first frame. This means, for instance, that the vector t2 includes both the translation
of the camera induced by the movement of the car, as well as the translation obtained
by extrinsic calibration. While it is possible to choose any coordinate system for the
following calculations, using the vehicle coordinates of the first frame yield the most
intuitive formulation. A detailed description of the employed camera models can be found
in Section 5.2.1.

To model the expected flow U on a potential 3D pedestrian point xα, we employ first order
linearization using a mean position xα and camera movement k2:

U(x) ≈ U(xα) + (x − xα)
∂

∂x
[
Pcyl(x,k1) − Pcyl(x,k2)

] ����x=xα
(6.36)

+ (k − k2)
∂

∂k
[
Pcyl(xα,k1) − Pcyl(xα,k)

] ����k=k2

(6.37)

= U(xα) + (x − xα)
[
∂

∂x
Pcyl(x,k1)��x=xα −

∂

∂x
Pcyl(x,k2)��x=xα

]
(6.38)

+ (k − k2)
[
0 −

∂

∂k
Pcyl(xα,k)��k=k2

]
(6.39)

The extrinsic parameters k1 of the unmoved camera are constant and simply define the
camera position and orientation in the vehicle coordinate system. The Jacobians of the
projective function in regard to the spatial position x are denoted as Jx1 and Jx2 for the
moved and unmoved camera parameters k1 and k2. The Jacobian in regard to the moved
camera position k2 is given by Jk :

U(x) ≈ U(xα) + Jx1 (x − xα) − Jx2 (x − xα) + Jxk (k − k2) (6.40)

First-order error propagation assuming a spatial covariance matrix Σx of the potential
pedestrian points and a covariance matrix of the moved camera parameters Σk yields:

Ũ(xα) ∼ N
(
U(xα),Jx1ΣxJ>x1

− Jx2ΣxJ>x2
+ JkΣkJ>k

)
, (6.41)

which can be expressed more clearly by defining separate variables for the mean and
covariance of the distribution:

Ũ(xα) ∼ N
(
uα,Σα

)
, (6.42)

uα = U(xα), (6.43)
Σα = Jx1ΣxJ>x1

− Jx2ΣxJ>x2
+ JkΣkJ>k (6.44)

The covariance matrix of the moved camera Σk is supplied by the egomotion algorithm
(see Section 6.5). The spatial mean xα and covariance Σx can directly be calculated
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from (6.30), as the position of points on the pedestrian is linear in the pedestrian height
hv:

xα = xc + vtop
di

hi
hv +

*.
,

0
α
0

+/
-

hv (6.45)

Σx =
*.
,
vtop

di

hi
+

*.
,

0
α
0

+/
-

+/
-

*.
,
vtop

di

hi
+

*.
,

0
α
0

+/
-

+/
-

>

· σ2
hv

(6.46)

The normal distribution Ũ(xα) from (6.41) now models the expected 2D-distribution of
the optical flow vector at the image position corresponding to xα. That is, if the currently
processed window contains a pedestrian which matches the parameters given by hv and
σhv then Ũ is an estimate of the flow field that is to be observed on that pedestrian.

Evaluation of Positional Constraint

To determine whether a window contains a pedestrian that matches the positional con-
straint, the distribution Ũ(xα) is employed. For this, an observed flow vector uobs at the
image position pα = Pcyl(xα) corresponding to xα is compared to Ũ(xα) using Maha-
lanobis distance:

dα = DM(uobs,uα,Σα + Σu). (6.47)

The Mahalanobis distance[85] is defined as the distance of a data point to the mean of a
distribution in terms of the covariance of that distribution:

DM(d,µ,Σ) =

√
(d − µ)>Σ−1(d − µ). (6.48)

Note that in (6.47) the total covariance used to calculate the Mahalanobis distance is the
sum of two covariances. The covariance matrix Σα captures the uncertainty induced by
the variance of pedestrian height (and therefore 3D position), as well as errors in the
egomotion estimation. The matrix Σu models the inherent noise of the flow field at the
image position where the current flow vector is observed. This noise is independent of the
3D position of the pedestrian and the movement of the car and can therefore be considered
separately. Details regarding the flow error model can be found in Section 6.9.

Rejection of a window that is unlikely to contain valid pedestrian is done via a simple
thresholding operation which is evaluated on all sampling points (see Section 6.6) in that
window. Let A = {α1,α2, . . . ,αN },α j ∈ [0 1] be the set of relative sampling position
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Figure 6.9.: Exemplary driving scene. Image windows are w1 and w2 are evaluated using the
positional constraint criterion. Sampling points, defined by α1 and α2 are drawn
as red dots and red arrows mark the observed flow vectors. The endpoints of the
expected flow vectors are shown in green, as are the corresponding confidence
ellipses. .

offsets and xα j the corresponding 3D points for the current image window. Then this
window will be rejected and discarded unless the following holds:

N∧
j=1

(dα j < θd) (6.49)

In other words, the window is only passed to successive classification stages if for all
sampling point locations, the Mahalanobis distance of an observed flow vector to the
corresponding expected flow distribution is smaller than a threshold value .

The usage of the Mahalanobis distance instead of a simple Euclidean distance measure
in image space is key here. Mahalanobis distance implicitly takes the uncertainties of the
input variables into account. For instance, if the egomotion estimate for the current frame
is very precise, even a small difference between observed and expected flow is sufficient
to discard the window. Conversely, if the egomotion estimate is uncertain, which results
in large covariances, larger deviations between observed and expected flow are tolerated
without any need to adapt the threshold θd. Due to the fact that we are dealing only
with normal distributions, this threshold value can directly be interpreted as a measure
of probability. For instance, choosing θd = 2.0 means that approximately 95.4% of true
positives (i.e. valid pedestrian sampling points) will have a Mahalanobis distance smaller
than this threshold.

Figure 6.9 shows an exemplary driving scene to illustrate the positional constraint. The
vehicle is moving forward in a straight line, while a pedestrian is standing in front of
the car and slightly to the left. A tree is located further away and to the right, causing
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it to appear smaller than the pedestrian in the image. In this example, only two image
windows are evaluated: w1 lying on the pedestrian and w2 containing the distant tree. The
sampling points, defined by α1 and α2 are drawn as red dots in each of the windows. Red
arrows mark the observed flow vectors at those sampling points, with the tip of the arrow
pointing to the endpoint of each flow vector. The endpoints of the corresponding expected
flow vectors are shown as green dots. Additionally, the covariance matrix Σα of each
expected flow vector is visualized as a green 2-σ confidence ellipse, which corresponds
to θd = 2.0.

Window w1 contains a valid pedestrian and the endpoints of both sampled flow vectors lie
within the Mahalanobis distance threshold θd. The window is passed to the next classifi-
cation stage as it fulfills the condition from (6.49). Window w2 is rejected as the observed
flow vectors at the sampling position lie outside the covariance ellipses around the ex-
pected flow endpoints. This is due to the fact that the top sampling point contains only
sky and is therefore close to zero. The bottom point lies on the distant tree, causing the
corresponding flow vector to be very short, which in turn results in a very high Maha-
lanobis distance. Only objects whose distance to the camera matches that of a pedestrian
in the image window are not discarded.

Efficient Calculation of Positional Constraint

As the goal of the approach introduced in this chapter is to rapidly decrease the num-
ber of windows that have to be checked for pedestrians, efficient implementation of the
positional constraint is investigated in the following.

To evaluate the positional constraint, first the mean and covariance of the expected flow
vector for each sampling point in each window has to be determined ((6.42) - (6.44)).
Since the amount and position of windows in the image is fixed, all xα and Σx are con-
stant and can be calculated offline, i.e. before the system is put into operation. By the
same token, the Jacobian Jx1 solely depends on xα and the camera calibration and can
therefore also be pre-calculated. Only the Jacobians Jx2 and Jk need to be computed
during execution. Calculation of these Jacobians simply amounts to determining deriva-
tives of the cylinder projection function in regard to the projected point x and the camera
movement parameters t =

(
tx ty tz

)>
and r =

(
φ ψ

)>
:

Pcyl(x,r, t) = Πcyl(R(x − t)) (6.50)
∂

∂x
Pcyl(x,r, t) = Π′cyl(R(x − t)) · R (6.51)
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∂

∂φ
Pcyl(x,r, t) = Π′cyl(R(x − t)) ·

∂

∂φ
R (6.52)

∂

∂ψ
Pcyl(x,r, t) = Π′cyl(R(x − t)) ·

∂

∂ψ
R (6.53)

∂

∂t
Pcyl(x,r, t) = −

∂

∂x
Pcyl(x,r, t) (6.54)

The derivatives of the rotation matrix R need only be computed once each frame. As is
evident in the above equations, after the term Π′cyl(R(x − t)) is calculated, the complete
Jacobian can be put together with little computational effort.

Once all Jacobians are available, a straightforward way to accelerate the subsequent cal-
culation of Mahalanobis distances is to simply use the square of the threshold θd and drop
the square-root in the definition of the Mahalanobis distance. Furthermore, the covariance
matrices used in (6.47) are square with a dimension of 2, so the inverse that is used in the
Mahalanobis distance can be given explicitly and computed efficiently.

Another fact worth mentioning is that all windows can be handled independently of one
another. This allows for highly parallel processing if a multi-core environment is avail-
able. The computational efficiency of the approach in such an environment is demon-
strated in the experiments section.

6.8.2. Planarity Constraint

In the third and finale stage of our flow-based ROI-generation approach, all remaining
search windows are checked for planar objects. This is based on the observation that an
upright pedestrians appears planar in regard to a forward-facing camera. More precisely,
the absolute difference between the closest and farthest 3D points that make up a pedes-
trian is usually small compared to the vertical extent (height) of the pedestrian.

Using this planarity constraint, additional windows can be identified as not containing a
valid pedestrian and thus be discarded. Only windows that have passed the previous two
stages are processed by this final stage. That means we can assume that a window for
which the planarity constraint is evaluated does not contain moving objects and that the
window’s sampling points match the 3D position of a valid pedestrian.

The planarity constraint is important in cases where a search window either contains an
object with a large spatial depth or multiple objects in a row. In these instances, each
sampling point considered by itself can correspond to a valid 3D pedestrian position.
However, when multiple sampling points are assumed to be part of the same planar object,
no spatial configuration that supports this assumption is possible and it becomes clear that
it must be false.

Figure 6.10 illustrates this reasoning. In the top part of the figure, the 3D-points (xα, xβ)
corresponding to two sampling points are show. Those points would pass the first two
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Figure 6.10.: Sampling points pα and pβ in the image map to 3D-points xα and xβ at the
current point in time t = t1. The vertical distance Dy of the sampling points at
t = t2 is used as a measure for planarity. As the object in the top half exhibits a
considerable spatial depth, Dy is much larger than for the planar pedestrian in
the lower half.

ROI-generation stages, as the object is not moving and the position of each of the points
corresponds to a valid pedestrian 3D position. However, it is clear from the difference in
depth of the points (which corresponds to their observed flow) that they can not belong to
the same planar object. In this case, the current window can be discarded.

Note that in the following, we use subscripts α and β instead of α1 and α2 used in the
previous section. This simplified notation is sufficient as the planar constraint is always
evaluated on pairs of points.

Derivation of Planarity Constraint

In our approach, we use the temporal change of vertical distance between two sampling
points in the image plane to determine planarity. This vertical difference can directly be
recovered from the observed optical flow induced by the car’s movement.

Let pα and pβ be two sampling points in an image with their corresponding 3D-points xα
and xβ at the current point in time (t = t1) as depicted in Figure 6.10. At a following point
in time, t2, the car has moved forward. This is illustrated in Figure 6.10 by moving the
objects in the scene closer to the original camera position, which is equivalent to moving
the camera closer to the objects.
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To assess the planarity of the object in the window, we consider the vertical distance
Dy of the sampling points after the car’s movement. Note that the sampling points are
horizontally aligned, i.e., their x-coordinates in the image (and therefore the world) are
identical, as mentioned in Section 6.6. For this reason, no conclusion about planarity can
be drawn from the horizontal distance Dx of the points.

In the top half of Figure 6.10 a scenario with a non-planar object is depicted, while the
bottom half shows the same scenario with a planar object (a pedestrian). As the object in
the top half exhibits a considerable spatial depth, the vertical distance Dy is much larger
than for the planar pedestrian in the lower half. By comparing the value of the observed
distance Dy to the expected value, a conclusion regarding the planarity of the object in a
search window can be drawn.

The distances Dx and Dy can be recovered from the difference in optical flow at the
sampling point locations:

U(xα) − U(xβ) = Pcyl(xα,k1) − Pcyl(xα,k2) − Pcyl(xβ,k1) + Pcyl(xβ,k2) (6.55)

=
(
Pcyl(xβ,k2) − Pcyl(xα,k2)

)
−

(
Pcyl(xβ,k1) − Pcyl(xα,k1)

)
(6.56)

=

(
Dx
Dy

)
+

(
0

(β − α)hw

)
(6.57)

The first term above contains the desired vertical distance, while the second term is con-
stant for a given window height hw and alphas:

Dy = Uy(xα) − Uy(xβ) − (β − α)hw. (6.58)

Here, Uy denotes the vertical component of the flow function. Using this expression, the
observed value of Dy can be extracted from the current flow field by accessing the flow
vectors at the image positions corresponding to xα and xβ.

To calculate the expected value of Dy, we start with the definition from (6.56):(
Dx Dy

)>
= Pcyl(xβ,k2) − Pcyl(xα,k2) (6.59)

= Pcyl(x̂β,k1) − Pcyl(x̂α,k1), (6.60)

where the hat symbol denotes coordinates moved according to the egomotion from t1 to
t2 and expressed in terms of the initial (t1, k1) coordinate system. The moved bottom
sampling point can then be expressed in terms of the moved top point, the pedestrian
height and the difference between α and β:

(
Dx Dy

)>
≈ Pcyl(x̂α + (α − β) · *.

,

0
hv
0

+/
-
,k1) − Pcyl(x̂α,k1) (6.61)

This is an approximation, as for large distances and pitch angles, this bottom point does
not lie directly below the top point. However, we are concerned with parking scenarios
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and close pedestrians, so the effect of this approximation is negligible. By employing
the definition of the cylinder projection function (see Section 5.2.1) Dy can be given
explicitly:

Dy =
α − β

ξ

hv√
x̂2
αx + x̂2

αz

(6.62)

Here x̂αx and x̂αz are the x- and z-components of x̂α. As established in the previous
section, several of the variables in the above expression are subject to uncertainty. The
pedestrian height hv is modeled by a normal distribution and the egomotion estimate k2
(which is implicitly contained in x̂α) is noisy. For this reason, we proceed as we did in the
derivation of the positional constraint and employ linear uncertainty propagation:

Dy(hv,k) ≈ Dy(hv,k2) + (hv − hv)
∂

∂hv
Dy(hv,k2)

����hv=hv

(6.63)

+ (k − k2)
∂

∂k
Dy(hv,k)

����k=k2

. (6.64)

This yields the distribution of Dy(hv,k) based on the Jacobians in regard to pedestrian
height Jh and camera movement from egomotion JDk :

Dy(hv,k) ≈ Dy(hv,k2) + (hv − hv)Jh + (k − k2)JDk (6.65)

Dy(hv,k2) ∼ N
(
Dy(hv,k2), Jhσ

2
hv

J>h + JDkΣkJ>Dk

)
(6.66)

To determine if the current window violates the planarity constraint, we once again em-
ploy Mahalanobis distance. To this end, the distance Dobs

y is calculated from the observed
flow at both sampling points using (6.58) and compared to the distribution of the expected
value:

dy = DM(Dobs
y , Dy(hv,k2), Jhσ

2
hv

J>h + JDkΣkJ>Dk
+ Σu). (6.67)

Here, the covariance matrix Σu again models the intrinsic noise of the flow field. The
threshold for dy used to decide whether to keep or discard the current window is chosen
identical to the corresponding threshold θd from the positional constraint. This keeps the
amount of parameters for our approach manageable and the base covariances used in the
formulation both constraints are identical, so there is no reason why the thresholds should
be different.

Windows that pass this final ROI-generation stage can be passed to a powerful final (usu-
ally image-based) pedestrian classifier (see Fig. 6.5) that discards the remaining non-
pedestrian windows.
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Efficient Calculation of Planarity Constraint

As for the positional constraint, we also give an overview of the calculations required
to compute the planarity constraint Jacobians for a single window. To this end, the
derivatives of Dy (as defined in (6.62)) in regard to the camera movement parameters
k =

(
tx ty tz φ ψ

)>
and the pedestrian height hv have to be computed. First, we

introduce auxiliary variables to simplify notation:

A =
1√

x̂2
αx + x̂2

αz

B =
(
x̂αx 0 x̂αz

)
C = xα − t

D =
α − β

ξ

E = vtop
di

hi
+

(
0 α 0

)>

Then Dy and its the derivatives can be expressed as:

Dy = D · hv · A
∂

∂t
Dy = D · hv · A3 · B · R

∂

∂hv
Dy = −D

(
−A + hv · A3 · B · R · E

)
∂

∂φ
Dy = −D · hv · A3 · B ·

∂

∂φ
R · C

∂

∂ψ
Dy = −D · hv · A3 · B ·

∂

∂ψ
R · C

Once x̂α has been calculated, the terms B and C are trivial to compute. D and E are
constant and can be calculated offline. The most complex term is A, which requires
a square root and two square computations. The cube of A, required in most of the
derivatives, can be calculated particularly efficient. As A2 is simply A without the square
root in the denominator and thus a byproduct of the calculation of A, the computation
of A3 from A requires only a single additional multiplication. The calculation of the
derivatives of the rotation matrices needs to be done only once for each frame and is
therefore negligible in terms of calculation time. Precise timings of the planar constraints
are given in the following experiments section.
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6.9. Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, the proposed ROI generation approach is evaluated. First, a brief overview
of the evaluation methodology and the employed datasets is given. This is followed by a
section detailing the model parameter tuning process. Finally, the approach is compared to
the cascaded image classifier from Chapter 5, both in terms of classification performance
as well as computational efficiency.

6.9.1. Methodology and Datasets

All experiments and evaluations of the proposed ROI-generation approach are done on
the SVS evaluation dataset. To tune the parameters of our flow model, we employ a small
validation dataset that is independent of the SVS evaluation dataset. Details about both
datasets can be found in Section A.3 in the appendix.

Evaluation methodology is identical to Sections 5.7.1 and 5.7.4, unless mentioned oth-
erwise. The most important parameters of the experiments are repeated here for com-
pleteness. Ground truth pedestrians of a minimum height of 108 pixels are marked as
required, which corresponds to real-world pedestrians of 1.6 m height at a distance of 6
m to the respective camera. The minimum distance of required pedestrians is set to 0.1
m. The search window height computes to values between 144 and 1426 pixels, resulting
in a total of 30,830 search windows to be scanned in one input image. Labels and search
windows that lie outside of the camera images are allowed, as to also judge performance
on partially occluded pedestrians.

Egomotion information is estimated directly from the captured images. This is done for
all sequences in an offline processing step using the publicly available LIBVISO2 library
[80] which offers state-of-the-art visual odometry estimation.

To calculate the dense optical flow images, we use the approach by [22] running on a
graphics processing unit (GPU), which allows real-time computation of the flow fields.
Details of the employed flow calculation algorithm can be found in Section 6.2.

6.9.2. Model Parameters

In the following, an overview of the most important parameters of the employed flow
models in each of the three stages is given. We also explain, how the values of those
parameters are obtained in our application scenario.
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Sampling Points

As specified in Section 6.6, we employ a sparse model of the expected optical flow on
a pedestrian. That is, only a small number of flow vectors is modeled and evaluated for
each search window to keep computation time at a feasible level. These flow vectors are
sampled at points pα,α ∈ [0 1] (see (6.8)) and the sampling points are used in each of the
three ROI-generation stages.

The minimum number of required sampling points is two, as the planarity constraint oper-
ates on flow differences. We found that increasing the number of sampling points beyond
two did not boost overall performance, yet increased computation time significantly. For
this reason, we use exactly two sampling points at the following positions in each win-
dow:

α1 = 0.125 α2 = 0.625 (6.68)

The position of these sampling points is displayed in Figure 6.11. On the left, the ob-
ject window surrounding the pedestrian is drawn in red. It is the reference frame for the
sampling point positions. On the right, the probability map from Figure 6.6 is super-
imposed on the pedestrian. The sampling points pα1

and pα2
are chosen based on the

following considerations. First, it is clear that the sampling point locations must have a
high probability to actually lie on a pedestrian, if the current windows really does contain
a pedestrian. Therefore, we only consider points that are part of the pedestrian silhouette
with a probability of larger than 99%. See Section 6.6 for details of how this probability
is calculated. Second, the two sampling points should be as far apart as possible. This
increases the chance that for a non-pedestrian window, the points lie on two separate ob-
jects at different depths. Thus, this window is very likely to be discarded by the planarity
constraint stage. Employing the two aforementioned considerations yields the sampling
point locations given by (6.68). If one of the sampling point would lie outside of the im-
age, it is simply moved to a y-coordinate that is still within image boundaries. By using
this approach, partial pedestrians can also be detected.

Pedestrian Height

The mean and standard deviation of pedestrian height are set to:

hv = 1.7 σhv = 0.1 (6.69)

These values are chosen based on statistical data about human height from [86]. The
standard deviation is chosen slightly higher than reported by [86], as to compensate the
fact that pedestrians might not always be standing completely upright.

Flow Error

As mentioned in Section 6.5, we employ a global flow error model that does not take
local image content into account. Based on evaluations done on synthetic sequences by
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Figure 6.11.: Sampling point locations in the object window. On the left, the object window
surrounding the pedestrian and the corresponding sampling points are drawn in
red. On the right, the probability map from Figure 6.6 is superimposed on the
pedestrian. Note that the sampling points lie in regions, that are very likely to
actually be a part of a pedestrian, if that window contains a pedestrian. They
also exhibit a large distance to one another.

the authors of [22], the covariance matrix of the optical flow error is set to:

Σu =

(
σ2

u 0
0 σ2

u

)
, σu = 0.25 (6.70)

Some authors have presented flow estimation approaches that provide a confidence value
for each position in the flow map, for example [82, 81, 87, 88]. This confidence is usually
based on image characteristics and could be used to control the magnitude of Σu. More
precisely, for image locations with low confidence, the corresponding covariance could
be set to a large value and vice versa. However, due to constraints in terms of computation
time, we are using a simple global flow error model.

Odometry Error

The uncertainty of the current odometry estimate can be taken directly from the LIBVISO2
library [80], as the library employs Kalman filtering.

Motion Threshold

The threshold value α used in the epipolar constraint (6.15) in Section 6.7 is set to

α = 0.75. (6.71)

This value is obtained by applying the epipolar constraint to all moving pedestrians in the
validation dataset. The threshold for which all of those pedestrians are correctly classified
as moving is then used in the further experiments.
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6.9.3. Evaluation

In this section, the proposed ROI generation approach is evaluated by comparing it to a
cascaded image classifier from Chapter 5 on the SVS dataset (see Section A.3). For this
comparison, we use the 10-stage EOH cascade with AHF features (described in Section
5.7.2 ) employed in our the heterogeneous cascaded classifier experiments. We are inten-
tionally only using the first 10 simple stages of the heterogeneous cascade, as these stages
are designed to quickly reduce the number of windows that have to be scanned by a more
complex classifier. As the 10-stage EOH/AHF cascade serves the same purpose as the
flow based ROI-generation introduced in this chapter, comparing these two approaches is
reasonable. Note that in both cases, a final complex (image-based) classifier is necessary
to determine if the remaining windows actually contain a pedestrian.

Figure 6.12 shows the result of the flow based ROI-generation approach on the SVS
dataset using a ROC-curve. The corresponding ROC obtained from the EOH/AHF cas-
cade is given as a reference. The blue cross marks the operating point of the cascade
after the tenth layer, i.e. it defines the number of windows that are passed to following
complex stages and the matching detection rate. A red cross marks the detection rate of
the ROI-generation approach at the false positive rate given by the operating point of the
cascade.

It is evident that for high detection rates, the performance of the cascade and the flow ap-
proach is similar. As the detection rate decreases, the cascade outperforms the flow based
method. However, as the goal of both approaches is to reduce the number of background
windows while not discarding any pedestrian windows, only very high detection rates are
relevant. At the false positive rate FPPI = 781.3 defined by the operating point of the cas-
cade (marked by the crosses) the difference in detection rate is less than 0.2 percentage
points.

Even though the absolute detection performance of the flow approach is inferior to the
cascade, it is far more efficient in terms of computational complexity. Table 6.1 gives
detailed timing values for both methods. The mean processing times per frame as well
as the corresponding standard deviation for each method are printed in bold. These to-
tal times are broken down into subtask in the lines below each total. The flow based
ROI-generation approach is on average one order of magnitude faster than the cascaded
classifier. Detection of motion and the calculation of the positional constraint covariance
and Jacobian are the most time consuming operations required for the ROI-generation.
This is due to the fact that these two stages need to be applied to almost every input win-
dow, while the planarity constraint is only evaluated on windows that pass these stages.
The flow approach also requires less memory accesses than the cascade during evaluation,
resulting in a very efficient parallel implementation that does not suffer from a memory
bandwidth bottleneck.

To assess the effects of each single stage on the compound classification result of the
ROI-generation approach, the following two experiments were conducted. In the first
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Figure 6.12.: Comparison of flow based ROI-generation and 10-stage EOH/AHF cascade.
The blue cross marks the operating point of the cascade after the tenth layer.
A red cross marks the detection rate of the ROI-generation at the false positive
rate of the blue cross.

Classifier Processing Time (ms)

EOH/AHF Boosted Cascade 68.83 ± 14.86
Integral histogram calculation 22.79 ± 01.87
Cascaded classifier evaluation 46.04 ± 14.74
Flow based ROI-generation 8.38 ± 0.47
Motion detection 2.67 ± 0.35
Positional constraint mean and Jacobian 1.37 ± 0.15
Positional constraint total covariance 2.74 ± 0.22
Positional constraint Mahalanobis distance 0.45 ± 0.07
Planarity constraint mean and Jacobian 0.21 ± 0.05
Planarity constraint covariance and Mahalanobis distance 0.54 ± 0.12

Table 6.1.: Mean processing times per frame and corresponding standard deviations for the
Flow based ROI-generation and the boosted EOH/AHF cascade. Total times are
given in bold and are broken down into subtask in the lines below each total.
Miscellaneous operations that consume only very small amounts of computation
time are not shown.
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6. Optical Flow Models for ROI-Generation

experiment, the motion detection stage was disabled, while in the second, the planarity
constraint stage was skipped. The positional constraint stage was always active, as it
constitutes the core of the flow based ROI-generation algorithm. Figure 6.13 shows the
results of these experiments. The blue curve shows the baseline result, identical to Figure
6.12, using all three stages. The red and green ROC-curves show the performance of the
approach when either the planarity constraint or the motion detection is disabled.

Without the motion detection stage, performance drops significantly, as moving objects
usually get discarded by the positional constraint. Windows containing these objects can
not be recovered by the following stages, which explains the large offset in detection
rate between the blue and green curves. The threshold of the motion detection stage is
chosen very conservatively, i.e., in such a way that almost all movement is detected. This
sensitive detection threshold leads to a significant number of false alarm, as evidenced by
the green curve. However, without motion detection, the desired detection rate can not be
reached.

The benefits of the planarity constraint stage are not as pronounced but still very important
to the total result. At equal false positives per image, this stage improves detection rate by
about 5 percentage points. Also, the cost in computation time of this additional constraint
is low, as can be seen in Table 6.1. Overall, only the combination of all three stages
allows the flow based ROI-generation to compete with the results of the cascaded image
classifier.

6.10. Discussion

In this chapter we presented an approach that enables rapid pedestrian detection in im-
ages. By analyzing dense flow images and egomotion information of the current scene,
the likelihood that an image window contains a pedestrian can be inferred. To obtain pre-
cise dense flow maps, a structure- and motion-adaptive regularized flow method is used
that can be calculated in real-time on a modern GPU. Vehicle odometry is estimated by
the LIBVISO2 library, as no pitch angle sensor was installed in our experimental vehi-
cle.

To determine if a window contains a pedestrian, it is scanned by three consecutive clas-
sification stages. Only if the window passes all three stages, it is passed on to a complex
image based classifier. Each stage focuses on a different feature of the potential pedestrian
and windows that do not conform to this feature are discarded.

In the first stage, independently moving objects are detected based on epipolar geometry.
If motion is detected in a window, it is directly fed to the complex classifier, otherwise
it is passed to the positional constraint stage. In this stage, the expected flow of a static
pedestrian in the area of interest is modeled and compared to the observed flow. If the
observed and modeled flow differ beyond a certain degree, estimated by linear error prop-
agation, the window can be discarded. The third and final stage filters windows based
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Figure 6.13.: Effects of disabling single stages on overall system performance. The blue
curve shows the baseline result using all three stages. The red and green ROC-
curves show the performance of the approach with either planarity constraint
or motion detection disabled.

on a planarity constraint. That is, windows in which the observed flow vectors suggest a
non-planar object are discarded.

We evaluated our flow based ROI-generation approach on a dataset captured using the
SVS experimental vehicle. The approach is compared to the EOH/AHF cascade from
the previous chapter, both in terms of classification performance as well as computational
efficiency. At high detection rates (which both methods are designed for), the flow based
approach exhibits similar classification performance than the cascade, while requiring
only a fraction of the calculation time. By analyzing the contributions of each single stage,
we found that only the compound system is able to deliver results that are competitive with
the cascaded image classifier.
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7. Precise Localization of Pedestrians
in Images

In this work, precise localization of pedestrians in images is mainly motivated by the
Surround View System and its display characteristics (see Section 4.2). However, there
are many applications that require, or benefit from, an accurate estimation of pedestrian
position. Automotive active collision avoidance and camera based mitigation systems
depend on accurate input from the vision algorithms. Misjudging a pedestrian’s position
in the image, and therefore in the world, can have fatal consequences. Other sensors, such
as radar units or ultrasonic sensors, can be employed to verify or correct the pedestrian’s
position in the world. But even for such fusion approaches, a reliable estimation of the
pedestrian’s location in the image is crucial.

The precise localization of pedestrians is a difficult problem that aims at finding the exact
position of pedestrians in an input image. In this chapter we investigate how this problem
can be formulated as a machine learning task and present different novel approaches to
pedestrian localization.

7.1. Overview and Related Work

In the previous chapters, a sliding window scheme was used to detect humans in images,
essentially transforming the detection task into a binary classification problem. The clas-
sifiers used to discriminate between the foreground and background classes are trained
specifically for this task and consequently do not exhibit strong sensitivity to the loca-
tion of the pedestrian in the current window. As pedestrians exhibit high variance in both
shape and texture, classical computer vision techniques such as the generalized hough
transform [89] are not feasible. Therefore, a different approach is required to determine
the exact position of pedestrians and facilitate successful localization.

A straightforward means of estimating a pedestrian’s position in the image is to apply non-
maximum suppression to the windows returned by a classifier [47, 12]. If two detection
windows overlap to a certain degree, the window with the lower confidence is discarded.
Confidence values are obtained from the classifier, e.g. the activation of the output neuron
of a neural network. The assumption behind this approach is that windows that closely
match the position of a pedestrian in the image will also exhibit a large confidence value.
However, the tasks of pedestrian detection and localization have different goals and this
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Figure 7.1.: (a) Several detection windows with corresponding confidence values. (b) Both
red image windows exhibit the same coverage value in regard to the green label
window, but differ vastly in their image content.

is also reflected in the construction of pedestrian detection classifiers. During training,
the classifier is presented samples annotated with a binary label, declaring the samples
either positive (pedestrian) or negative (non-pedestrian). Negative samples are obtained
by a dense scan of the input images, while positive samples are generated from ground
truth labels. To increase the robustness of the resulting classifier and to account for errors
during labeling, positive samples obtained from slightly shifted labels are usually added
to the training dataset. It is clear that such a training procedure, albeit resulting in good
detection performance, makes it difficult to infer localization quality from the output of
the classifier. This issue is depicted in Figure 7.1a, which shows several output windows
of a pedestrian detector and their corresponding confidence values. Even though the de-
tection window marked in cyan constitutes the best match for the pedestrian, it is assigned
a lower confidence than the two poorly matching detections.

Furthermore, when using the a detector for localization, the quality of matches between
detections and ground truth labels is bounded by the density of the detection windows. To
obtain the best possible match, the scanning grid has to be as fine as possible, so that the
actual ground truth position is covered by the grid. This in turn leads to a large number of
windows that need to be processed. Sophisticated branch-and-bound schemes have to be
employed to make this approach tractable for localization [90, 91]

Some authors have therefore proposed to combine detection and localization in a common
framework [92]. This is achieved by integrating the position of the image window into
the machine learning task using Structured Output Support Vector Machines[93]. The
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7.2. Pedestrian Localization

loss function used in the training of this SVM is chosen in such a way that both erroneous
classification as well as deviation from the correct image position are penalized. The
resulting classifier can then be used for simultaneous classification and localization.

However, this chapter introduces an approach based on [94], that treats detection and
localization of pedestrians as completely separate problems that are solved consecutively.
An arbitrary detector is used to find an initial estimate of a pedestrian’s position and
scale in the image. A classifier trained specifically for the localization task, referred to as
localizer in the following, is then employed to refine the estimate and obtain a high match
with the ground truth label.

There are several advantages to treating detection and localization independently. The de-
tector can be chosen to fit the application scenario, while the localizer merely constitutes
an additional post-processing step. Detection schemes that are known to work well for
an application can be retained. Furthermore, superior performance in both detection and
localization is to be expected when a separate dedicated classifier, specifically designed
and trained for its purpose, is used for each task. Evaluation of the compound system is
also simplified, as it is easier to isolate the effects of the two subsystems.

7.2. Pedestrian Localization

The aim of most publications on pedestrian detection is to find bounding windows in the
image that are sufficiently close and of similar scale to manually labeled ground truth
windows. A pedestrian is counted as detected, if a similarity measure applied to detection
and ground truth window exceeds a predetermined threshold [37]. This similarity measure
is usually based on the spatial coverage of the two windows, for instance the commonly
used PASCAL measure [62]:

ao(A,B) =
area(A ∩ B)
area(A ∪ B)

, (7.1)

where a detection is counted as a true positive if ao exceeds 0.5. This binary evaluation
measure does not favor detections that match the ground truth label perfectly, nor does
it punish those that only slightly exceed the coverage criterion threshold. Based on this
observation, we introduced the following notion of Pedestrian Localization in contrast to
Pedestrian Detection in [95].

The task of Pedestrian Localization can be defined as finding an image window w∗ that
exhibits a high value of ao for a given label wl in an image I:

w∗ = argmax
w

ao(w,wl ), (7.2)

where the label position wl can only be inferred from the image data. The key difference
to the detection task is that one wants to find the window that best matches the label,
instead of finding any matching window.
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Other definitions of localizations are also conceivable, such as the minimization of the
euclidean distance of specific key points of the pedestrian in the label window to the cor-
responding points in the detection window. However, in this chapter we use the definition
given in (7.2) as we feel it is useful in many applications due to its generic formulation
and the properties of the ao measure. The measure is sensitive to deviations in both scale
and position of the input boxes and its magnitude is independent of the absolute area of
the boxes in the image.

7.3. Learning Localization

Pedestrian appearance is highly dynamic in both shape and texture, prohibiting the use of
simple template-based localization approaches. While methods such as hough transform
or cross correlation work well for finding the position of simple rigid objects, they fail
when presented with the high variability of human appearance.

The pedestrian localization task can be made tractable by casting it as a machine learning
problem. Given a suitable model function fp, the goal is to learn the parameter vector p∗

from a set of labeled input images, so that f can be used for localization as defined by
(7.2). That is, fp∗ applied to an image window w containing a pedestrian should exhibit
a response monotonically increasing with the coverage between w and the pedestrian’s
label wl :

fp∗ (w,wl ) = ξ (ao(w,wl )), (7.3)

with an arbitrary strictly increasing function ξ : R → R. The window best matching the
label can then by found by maximizing the value of fp∗ over the set of all windows. The
maximization of the model function is equivalent to maximizing the localization measure
ao due to the strict monotonicity of ξ.

7.3.1. Localization by Regression

A straightforward way to find the desired parameter vector p∗ is to choose ξ (x) = x in
(7.3) and apply a regression algorithm to the input data. This amounts to directly learning
the coverage values and reduces the localization task to finding the window with coverage
closest to 1.0. However, such an approach does not take the layout of the input space into
account. By assuming a fixed aspect ratio, each window in the image can be represented in
3D XYS-space by an x and y position combined with a scale factor relative to an arbitrary
base scale, i.e. w = (x, y, s). The coverage measure in (7.2) can then be regarded as a
projection from XYS-space to one dimensional coverage space.

This non-injective reduction of dimension poses a severe problem for any regression func-
tion. Windows that are far apart in XYS-space and therefore differ greatly in their image
content, have to be mapped to the same target value if they project to the same point in
coverage space. This problem is illustrated in Figure 7.1b. The two exemplary image
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windows (drawn in red) share the same coverage in regard to the green label window, but
show completely different parts of the pedestrian.

Another issue that arises in the regression approach is that small coverage values are much
more common than large values when the input windows are scattered on a discrete grid.
This skewed distribution of target values causes the regression algorithm to neglect re-
gions of high coverage, yet these regions are of particular interest for precise localization.
Regression appears unsuitable for the localization task, especially when considering that
the actual output values of the model function f are of little interest. The formulation
of the problem only calls for a maximization of the model output. Particularly, to satisfy
(7.3) it is sufficient that

f (wi,wl ) > f (w j ,wl ) ∀ wi,w j : ao(wi,wl ) > ao(w j ,wl ). (7.4)

In other words, only the relative ranking of image windows induced by f is required to
find the window with the best match to the ground truth label. This consideration directly
leads to our approach of formulating the localization task as a ranking problem.

7.3.2. Localization by Ranking

Ranking algorithms are usually employed in an information retrieval context, where a
user issues search queries to a system. The system then has to resolve each query and
present the most informative documents, sorted by their relevance, to the user [96]. For
this, the system uses a learned ranking function r (xi) : Rn → R to assess the relevance
of a document i by features xi extracted from the document’s contents. Each document is
assigned a score by the ranking function and the absolute rank of a document is obtained
by comparing this score to the score of all other documents returned by the query [97].
The absolute score of a ranked item is not meaningful on its own, but is given relevance
by relating it to the score of another item.

During training of the ranking function, the absolute ranking of documents is given only
implicitly by pairwise combination of documents. By considering all training pairs for
one query, an absolute ordering of documents related to this query is defined. If for
instance an item A is to be ranked higher than an item B while B is to be ranked higher
than item C, it follows that A must also outrank C.

The training pairs are always constructed from documents pertaining to the same query
and the ranking function is trained with pairs from all queries. Given a ground truth
document pair (xi,xj), the ranking function is trained to assign higher rank to xi, that is
r (xi) > r (xj).

This ranking framework can be applied to the localization task in the following way: All
image windows that overlap with a label window containing a pedestrian can be thought
of as the documents returned for one query. The ranking function now needs to score these
windows by their relevance for the current query (i.e., label). In the case of localization,
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Figure 7.2.: Construction of ranking pairs in hypotheses space and image space. The red
window in (a) is paired up with all neighboring windows of lesser coverage,
marked in black. The same window is mapped to the image and displayed in (b)
together with two neighboring windows.

this is simply the relation described by (7.4): a window with a high coverage value ao
should receive a higher ranking score than a window with low coverage.

The same holds true for window pairs presented to the ranking function during training.
Image windows are created for each label on a discrete 3D-grid in XYS-space with its
center on the label. The position and scale of those windows is therefore relative to the
label position at [x0 y0 s0] = [0 0 1]. As mentioned above, there is no need to explicitly
specify the absolute ranking of the windows. This ranking can be given implicitly by
window pairs pk , where the first element is taken to be of higher rank and thus of higher
coverage in regard to the label window wl :

pk = (wi,w j ) : ao(wi,wl ) > ao(w j ,wl ). (7.5)

It is furthermore sufficient to create only pairs for windows that are direct neighbors on the
grid in XYS-space. Through the transitive property of rank, an ordering of all windows
on the grid is defined. Note that window pairs always belong to the same label, which
causes the classifier to focus on local differences introduced by shifting or scaling of the
input window. Overall, localization by ranking is far more tractable learning approach
than localization by regression. Consider for instance the desired output value of the
localization function for the label window. For the regression case, the desired target
output value is exactly 1.0 for all labels, while in the ranking case it is sufficient that
the label window merely has a higher score than other windows in the vicinity of the
label.

The process of image hypotheses ranking and pair building is illustrated in Figure 7.2a.
Every point in the graph represents one discrete hypothesis window position and scale in
regard to a label window. The X-axis denotes the horizontal distance of the hypothesis
window center to the label window center as a fraction of the label width. The Y-axis
shows the respective distance in vertical direction. The scale of the hypothesis windows
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relative to the base scale of the label window is given on the S-axis. Since all windows
have a fixed aspect ratio, the scale of a window is simply its height. The window marked
in red in the XYS-space is paired up with all neighboring windows of lesser coverage,
marked in black, resulting in 12 pairs. By definition, the higher ranking window marked
in red is set as the first entry in those pairs. Figure 7.2b shows three window coordinates
from Figure 7.2a mapped to image space: the coordinate marked in red and both its
left and right neighbors. The red window clearly constitutes the best match with the
pedestrian, and is therefore is assigned a higher rank than the black windows. Note that
the hypothesis positions displayed in Figure 7.2 are just exemplary, the actual values used
for ranking classifier training are given in Section 7.6.

7.3.3. Stepwise Localization

Another approach to find the image window with the highest possible coverage to a given
pedestrian label can be derived by differentiating the model function (7.3) with respect to
the window coordinates w:

∂

∂w
fp∗ (w,wl ) = ξ

′

(ao(wi,wl )) ·
∂

∂w
ao(wi,wl ) (7.6)

and hence

sgn
(
∂

∂w
fp∗ (w,wl )

)
= sgn

(
∂

∂w
ao(wi,wl )

)
, (7.7)

as ξ is strictly increasing. These results can be interpreted in two ways. First, the window
that best matches the label can be found by gradient descent1 in XYS-space on the learned
model function fp∗ . This approach is discussed in combination with a ranking function in
Section 7.4.2.

However, a far more robust approach is to skip the preliminary function fp altogether and
to simply learn the sign of the gradient of ao with respect to an image window w:

f̂p∗ = sgn
(
∂

∂w
ao(w,wl )

)
. (7.8)

The function f̂p∗ can then be used to implement an efficient iterative stepwise algorithm
to find the window that exhibits the highest possible coverage to the unknown label:

w← w − η f̂p∗ (w), (7.9)

where η is the step size in XYS-space. This approach will be referred to as stepwise
localization for the remainder of this work. After evaluating f̂p∗ at the current window

1Note that the term gradient descent is used here even in cases where the goal is to find the maximum of
a function
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location, the window is moved in the direction returned by f̂p∗ (w). If no sub-pixel accu-
racy of the resulting window is required, η can be chosen in such a way that stepping is
always done on a discrete pixel grid.

The main difference to ordinary gradient descent is that the stepping function f̂p∗ is
learned directly from the input data without any knowledge of the function whose gra-
dient direction it represents. No actual derivatives are employed in the calculation of
the stepping function, which makes it robust towards noisy input, as derivatives tend to
amplify noise.

By using the sign function in (7.8), the problem of determining the optimal parameter
vector p∗ can be cast as a standard binary classification task with the special case of
f̂p∗ = 0. The training procedure of such a classifier is detailed in Section 7.4.3.

7.4. NN/LRF for Localization

To apply a classifier or a ranking function to an image window, suitable features first have
to be extracted from the window’s raw image data. This is identical to the pedestrian
detection case, where a multitude of feature extraction approaches have been published
in recent years (see Section 5.1). The most successful features include histograms of ori-
ented gradients (HOG) [39], local binary patterns (LBP) [46], local receptive fields (LRF)
[12] and combinations thereof [54]. Since to our knowledge there are no publications
on image features particularly suitable for localization, pedestrian detection features were
considered as potential candidates.

Both the HOG and LBP features employed in pedestrian detection build feature value
histograms over overlapping spatial regions in the image. The histograms of all regions
are then concatenated and normalized, forming the final feature vector. This procedure
of sampling histograms on a coarse grid in the image provides a robust representation of
the object contained in the window and is one of the reasons why these features perform
so well for the detection of pedestrians. For the localization task however, the invariance
to slight changes in position and scale afforded by using histograms is actually detrimen-
tal.

Instead in this work, a neural network approach using local receptive fields (NN/LRF) is
explored, as this combined classifier/feature architecture has several properties that are
advantageous for localization. The structure of the feature extraction stage of this neural
network is adapted to the classification task during training. Thus, no prior knowledge
about the input data is required, the features are created data-dependent instead of by
manual design.

Furthermore, the features operate directly on the raw input pixels. Unlike HOG or LBP,
this feature extraction approach preserves detail in the image structure as no spatial pool-
ing or histogramming is employed. Finally, the network is resistant to overfitting [12] and
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can be trained in an online fashion, that is, samples are presented consecutively and the
network is updated after each sample. This is an important property for the localization
task, as hundreds of samples can be generated from one label by shifting and scaling,
causing the training set to be accordingly large. An overview of the NN/LRF architecture
can be found in Section 3.2.3.

7.4.1. Training the Ranking Network

The definition of the NN/LRF network function from 3.2.3 is repeated here for clarity:
Let Np be the number of image positions obtained by shifting LRFs of size M = Sx × Sy
pixels at a step size of Dx and Dy pixels over input windows of size W ×H . Furthermore,
let xik ∈ R contain the value of the k-th pixel of the image patch at the i-th of Np positions
and let l j k ∈ R contain the k-th weight of the j-th local receptive field. Then a NN/LRF
with one output neuron applied to the pixel patches x of an input window can be written
as:

net(x) = h *.
,

Np∑
i=1

Nlrf∑
j=1

wi jg *
,

M∑
k=1

xik l j k + θ j+
-

+ ϕ
+/
-
, (7.10)

with bias weights θ j , ϕ ∈ R, output weights wi j ∈ R and transfer functions g : R→ R and
h : R→ R applied to layer one and two respectively.

Training of neural networks for classification is usually done by stochastic gradient de-
scent on a cost function. The cost function is based on the error between the network’s
output and the target value over all samples. For ranking neural nets, the authors of [97]
propose a cross-entropy cost function C based on the difference of sample pair network
outputs:

oi j ≡ f (xi) − f (x j ), (7.11)
C(oi j ) = −P̄i joi j + log(1 + eoi j ), (7.12)

where P̄i j is the probability that sample i is to be ranked higher than sample j. For
applications where the relative rank of all training samples is deterministically known, P̄i j
can be set to 1.0 when pairs are formed accordingly. Using this cost function, a variation
of the popular backpropagation algorithm [98] for the training of ranking two-layer MLPs
is derived in [97].

The above cost function can be employed in the same manner to train a Ranking NN/LRF
by gradient descent [95]. For this, the Elliot Sigmoid [99] is used as the non-linearity in
the first layer:

g(u) =
u

1 + |u|
. (7.13)

This non-linearity is similar to the standard tanh sigmoid, but much more efficient to
compute, since no exponentials have to be calculated, thus speeding up both training
and application of the neural network. The output neuron transfer function is chosen as
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h(u) = u, as no squashing of the output activation is required. Since h is the identity, ϕ is
omitted from the network in this section, as rank is not affected by linear transformations
of the output. In the following, upper indices 1 and 2 are used to indicate if the current
expression pertains to the first or the second sample of a training pair. Taking derivatives
of the cost function with respect to the network weights gives:

C′(oi j ) =
eoi j

1 + eoi j
− P̄i j (7.14)

gvi j ≡ g *
,

M∑
k=1

xνik l j k + θ j+
-

(7.15)

∂C
∂wi j

=
(
g2

i j − g
1
i j

)
· C′ (7.16)

g′vi j ≡ g′ *
,

M∑
k=1

xνik l j k + θ j+
-

(7.17)

∂C
∂θ j

=

Np∑
i=1

wi j
(
g′2i j − g

′1
i j

)
· C′ (7.18)

∂C
∂l j k

=
*.
,

Np∑
i=1

wi jg
′2
i j x2

ik −

Np∑
i=1

wi jg
′1
i j x1

ik
+/
-
· C′. (7.19)

7.4.2. Maximum Rank Search

After the Ranking NN/LRF is trained, it can be used to localize pedestrians in images by
finding windows of maximum network output in XYS-space. A straightforward way to
find the maximum is to simply apply the network to all windows sampled from the neigh-
borhood of an initial estimate obtained by a detector. This method is illustrated in Figure
7.3 for the X- and Y-Dimension. The image window returned by the detector is shown
in cyan on the right and constitutes a decent estimate of the pedestrian’s position. The
ranking classifier is now applied to all windows of equal scale in the vicinity of the initial
detection and its output activation, scaled to [0..1], is plotted to the left for each position.
This activation map is centered on the detection position and the maximum activation
arises slightly to the left and below the center, marked in deep red. Transforming this
position back into image space yields the red window on the pedestrian, which represents
a much better location estimate than the initial detection.

However, the fact that the NN/LRF network is a differentiable function of the input pix-
els allows for a more efficient approach. By taking derivatives of the network function
with respect to the coordinates of the image window in XYS-space, the maximum can
be found via gradient descent, for instance finding the maximum in y-direction would
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7.4. NN/LRF for Localization

Figure 7.3.: Determining the optimum window position using a ranking classifier. The acti-
vation map on the left shows classifier outputs scaled to [0..1]. Displacements
in X- and Y-directions are given in pixels. Image windows before and after
localization are displayed on the right.

require:
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Unfortunately, as mentioned in Section 7.3.3, this approach is very susceptible to noise
in the image data and the algorithm can easily get stuck in local maxima. To alleviate
these problems, a method to robustly estimate the gradient direction without resorting to
derivatives is presented in the next section.

7.4.3. Training the Stepwise Network

The stepwise localization approach introduced in Section 7.3.3 seeks to find the window
position with the highest possible coverage to the unknown label by moving an initial
window stepwise in XYS-space. The training objective of the network is to learn the
stepping direction in such a way, that the coverage between current window and label
window increases with each step. This can be cast as a classification problem with three-
dimensional target values t = (t1, t2, t3), tk ∈ {−1,0,+1}, where each dimension repre-
sents the true stepping direction along the x-, y- and s-axis. Although it is not strictly
necessary to include zero target values and their corresponding training samples, as the
stepping direction is always either positive or negative, we found that including them did
improve performance slightly. It is also possible to train a classifier that only operates
in one or two dimensions of XYS-space by restricting the target values to the required
dimensions.

Using a cross-entropy cost function [5] as for the ranking localization network, the overall
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sample-wise cost to be minimized during training is:

C(x, t̃) =

3∑
ν=1

t̃ν log netν (x) + (1 − t̃ν) log(1 − netν (x)), (7.21)

where t̃ contains the target values for sample x converted to probabilities, that is t̃ν = (tν+

1)/2. The network function netν is an extension of (3.18) for multiple output neurons. All
outputs share the same feature extraction layer, but employ different output weights:

netν (x) = h *.
,
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The Elliot Sigmoid (7.13) is again adopted as the transfer function for the input layer,
while the output activation is mapped to posterior probabilities using a logistic func-
tion:

h(u) =
1

1 + e−u . (7.23)

Taking derivatives of the cost function with respect to the network weights yields:

∂C
∂ϕν

= (netν (x) − t̃ν) ≡ δν (7.24)
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The weights of the network can be efficiently learned on large datasets using standard
backpropagation [98].

7.5. Progressive Localization

The localization approaches introduced in the previous sections aim at finding the maxi-
mum coverage window in XYS-space either by exhaustive search, or by iteratively step-
ping towards the maximum. Given an input window, an NN/LRF classifier is used to
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estimate the goodness of the fit to the unknown label (in the case of ranking localization),
or to determine the most likely stepping direction (for stepwise localization). This clas-
sifier has be very complex, both in terms of trainable weights and the amount of training
samples required, as the input it has to handle is highly variable. Input samples may
contain pedestrians that are heavily off-center and out of scale, so robustness in regard to
strong deviations in position and scale is required. At the same time the classifier must be
sensitive to small changes in the input images, as to facilitate precise localization.

To deal with these extremes, the concept of progressive localization is introduced in this
section. Progressive localization means splitting up the localization task into several con-
secutive subtasks and training one classifier specifically for each of those subtasks. As-
suming that the position of an initial window in the vicinity of the pedestrian label is
known (e.g. by scanning a detector over the image), the localization task can be split up
into the following:

Coarse Centering Starting from an initial window, find a window whose center is close
to the center of the label, while keeping the size of the window fixed. The classifier
used for this task must be able to handle large displacements from the true center.
The resulting window does not have to perfectly match the label center, but should
be sufficiently close to it.

Fine Centering Refine the window position obtained from coarse centering by minimiz-
ing the distance between the window’s center and the true center. The windows
presented to the fine centering classifier are all close to the label center due to the
previous coarse centering step. The classifier can therefore adapt to small shifts in
x- and y-direction to find the optimal position for the center of the window, which
is then fed into the next localization stage.

Scaling Scale the input window while keeping its center position fixed to match the size
of the unknown label. As all windows have already been centered on the label in the
previous steps, the classifier for this task can focus solely on changes in the image
structure induced by scaling.

This concept applies to stepwise localization in a straightforward way. Each initial win-
dow is processed successively by every stage in the progressive localization chain (coarse
centering, fine centering, scaling), resulting in exactly one window after each stage. Fig-
ure 7.4(a) illustrates the progressive localization chain for stepwise localization. Starting
from an initial window, the coverage between the current window and the pedestrian is
successively optimized in each stage. The algorithm then proceeds to the next stage if the
current step yields a position in XYS-space that has previously been visited. All visited
windows are sorted by the L2-norm of their classifier activations and the window with
the lowest activation is passed to the next stage. The reasoning behind this choice is that
the output neurons are trained to exhibit negative activation if the current window posi-
tion in their represented dimension in XYS-space is too low and positive activation if it is
too high. Windows near the optimum position should therefore yield absolute activations
close to zero.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4.: Exemplary progressive localization chains. The resulting windows from coarse
centering, fine centering and scaling are shown as solid boxes from left to right.
(a) Stepwise localization chain. Dashed boxes show the window from the pre-
vious step, including the initial window used as the starting point for coarse
centering. (b) Ranking localization chain. Dashed boxes show the windows that
have been discarded in the current stage.

For the ranking based localization approach, the vicinity of the initial window is first
finely sampled in XY-space, keeping scale fixed. This set of windows is then passed to
the coarse localization stage. The coarse ranking classifier estimates a ranking value for
each of those windows and only the κ highest ranking windows go on to the next stage
for fine centering. In this stage, all windows except the highest ranking one are discarded.
For the final stage, the centered input window is resampled in different scales and the
scaling classifier is applied to every resulting window. Only the window ranking highest
in scale is returned as the result of the localization chain.

Progressive localization with ranking can therefore be viewed as consecutive resampling
and filtering of several input windows by three different filters as illustrated in Figure
7.4(b). Due to its modular nature, progressive localization has several advantages over
using a single common classifier for all localization tasks. First and foremost, the local
receptive fields learned during training can be specifically adapted to the task at hand. It
is reasonable to assume that image features suitable for centering might not necessarily
be optimal for determining the proper scale. Experiments in Section 7.6 will show that
this is actually the case.

Furthermore, different architectural parameters, such as the number of LRFs or the gran-
ularity of the sampling grid can be optimized for each task. Lastly, progressive localiza-
tion makes training and evaluation of localization classifiers much more tractable, as each
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classifier can be handled independently. If the performance of the progressive localization
chain is not satisfactory, it is easy to find the classifier which is at fault.

7.6. Experiments

In this section, the results of the proposed approaches in regard to localization accuracy
are presented and evaluation methodology is discussed. All results pertain to the pro-
gressive localization approach both with ranking and stepwise localization. Note that the
evaluation criteria are different from those employed in Chapter 5, as the objective of the
localization task is disparate from the goal of a classification problem.

7.6.1. Dataset

For both training and evaluation of the Ranking NN/LRF, images of the relabeled Daimler
Pedestrian Detection Benchmark were used. A detailed description of this dataset and is
given in Section A.2. This section also contains sample images and a summary of the
relabeling process that is required for correct training of localization classifiers.

7.6.2. Localization Performance

Pedestrian Detector

To find pedestrians in the input images and obtain an initial estimate of their position,
we employ the best-performing classifier from Chapter 5. This classifier uses a 10-stage
AdaBoost cascade followed by a 3-Stage-MLP and a final AHF fusion stage (see Section
5.7 for details). Training is done on the Daimler Large Scale Pedestrian Detection Dataset
(see Section A.1). The operating point of the trained classifier is chosen in such a way
that a detection rate of 90% on the test dataset (using the evaluation metrics described in
Section 5.7) is achieved. More precisely, the threshold of the classifier in the final stage
of the cascade is increased or decreased until exactly 90% of pedestrian labels in the test
dataset are detected.

Ranking Pedestrian Localizer

The first step in training the Ranking NN/LRF for localization is extracting a set of train-
ing windows from each label and building pairs from these windows. To this end, win-
dows are sampled on a grid in XYS-space as described in Section 7.3.2. The sampling
volume and granularity relative to the label width, as well as the resulting number of pairs
per label is given in Table 7.1. Note that X/Y sampling is done symmetrical around the
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Table 7.1.: Sampling granularity for localization classifier training and evaluation. All per-
centages are relative to label box width and sampling distance is symmetrical to
zero

Localizer Stage X/Y Sampling Distance
@Granularity

Scale Sampling Factor
@Granularity

Windows
per Label

Coarse Centering 6% - 16% @ 2% 85% - 115% @ 3% 1859 / 3432
Fine Centering 0% - 8% @ 2% 85% - 115% @ 3% 891 / 1584
Scaling 0% - 8% @ 2% 85% - 115% @ 3% 891 / 8100

center of the label, so sampling from 0% to 8% of the label width also implies sampling
from 0% to -8%.

For the coarse centering classifier, large displacements are learned while samples close to
the label center are ignored. The fine and scaling classifiers are only presented samples
close to the center. All classifiers are trained using identical scale sampling, as scaling
is only done in the last stage of the progressive localization chain. Depending on which
stage is trained, different pairings of windows according to the function of the stage are
employed. The coarse and fine centering classifiers are presented sample pairs that are di-
rectly adjacent in XYS-space and share the same scale. In contrast, sample pairs presented
to the scaling classifier may only differ in scale.

The width and height of the pedestrian labels are increased by a factor of one third as
training samples are extracted. This additional border is required to enable the classifiers
to handle large displacements in location and scale.

Before the training windows are presented to the neural network, they are resized to 32x64
pixels and a local divisive normalization as recommended in [100] is applied to enhance
local contrast. In a subsequent step, the pixels of each training image window are nor-
malized to zero mean and unit variance so that the total input to the neural network has a
fixed magnitude.

LRFs of size 8x8 pixels are shifted on a 4-pixel grid over these normalized windows,
resulting in 105 patches (i.e., LRF positions) per window. The feature extraction layer
of the network contains 64 LRFs, thus the input dimension of the output neuron is 6720.
LRF and output weights are initialized with a zero mean normal distribution. The standard
deviation of this distribution is chosen in such a way, that the sum of inputs of each
sigmoid is in the sigmoid’s linear range [11]. All bias weights are initialized to zero.

The ranking networks are each trained with pairs created from 8 million samples extracted
from 3,915 labels for 50 epochs. A learning rate of 10−4 was found to yield the best
results.
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Figure 7.5.: Results for progressive stepwise and ranking localization chains. The first box-
plot shows the coverage of the initial windows generated by the pedestrian de-
tector

Stepwise Pedestrian Localizer

The training parameters for the stepwise pedestrian localizer chain, including the sam-
pling grid and LRF configuration, are identical to the ranking pedestrian localizer. How-
ever, the stepwise classifier training uses target values instead of sample pairings to spec-
ify the training objective. For the coarse and fine centering stages, the target for each
window is a two-dimensional vector whose entries constitute the x- and y-stepping di-
rections, as explained in Section 7.4.3. The network therefore has two output neurons.
The target value for each of the two dimensions is equal to the true stepping direction
along that dimension, irrespective of the window scale. For the scaling stage, a scalar
target value and a single output neuron is employed. The target value is equal to the true
stepping direction along the scale axis, irrespective of the window’s x/y position. Just as
the ranking networks, the stepwise networks are trained with 8 million samples for 50
epochs.

7.6.3. Localization Results

To test the localization performance of both stepping- and ranking-based approaches, the
pedestrian detector is first scanned over each image of the evaluation sequence using a
fine position- and scale-grid. A confidence-based non-maximum-suppression [12] is used
to prune multiple detections on a single pedestrian.

Each remaining detection window in the image is used as a starting location w0 for the lo-
calizer chains. From this initial window, the window best matching the label is estimated
as described in Section 7.5. Both approaches are compared using identical initial detec-
tions. The step sizes for the stepping localizers are set to be identical to the granularity
of the sampling grid during training (Table 7.1). All percentages are relative to the width
of the initial window. The x/y and scale sampling parameters used during progressive
ranking localization are also identical to the training values for each classifier. For each
label in the evaluation dataset, the coverage value of the label window and the window
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Figure 7.6.: Distance of window center to label center after the centering stages of the step-
wise localization chain from Figure 7.5. The distance is given as a percentage
of the label width. The first boxplot shows the distance of the initial windows
generated by the pedestrian detector

estimated by the stepping and ranking localizer chains is calculated. The coverage results
are shown in Figure 7.5 using boxplots. Red vertical lines mark the median of each sam-
ple, while the edges of the boxes are the 25th and 75th percentile. Outliers are drawn as
red markers and the whiskers of each column stretch to the most extreme data points not
considered outliers. Data points are considered outliers if they exceed a distance of 1.5
interquartile ranges to the first or the third quartile respectively.

The NN/LRF ranking localizer exhibits the best localization performance with a median
coverage value of 0.925 while the stepwise localizer achieves a median coverage of 0.917.
Both NN/LRF approaches outperform the detector, which achieves a median coverage
value of 0.852. This result is not unexpected as the stepwise localization process is far
more susceptible to singular errors. While one misranked sample likely has no effect on
the result of the ranking localization, a stepping error can cause the stepping localization
algorithm to terminate with a solution that is far from the true label value.

On the other hand, stepping localization requires far less classifier evaluations to estimate
the label position. The ranking chain from Figure 7.5 needs to compute over 300 clas-
sifier evaluations per detection, whereas the stepping classifier requires an average of 12
evaluations. As every evaluation of the classifier involves the computation of each LRF
response at each position of the input patch, ranking localization is prohibitively slow for
real time applications.

Figure 7.6 gives detailed results of the two centering stages of the stepwise localization
chain from Figure 7.5. The first boxplot shows the distance of the initial windows gen-
erated by the pedestrian detector. Distances between the center of the resulting window
and the label center are plotted as a percentage of the label width. Each centering stage
decreases both the median distance to the label, as well as the standard deviation. Due to
classification errors, there is a slight increase in outliers in each stage. Figures 7.7 and 7.8
show a breakdown of the euclidean distances in Figure 7.6 into their horizontal and verti-
cal components. It is evident that for the localization network, vertical centering is a more
difficult task than horizontal centering. The reduction in distance to the true pedestrian
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Figure 7.7.: Horizontal distance of window center to label center after the centering stages
of the stepwise localization chain from Figure 7.5. The distance is given as a
percentage of the label width.
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Figure 7.8.: Vertical distance of window center to label center after the centering stages of
the stepwise localization chain from Figure 7.5. The distance is given as a per-
centage of the label width.
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Figure 7.9.: Scale of the window after the scaling stage of the stepwise localization chain
from Figure 7.5. The scale is given relative to the true label scale. The first box-
plot shows the scale of the initial windows generated by the pedestrian detector
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.10.: The 64 local receptive fields of each of the classifiers from a stepwise localiza-
tion chain: (a) Coarse Centering. (b) Fine Centering. (c) Scaling

center is less pronounced for the y-component than it is for the x-component.

A performance analysis of the scaling stage of a stepwise localizer is shown in Figure 7.9.
Here, the scale is given relative to the true label scale. The stage significantly improves the
scale of the detection window but, like the centering stages, also introduces some outliers
due to classification errors. These outliers are investigated in the next section.

Figure 7.10 shows the 64 local receptive fields of each of the stepwise localization clas-
sifiers. The LRFs have clearly adapted to the different tasks in the localization chain.
Coarse localization seems to require extensive features that respond to oriented contrast.
Fine localization also appears to rely on oriented contrasts, but the learned filters are
narrower and more sparse than their coarse counterparts. This is not surprising, as fine-
scale features are necessary to detect small shifts in position. The scaling LRFs develop
high-frequency circular features, likely because image structures are stretched radially by
scaling. These findings confirm the main motivation for progressive localization, namely
that a monolithic classifier forced to employ the same feature extraction layer for all three
localization tasks can not attain optimal performance.

7.6.4. Error Analysis

Although the coverage values of most detection windows are significantly improved by
both localization approaches, localization seems to fail for some detections. Several
pedestrian images for which the coverage value decreased severely after localization (i.e.
outliers in Fig. 7.5) are shown in Figure 7.12. The label windows are marked in green and
the windows resulting from progressive localization are displayed in red.

A frequent source of localization errors are pedestrians that are close to each other and of
similar scale, as show in Figure 7.12(a)-(b). During the centering stage of localization,
the classifier sometimes erroneously moves toward the “background” pedestrian, even if
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Figure 7.11.: Performance of fine localization as a function of training dataset size. Y-axis
shows median value ±σ of distance to label center as % of label width. Relative
size of the dataset is plotted on the x-axis.

the initial detection is closer to the designated pedestrian. The reason for those errors
is likely found in the training dataset which almost exclusively contains fully visible,
non-overlapping pedestrians. The above mentioned situation is therefore unknown to the
classifier, causing it to focus on the wrong pedestrian. Extending the training dataset to
include more images of close standing pedestrians is likely improve performance in those
cases. Adding slightly occluded pedestrians to the dataset would also reduce the number
of localization errors induced by occlusion in the evaluation images such as in Figure
7.12(c).

The classifiers are also prone to errors when applied to images where parts of the pedes-
trian exhibit little contrast to the image background (Fig. 7.12(d)), or certain salient image
structures surround or cover the pedestrian contour (Fig. 7.12(e)-(f)). A more sophisti-
cated normalization scheme preceding training and application, as well as an increase in
training images might alleviate those problems.

The NN/LRF classifiers are very dependant on a sufficient number of training images and
at the same time scale very well with large datasets. Figure 7.11 shows the relationship
between the performance of a fine centering stepping localizer on the evaluation dataset
and the number of images used to train the corresponding classifier. Classifier perfor-
mance is in this case given as the median distance (relative to the label width) of the
localization result window to the pedestrian label. Whiskers show one standard deviation
from the median. The size of the training dataset is plotted on the x-axis as a percentage of
the total number of available images (3,915). All classifiers were trained using otherwise
identical parameters and evaluated on windows obtained from the coarse stepwise classi-
fier from Figure 7.6. The number of local receptive fields was chosen low enough to avoid
overfitting by inspecting the validation error progression over 50 epochs of training.

It is evident that even when using the full dataset, the NN/LRF architecture is not saturated
in terms of training samples. Both median detection performance and standard deviation
decrease linearly for large datasets percentages, motivating the collection and annotation
of additional pedestrian data.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 7.12.: Several outliers from the results of stepwise localization. The pedestrian label
including additional border pixels for training is shown in green and the win-
dow resulting from progressive localization in red. Faces of displayed persons
were manually obscured.

7.7. Discussion

This chapter introduced two different approaches for the precise localization of pedes-
trians in images using neural networks with local receptive fields. It was shown why
ordinary pedestrian detection methods and simple regression based on label coverage are
unsuitable for the localization task. Instead, algorithms based on ranking and stepwise
optimization to obtain a suitable localization function were proposed.

Localization by Ranking aims to rank windows close to an initial detection by their cov-
erage in regard to the current pedestrian. A window with a high coverage value should
receive a higher ranking score than a window with low coverage. After the parameters of
this ranking function are estimated from training data, it can be used to find the optimum
window position.

In the Stepwise Localization approach, a binary function is learned that can then be used
to implement an efficient iterative stepwise algorithm to find the window that exhibits
the highest possible coverage to the unknown pedestrian label. This method requires less
computation time than Localization by Ranking, as the number of windows that need to
be evaluated by the classification function is much lower.

Both approaches are using neural net based localizers which can be trained via gradient
descent, learning salient image features from the input data. By dividing the localization
task into multiple subtasks, classifiers specifically adapted to centering and scaling can be
learned.

The presented approaches were evaluated using a relabeled version of the Daimler Pedes-
trian Benchmark dataset described in A.2. Both proposed localizer chains improve signif-
icantly on the results of the pedestrian detector. Ranking localization yields less outliers
than the stepwise approach, while stepwise localization requires only few classifier eval-
uations and is therefore suited for real-time applications.
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In this thesis, algorithms that enable pedestrian detection in a Surround View System
have been investigated. The main contributions of the thesis were presented in three main
chapters.

Heterogeneous Cascaded Classifiers with Interstage Information Transfer

In this chapter, a novel combination of a fast boosted cascade using inter-stage informa-
tion transfer with a complex multi-stage neural network classifier was introduced. Simple
stages trained with AdaBoost are followed by complex stages comprised of MLPs of in-
creasing complexity. This cascade structure allows rapid, yet precise, classification of
pedestrians, which is required if four camera streams are to be scanned simultaneously.
The Activation History Features we presented in the chapter are used to further increase
the processing speed of the cascade and to improve the overall result by fusing information
of all stages. We also proposed to train a dedicated classifier for several distinct visibil-
ity level to enable detection of partially occluded pedestrians. At the end of the chapter,
a thorough evaluation of all presented classification components was given on datasets
both captured using standard angle cameras, as well as dedicated SVS sequences. The
proposed approach significantly improves upon the detection performance of the standard
HOG/SVM approach while keeping runtime at a similar level.

To further increase the classification performance of the approach, future work should
investigate the benefits of including other image clues. As the HOG and EOH features
used in the heterogeneous cascade operate only on gradient information, straightforward
candidates to try are texture based image features. Motion clues derived from dense
optical flow might also boost classification performance and are an obvious choice in
combination with the optical flow models described in Chapter 6.

Optical Flow Models for ROI-Generation

In the following chapter we presented an approach that enables rapid pedestrian detection
in images by focusing on regions that are likely to contain pedestrians. This is achieved by
analyzing dense flow images and egomotion information of the current scene and infer-
ring the probability that an image window contains a pedestrian. A total of three dedicated
consecutive classification stages are used to decide whether a window can be discarded
or needs to be passed to a final (complex) image-based classifier. Each of the stages
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hereby employs a different motion feature to reach its classification decision. The cas-
caded structure of the approach and sparse memory access pattern yields a rapid way to
generate regions of interest for more sophisticated classification systems. The flow based
ROI-generation approach was evaluated on a dataset captured using the SVS experimen-
tal vehicle. We compared the performance and computational efficiency of this approach
to the EOH/AHF cascade from the previous chapter. At the high detection rates required
to detect pedestrians reliably, the flow based approach exhibits similar classification per-
formance than the cascade while requiring only a fraction of the calculation time.

Future work on this topic should focus on additional optical flow constraints that can be
used to further reduce the number of candidate windows. The global flow error model
from Section 6.9.2 does not take local image content into account. This could be replaced
by a local error model that extracts flow confidence directly from image characteristics,
leading to a more precise estimate of the total flow covariance. The approach could also
benefit from an integration of estimates over time, which can be implemented using the
already available flow information. Based on the assumption that objects do not acceler-
ate or decelerate instantaneously, the motion likelihood of hypotheses in the previously
analyzed frame can be an important source of information for the current frame.

Precise Localization of Pedestrians in Images

This chapter focused on the task of precise spatial localization of pedestrians in images.
Two different localization approaches using neural networks with local receptive fields
were proposed. Both seek to find the window that minimizes the coverage in regard to
an (unknown) pedestrian label. In the ranking approach, all windows in the vicinity of
an initial detection are ordered by their estimated label coverage and the highest ranking
window is output as the localization result. In contrast, the stepwise localization scheme
iteratively seeks to optimize the initial window position using a binary classifier until an
optimum location is found. Both presented approaches were evaluated using a relabeled
version of the Daimler Pedestrian Benchmark dataset and improve significantly upon sim-
ply using a pedestrian detector. Ranking localization yields less outliers than the stepwise
approach, while stepwise localization requires only few classifier evaluations and is there-
fore suited for real-time applications.

Future extension of the approach should involve more sophisticated classification and
training schemes. Training networks with more than two layers, though time-consuming,
might increase localization performance while reducing the number of required LRFs.
Incorporating bootstrapping into the training process could prove beneficial if a sound
way to select the most informative samples can be found. Furthermore, it should be
investigated how input patches can be normalized to allow the handling of scenes with
poor contrast. Finally, involving additional image clues, such as motion, could lead to
more robust results in scenarios with highly textured background. While a scenario might
appear cluttered in an intensity image, the dense flow image representation of the same
scenario could show a sharp pedestrian outline.
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A. Datasets

A.1. Daimler Large Scale Pedestrian Detection Dataset

This large scale dataset contains a vast amount of pedestrian and non-pedestrian images,
collected by the Daimler AG over the last decade. The images were captured using an
8-bit grayscale camera mounted behind the front window of a car driving in urban traffic.
The dataset is divided into a training set and an evaluation set.

The training set consists of positive (pedestrian) images, provided as cutouts with a reso-
lution of 70x140 pixels, and of full 640x480 images for the extraction of negative (back-
ground) samples. Every cutout contains exactly one 42x84 pixel pedestrian label centered
in the image. By mirroring each of the 83,971 cutouts and shifting labels in each of 8 di-
rections to increase localization invariance, a total number of 1,511,478 positive samples
is available for classifier training. The 24,018 negative training images, which are also
subject to mirroring, contain no pedestrians and can therefore be densely sampled to pro-
vide an almost arbitrary amount of background samples.

The evaluation set is identical to the test set provided by the Daimler Pedestrian Detection
Benchmark Dataset [12]. It consists of an independent image sequence comprising 21,790
images (640 x 480 pixels) with 56,492 manual labels, including 259 trajectories of fully
visible pedestrians, captured from a moving vehicle in a 27 minute drive through urban
traffic. Example images from the dataset are shown in Fig. A.1.

A.2. Daimler Pedestrian Detection Benchmark Dataset
(Relabeled)

This dataset is a modification of the standard Daimler Pedestrian Detection Benchmark
Dataset [12]. Both datasets are identical in regard to the number of images and image
content, but differ in the positioning of pedestrian labels and image size.

The cutout images containing pedestrian training examples in the relabeled dataset have a
resolution of 84 x 168 pixels with an extensive border of 42 and 21 pixels in horizontal and
vertical direction respectively. This increase in border size is necessary for the localization
task as it allows for large displacements of image windows during localizer training. The
modified cutouts were extracted from the same full VGA images as the original pedestrian
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A. Datasets

Figure A.1.: Example images from the Daimler Large Scale Pedestrian Detection Dataset.
The top row shows pedestrian cutout images from the training set. Non-
pedestrian training images are depicted in the middle row. The bottom row
shows several images from the evaluation sequence, pedestrian labels are drawn
in red. Faces of displayed persons were manually obscured.
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A.2. Daimler Pedestrian Detection Benchmark Dataset (Relabeled)

Figure A.2.: Four labels from the Daimler Pedestrian Detection Benchmark dataset. Original
labels and their centers are shown in red, adjusted label centers in green. Faces
of displayed persons were manually obscured.

samples. Image padding by mirroring was employed for pedestrians close to the image
boundary. In contrast to the original dataset, no jitter was applied to the labels before
cutout extraction, i.e. the cutouts are perfectly centered on the pedestrians. However,
since a sufficiently large border around the pedestrians is available, a user-defined amount
jitter can be applied to the labels before training.

Most importantly, all labels in the dataset were adapted, as both training and evaluation
of localization networks require accurate pedestrian labels. Unfortunately, as the target
application of the original Daimler Benchmark dataset is the detection of pedestrians, the
pedestrians are not labeled in a spatially consistent way. Although bounding boxes are
centered, the horizontal center of the box on the pedestrian is determined by taking the
whole pedestrian silhouette, including arms and legs, into account. When a pedestrian
walks perpendicular to the camera direction, the corresponding bounding box moves in a
swaying motion in regard to the pedestrian. As a result, there is no well-defined relation-
ship between the pedestrian’s position in the world and the position of the bounding box
in the image. This makes it difficult to asses the quality of localization approaches. To
remedy this problem, we define the center point of the pelvis to be the horizontal center
of the pedestrian. This choice is suitable for upright pedestrians, as the relative position
of this point stays sufficiently constant during walking. For the relabeled dataset, the hori-
zontal positions of all labels were updated according to the above specification by shifting
each label a few pixels left or right. Figure A.2 shows four original labels and their hor-
izontal center in red, while the updated center position of each label is drawn in green.
Note how the updated center position stays almost constant relative to the pedestrian as
he moves.
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A. Datasets

Figure A.3.: Example images from the Surround View Pedestrian Detection Dataset. Faces
of displayed persons were manually obscured.

A.3. Surround View Pedestrian Detection Dataset

This dataset comprises a large evaluation dataset and a smaller validation dataset. All im-
ages were captured using the SVS cameras equipped with wide-angle lenses and mounted
to our experimental vehicle. The cameras capture images at a resolution of 1280x800 pix-
els and a bit depth of 10 bits. Although color images are supported by the imager by using
a Bayer-pattern, we rely on grayscale representations only.

The evaluation set consists of 10,848 images captured in different parking- and low-speed-
scenarios. The dataset contains a total of 1613 valid pedestrian labels, which are required
to be detected during evaluation.

The independent validation set contains 1,877 images with a total of 318 required la-
bels. Example images from the Surround View Pedestrian Detection Dataset are shown
in Figure A.3.
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B. Publications
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M. Gressmann, O. Löhlein, and G. Palm, “Pedestrian Localization,” in IEEE International
Symposium on Intelligent Systems and Informatics, pp. 371–376, IEEE, Sept. 2011.

M. Gressmann, G. Palm, and O. Löhlein, “Progressive Pedestrian Localization Using
Neural Networks,” Topics in Intelligent Engineering and Informatics, vol. 3, pp. 319–
339, 2013.
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